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For they who hear our music, the.y possess 
Our very selves. our substance. all we are 
And all we have • • • • 
Michael Field - Prologue to Dei:rdre 
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INTROOOCTIO N 
The period from 1890 to 1900 needs no introduction. 'Wllatever adjective 
is used to qualify the decade ...... "yellow,· "mauve, fI "naughty, tt "gay," or 
"decadent· - the transitional character of the period is clearly established. 
The Nineties witnessed the last novels of Thomas Hardy, the deaths of Robert 
Browning and Alf'red Lord Tel'mY'son, the Oscar 'Wilde debacle, the beginning 
of the "Ir1sh revival. n and the short-llved litera". cueers of Aubrey 
Beardsley, Ernest Dow8on, John David:3on, and a score of minor writers who 
also need no introduction. 
There is, however, one writer, associated. at least to some extent, with 
the Nineties, who does need an introduction today. And that is Michael Field. 
Two ladies, Katherine Bradley and her niece ldith Cooper, ass:um.ed the mas-
culine pseudolQD1 in the E1ghties in order to insure greater freedom of ex-
pression. Sometime in the early Nineties, the identity was revealed. The. 
collaborative effort did not cease but continued until the partnership was 
dissolved by death. 
Michael Field vas known to contemporaries through the efforts of Robert 
Browning, who prided h11luJelf on the discovery of the poets, corresponded with 
and encouraged them until his death. George Meredith, George Moore, Oscar 
Wilde, Arthur Sy,mons, Lionel Johnson, and the artists Charles Ricketts and 
i 
Charles Shannon were also taithful triends and appreciators who did not 
abandon the poets when the lII7th of Michael Field's identity was dispelled 
and a consequent lack ot interest in their work ensued. 
Virtually recluses, Katherine Bradl.., and Edith Cooper were dedicated 
to art and beauty. In oombined authorship they wrote twenty-seven poetic 
plays, one of whioh WAS produced by J. T. Grein at the Independent Theatre. 
Their lack of popularity and the small number of devotees that their works 
attracted apparently did not trouble them, and certainly it did not hinder 
their efforts in the drama. In each play there is evidence of the times 
of which they were and yet were not a part. Legendary and ocwl t historical 
subject matter, strains of nee-paganism, a dedication to art and beauty, and 
themes of romantio love are present in their dramas. The authors' feminine 
characters, part1cu.l.a.rly, give eYidence of a more dramatio and fatal dedi-
cation to love than Ibsen's Nora, whose slammed door raised the hue and cry 
of London audiences for years. Tradi tional in character, the plays of 
Michael Field demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses ot the age and also 
foreshadow innovations which occur at the end of the century. 
Viewing the plays of Michael Field atter JIOre than forty years of Yirtual 
silence requires a comprehensive su".., not only of the personal history of 
the authors but also an analysis of their work in tems of the basic elements 
of structure, character delineation. theme, and style against the background 
of the major currcmts of Victorian drama_ 
The personal history of the playwrights will be related through three 
significant stages in the1r developaent. which span the years 1878 to 1907. 
i1 
The Bristol period1nclude. the educatiol'Jal and literary influence. which 
generated the exper1llental 8&r17 woric ot the poets. '!'he Reigate period 
illu.trate. the iIlpaot 01.' the spirit 01.' the Ninetie. on the poet.' 11£e 
and art. The Ricbllorsd period conclude. the authors' preoccupation with 
the tragiC torm and directs attention to their religious conver.ion. Each 
or the three .1gniticant. stage. reaftirms the collaboratiTe ettort and 
Michael Field' a dec11cation to Uterature and art.. 
Because the twnV-s8 ... en plqs balance preoarlou~ between the "old 
drama It and the ttnew. It the 11 t.erary context. tor the poetic play. 01.' Miohael 
Fleld i. as broad a. the span ot Victorian draIla and as narrow as the scope 
01.' J. T. Grein's !rldependent Theatre. Th. transitional. oharacter 01.' late 
Victorian drama nece.sltate. the expanded chapter on context. in order to .e. 
Michael Field'. poetic draus aa reflections ot "tradition and change.-
The uneven quliv and the num'ber at the draas establishes the neeessar.r 
procedure tor the 8tudy ot M1ebael Field's p].qs. A det.aUed oonalderation 
ot stftcture. character del1neatian. th.e, eel .t,.le lndicates cbaract.rl.st.lcs 
whioh at. t1ae. are shown .at ertect.1Tel7 b,. .everal examples troll aeTeraJ. 
plq. and at other tiae. b7 a single UlustratiTe work and .... en, on occaslon, 
by juxtaposition with another author's work. 'lbe plqe are not equally in-
splred or inspiring, and. coJ'l8equent.q, cert.a1n plays Ulustrate a particular 
tacet ot Michael Field! I dramatic power 11.0" toroetul.l1 than other.. Sel.CUT-
it,.. theretore, i. both nec .... 17 and adTisa.bl •• 
ill 
The paradox of the virtually unestablished literary reputation of 
Nicha.el Field today and the poets t II terar.r eta ture in their own period 
prompted. the present study of their plays.. The conclusions of the study, 
though tentative, introduoe Miohael Field anew and bring the poets' plqs 
into focus against the background of the developing drUUltic world of the 
Nineties. 
iv 
CHAPTER I 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
In 188,5 at a dinner party given in honor of Robert I3ro'wn1ng, the aged 
but vigorous poet a:nnouneed that he had discovered a new poet of consider-
able promise. Before Browning could "1' who it was, Michael Field was named 
by JrIJUI1' of the aultural and critical gathering. The honored guest of the 
evening was not alone in his dtscove17. In the slender volume oontaiD1ng 
two tragedies, CallWhoe and !!k P"osamu.nd. whioh had recently appeared, 
the ring of a new voice was too olear am too true to paS8 unheeded. 
When the first two poetio plays of Miohael Field were published in 
1884, the laudato17 renewers stated that the)" knew nothing of the author's 
personal lite, and for a long time the mystery- was unsolved. New works ap-
peared bearing the same name on the title page, confirming the initial 
enthusiasm of the crlttcs and jusutying the hopes that were fomed, 
however, no one came forward to acknowledge h11uelf as the author. 
The playwright :remained Michael Field and wished to be known as Michael 
Field to insure freedom of expression. 1 At length, in the Nineties, the 
1 This idea is expanded in a letter written by latherine Bradley to 
Robert Browning on Novembrr 2" 1884, tiThe revelation [if dual authorsh1l!l 
would indeed be utter ruin to us, but the report of lady authorship w1ll 
dwarf and enfeeble our 'WOrk at every turn. Like the poet Gray we shall never 
t speak out. t AM we have m&tV' things to -1' that the world. w:Ul. not tolerate 
from a woman's lips. We lIlUst be free as dramatists to work out in the open 
air of Dature - exposed to her vicissitudes, witnessing bel' terrors, we 
catU3Qt be stitled in drawing-room oonventioulities. _ .. - Besides, you are 
robbing us of real Cr:ltiCiSll, such as man gives man. 1I Found in Michael 
Field, Works.!!!! 12!z!. eds. T. and D. C. Sturge Moore (London, 1933), p. 6. 
1 
identity was disoovered. Miohael Field was the pseudonym adopted by two 
ladies. Katherine Bradley and her niece Edith Cooper. who oollaborated in 
2 
so perfeot a manner that their liter&l."7 history is unique. To their great 
personal disappointment, the myth of Miohael Field was dispelled, and their 
work was treated with ever-inoreasing coldness by' the coterie whioh gathered 
aroulld the newest authors in London. 2 
Nevertheless, Miohael Field.' s poetry was not completely unaoolaimed. 
Sturge Moore. their literary executor, records fd.t.hfully the encouraging 
correspondence of Robert Browning, George Meredith, Oscar Wilde, Charles 
Ricketts and Charles Shannon, Theodore Watts Dunton, Arthur s,mons and 
George MoON. Particularly was Michael Field indebted to the on tic1_ of 
Lionel Johnson, "who alone ever wrote words about our work that our souls 
counter-signed.·:3 These were the litterateurs and personal friends who 
enoouraged the two dedicated authors to write twenty-swen plays. eight 
volumes of lyric poetry, and. Works and !2&!. a record of their thoughts and 
actions. Spanning the ,.ears 1888 to 1914, the journal consists of twenty-six 
velll.Ult-bourd. folios. confirming the authors' interest in the world of art 
and letters. 
Virtually recluses in life and obscurities in literary history, these 
two writers, paradoxica.l.ly, inspire recognition in biographioal and oritioal 
2 T. F. R., "Miohael Field. tt The Irish MonthlY. XLII (March, 1914), 
162 - 171. 
:3 Works !!!! ~. p. 240. 
literature. They were as dedicated to We as they were to poetry, and it 
is not difficult to llDderst&nd vhy the latter necessa:rUy stemmed troll the 
tormer. Speaking of this essential. barmol'\T, Gordon Bottomley retlected 
that the way in which their 11ves and their werk were one was a marvellous 
thing to him. "Lite was one 0.1' their arts - they' gave it a consistency 
and texture that made its quality a she.r del1ght. u4 They possess.d the 
taculty 0.1' identitying being with doing. This beauty of lif. was reflected 
11'1 th.ir devCltion to each other. "Th.,.... vas a bloOJl and a light on that 
which made it incomparable.-; Also it was s.en 11'1 the flawless rhythm and 
balanc. that .ach managed to ma11'1tain in her own. 1nd:1v1dual life. Their 
collaboratien in art was unique, and their dedication to lite was all-
consuming. Both or1g1Jl&ted and developed in a st2'oRg faUy relationship. 
ltather1ne Bradley and her m.ae Edith Cooper d.scend.d from a pros-
perous Derb;feb1re merchant fud.l.y which settled at Ashbou:me. As early 
as 1749. the Bradl.7famUy, represented b7 Joseph Bradley, gave ample 
evidence of the fact that the,. were "m.rchants ot substance and culture. ft6 
4 Quoted b7 *17 Sto.rgeon in mawl Field (New York, 1922). p. ,6. 
5~. 
6 Ibid., p. 1,. 
4 
More significantly. in the t&1l'd.ly genealogy there is a Charles Bradley. who 
was "a prolific and meditative writer both ot prose and song.·7 Whether 
this Charles Bradley vas the Charles who amed .... Hams ot Birmingham 
after his tather had migrated there f'1"OI1 Ashboln-ne is uncertain. There is 
proot, however, of the fact that Charles Bradley, a tobacco unui"acturer, 
anied Emma Ranis in 18)4. In 1835 their first chUd .... was born, and 
eleTen years later, Oft October 27. 1846, their seoond daughter Katherine was 
born. 
When !Catherine was two years old. her father, strtlck down by cancer, died. 
Mrs. Bradley moved her small. family to a suburb of' Birmingham and deToted 
her time aM energies to the education of her daughters. She also took great 
care to supplement the lessons she gaTe her girls with other and 1IOre ad-
Tal'lCed teaching. Consequently instruction in painting, and studies in French 
and Italian, were pursued. 1'h.ere is eTide.e, too, of extensive social 
actiT1ty with a liTely group of cousins. One ot them has related the 
imagiaaUTe and playtt.U personality of the child ICathel"1ne. She delighted 
in poet3.7 and frequently spolce and wrote letters in rh1me. Scott'. ~ !?! 
rlh!.l!k! was a faV'Orite work, and as a child she read and reread it. She 
also enjoyed participatiDg in dramatic Tent.ures. These wel'e, tor the most 
part, impJ'OllPtu representations at holiday testiTities such as Christmas and 
New Yeart s Day. Growing up in such an enT11"Onment was obTiously ideal tor 
a child ot many natural gifts and buoyant t_perament.8 
7 ~ •• p. 14. 
8 Ibid ••. p. 16. 
B.r the time Katherine's elder sister, E1mu.. married J. R. Cooper in 
1860. Katherine was rttall.;.v interested in the classics and in the maste17 
ot the Ge1"llAn la!1guage as well as the appreciation of Geman l1terature. 
Emma .oved to Kenilworth. where her ~sband was an established merchant. 
Two yean later Edith Cooper was born on JantUll7' 12. In 1664. Mrs. Cl)oper 
had a second daughter, Arq. an event. which lett her a pe:manent invalid and 
necessitated. the assistance of Katherine aI1d her widowed mother. Both 
moved to Kenilworth in order to look att.er the little fa.m1l.1'. Na'tt1.rall7 a 
strong bond grew between aunt am. niece. Also quite -'tt1.rall7 in the 
ensuingrrs. Katherine would lead Edith along the sae intellectual and 
art:1st1o\ p.tIthwaytl she herself had traveled ud would continue to tread. 
5 
Katherine· s educatioMl aper:1ences, spamdng uD1' disciplines and lIA:ny 
universities, were varied and vital. L1teftture both ancient and modem 
fascinated her. am. Greek bec8ll.e a -Jor field ot endeavor. Reoords indicate 
that she 'hnt. to Newnham, Cambridge, for a SUB,er vacatton oourse. Katherine 
also at"t.4mded the CoU'ege de France at Paris. Drtring her sojourn in France. 
she reportedly tell in love with the b:rother ot one ot her French friends. 
He was considerably older than shel and betore their i'OIUl'lCe vas tultUled. 
he died. There is every indioation that. Katherine viewed the experienoe as 
a great trageq and never torgot it. 9 
9 Though this event was 10_ past when the authors began their journal 
in 1888, there is an ent17 eYe17 ,-ear on the ann1.vers&17 of Katherine 
Bradley' a friend t s death. Works.!!'!d R!l!. p. xvi. 
Katherine corresponded with Rualdn dur1ng the years 1875 to 1878. He 
personal.ly recommended areas of stud,. and suggested. certain authors while 
rejecting others. "I should like you to give up all metaphysical reading 
at present, be content with history - poet:ry (suppose you try to under-
stand the Wars of the Roses? as relating to the religion of England -- and 
indicating its oorru.ption.) Have you read George Herbert's works ... - Miss 
Edgeworth t s1 or Goldsmith. s1·10 Ruskin also reoomended Plato and m.erson 
but ool'ltinued to discourage metaphysios or II.f!T readifJg whioh would profess 
6 
to aocount for or explain tb.Uags.ll Iather.1ne was apparentl.y strongly in-
fluenced b7 Rualdn in moral and artistio questions. She also vas a oompanion 
of the Guild of st. George for a time, though that vas as far as she ever 
went in Rua1d.n1an economios. 
Vivaoious and immensely alert inteUeot.ual.ly, Iatherine radiated a 
glowing enthusia811 for knowledge. Waa and ldnd in her relationships, she 
quite naturally folStered Edith as a mother. laVishing attention and affection 
on her mece.12 In 1878. when Edith was sixteen and the fadl:y moved to 
Stoke Bishop, Bristol. both aunt and nieoe entered into the life of the 
University College with great hst. Though the olassios and phUosopb:y 
oocupied DlOst of their time and eftort, they enthusiastioally supported 
the more advanoed ideas - women's suffrage, anti-ViVisection, and higher 
10 Oxford, Jamary 10, 1878. in Ibid.. p. 161. 
11 Brantwood, February 9, 1878, in Md. 
12 The following passage t:t:'OM a letter to Miss Louie Ell1s elucidates 
this attl tude t til speak as a mother; mother of some sort we must all be-
come. I have just been watching Edith stripping the gal"den of aU its roses 
and then 'DillM th_ in a barrel for me. •• __ b S,.. '0. ?Ii .. 
7 
education -- at debating sooieties. They oontinued to explore the world of 
li terature and art. They worked at water painting and even wore flowing 
gaments in "art" oolors. Consoiously and deliberately. they adopted 
"aesthetio dress,~ wore blue and, more particularly, green,l) and styled their 
haiX" in a loose knot at the nape of the neck. Their friends knew them as 
the two eager girls who walked over the downs every morning to attend lec-
tures. Despite their oareless hair and ingeniOUS dress, they had a certain 
distinction and were fascinatir~ conversationalists. 
Both young women were absorbed in the world of poetry; yet they were 
companionable souls in a sympathetic oircle, Katherine with abounding vitality 
and love of fun and keen joy in life. expansive and forthcoming despite an 
oocasional haughtiness of manner, and Edith orystalline and fragUe. sen-
sitive and withdrawn by nature. In addition to writing poetry, they con-
tinued to read avidly. "Evidence is clear that they appreciated genius so 
widely diverse as F'laubert and 'Walt Whitman, Hegel and Bourget. Ibsen and 
Heine. Dante, Tolstoi, and Saint Augustine. 1f14 
Educationally the ten-year Bristol period was important. Bowever, 
because experimentation in poetry was stimulated during that time, the 
13 See Burne_Jones' cult of green in Richard I.e Gallienne. The Rountio 
Nineties (u,ndon, 1926). p. 169. -
14 Sturgeon, p. )0. Further, there is a salient letter from W. B. Yeats 
to Katherine Tynan. "There is a sooiety at whose meetings Michael Field 
[Miss Bradley.] 1s to be seen sometimes. It is oalled the 'Society of the 
New Ufe' and seeks to oarry out some of the ideas of Thoreau and Whitman. 
They live together in a SUrrey vUlage. Rhys is to bring me to a meeting. 
Michael Field il a bird of another feather from the London 11tt6rateurs, 
whom I cannot bnt rather despise." The Letters of W. B. Yeats. ed. man 
Wade (London, 1954). pp. )9 - 40. - - - -
literary implications of the period a1"8 even more significant. In 1875 
ltatherine had initiated the venture by publishing a volume of verse,.D!!. 
8 
.!!! MiMesinsert under the pseudo~, Arran Leigh. 15 Evidence that Edith 
also becUle interested in writing poetJ'7 is clearly established in the 1881 
publication of Bellero!h&n by Arran and Isla Leigh. The leisure and serenity 
of We at Bristol inspired the early lyrics, which the authors later con-
sidered experiaental. and 11IImature. The lyrics did, however, indicate one 
important fact - collaboration was the most effective mode of expression for 
the aunt and niece. Bel:1erOphon further indicated a tendency'. particularly 
on the part of Edith, toward dramatic movement and a sense of trageq as 
well as interest in classical subject uttel".16 
The publication of CHl!tthoi and Fair Rosaum in 1884 vas both a 
logical development of their former enduV'Ol"s and the begimdng of' Michael 
Field's career. The two poets l'elegated their two previously published 
volUmes to the past, and emphasizing the importance of' the new work. they 
assumed a dirferent paeudolVJD_ Michael Field was chosen somewhat arbi-
trari17. "Michael because they liked the n&Ile and its associations, Field 
because 1 t went weU with Michael. Bu.t it. is t.rue also that they had a 
great admiration tor the work ot William Michael Rossetti, whom. Katherine 
15 John Ruslc1n reters to it in a letter to Katherine Bradley dated 
Januar,y 20. 1876. ItI did accidentally open the M'1!p!sinsel" and liked a bit 
or two ot it - and. I don't tldDk I threw 1t. into the vasi'e basket [sic] 
- generally the receptacle without so much as opening, of all books of 
poetJ7 sent me by the authors. 11 !Vorks and Days. p. 146. 
16 See the poem ttlasonD written by Edith Cooper at the age of seveD-
teen and reprinted 1n Ded1cate4 (London, 1914). 
says in one of hel" letters, they regarded as a 'kind of god-father', and it 
had been tNe, too, that Field had been an old nick-name of Ed! th. 1t17 Mas-
eul1ne pseudonyms were not uncollllOn in a period seeking greater freedoa of 
expression for women.18 In this particular ease, the pen DUle also cloaked 
the collaboration. 
Pl-ess reaotion to the plays was favorable, and Callirrhoe went into 
9 
a secoM edition in November of the sae year. Encouraged, the poets com-
pleted three tragedies the following year. l1!! Father's 'fru!!!l, WUl1am 
Rutul, and Lolaltl£ leve were pIlblished in 1885_ In 1886 they completed 
Brulus UlW, and in 1887, Canute.!:h!. Great and !!!! Cu;e .2! Water. Theae 
early vories also attracted the attention of well-known literary figures, and 
their interest pJ'Oved more durable and helptul than the rather fickle praise 
of the AtSeaaeum, Pall.H!l:! Gnette, and the Acad!!l- Robert BJ'Owning, 
especially. was impressed with their work. and his letters to them were 
cODgratulator.y and encouraging. Edith, in a letter to BJ'Ovn1Dg, captured 
the tol)8 of their friendship and voiced as vell the involvement of the aunt 
and niece in literary activities I 
Such words as yours gi va more abundant life I to expend it in 
higher, more reverent efforts is the only true gratitude possible. 
As to JI18elr and my part. in the book -- to make aU clear to you, 
I must ask for strict secrecy. My Aunt and I work together atter 
the fashion of Beaumont and Fletcher. She is my senior. by but sixteen 
years. She has lived with lIle, taught me, encouraged me aDd joined 
me to her poetic life. She was the enthusiastic student of Baccue. 
17 Sturgeon, p. 27. 
18 Katherine Lyon Mix, ! study !D Yellov (Lawrence, Ian., 1960), 
pp. 16 - 17. 
Some of the sCtenes of our play are like 11O$&1c work -- the 
mingled, various pl"Oduct of our two brains. The Faun soene is. 
1II1ne. I was just nineteen when, with joy m1xed with a dreary sense 
01' woe. the oonception oame to me. Eraath10n is also almost wholly 
mine and much of Marge1'7. I th1nk: if' our oontributions were dis-
entangled and one subtracted from. the other, the amount would be 
almost even. Th1s haW7 union of two in work and aspiration is 
sheltered and expressed by t Michael Field. t Please regard him as 
the author.19 
10 
'ft.te Bristol decade had been a period of intense development in the 
l1terary oareer of aunt and niece. but it was also a t1m.e of great personal 
loss. lCatherine' 8 mother. Mrs. Braclle,... had died of cancer; and her 
daughter. the invalid mother of Edith. ha.d also died. The remaining 
members of the fam.1l.y - Mr. Cooper, his daughters Id1tb and htty. aNi their 
aunt, Katherine - moved to Reigate in 1888. There they :remained until 
Mr. Cooper' 41 death in 1898. This seCtOrtd decade, located at Reigate. con-
tirmed the poets t artistio oareer and introduoed the poets to George 
Mered1 th and George Moore and the men of the Nineties -- Osoar WUde, Arthur 
Symons, Lionel Johnson - and. the FreDeh writers e oourant, partioularly 
Verl&1ne.20 Old fr:1.endships and interests were left behind tdth the old 
enViroDMnt. Their oircle of friends by this time was composed of people 
with interests similar 1:0 theirs, and their activities were restricted in 
order to better serve their work. 
20 A fascinating account is given of Verla1ne's read1ng of Sage.se 
at Barnardt s Inn on Nov_bel" 22. 189:3. in Worics !!!! R!l!. p. 188. 
TheY' traveled frequentlY' to the Continent, but their trips were more 
meaningful than their earlier jaunts in France and Germany, which were 
made for the pure pleasure of seeing masterpieces. Now that they wero 
embarked upon a literary career, eaoh trip was undertaken with a purpose. 
II 
Ii' they went to Edinburgh, it wa.s for the Ma.rian legend: to the New Forest, 
it was for some faint sound of Rufus I hunting-horn, to Italy, it was tor 
inmuae:rable haunting echoes of Daperial Rome. of the Borgias, of the Churoh, 
to areas of old France. for memories of Frank1sh kings; to Ireland. for 
a vanishing glimpse ot Deirdre; to Comwall, for the inspiration of Tristan 
and Iseult. This. however, does not mean that their journeys were austere 
and unsociable. They '9181 ted Sarlanna and Pen Browning at .holo and toured 
Italy with the art collectors, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Berenson. Arthur Symons 
escorted them through Paris and showed them the 'WOods of Fontainebleau. 21 
Nevertheless, despite the many friends and a genuine interest in arfairs, 
the two authors unconsciouslY' gave a sense of seclusion troll life. of natures 
dedicated or. at least, set apart. This beeQ. increasingly apparent, par-
ticularly in the life of Ed.ith, wheN there is strong evidence of' the re-
jection of romanoe in order to pursue her artistic oareer. The love story 
was never directly revealed, but the lyrios and a few scattered remarks in 
the journals indicate that the relationship developed from the companionship 
21 sturgeon. p. )4. 
of kindred apirits.22 It was the experienoe "of friendship growing to 
passion, of love declared and reciprocated, but not :tul:tUled because of 
some other tie which bound both lover and beloved. n23 
12 
Though there were only five plays aotual.l.y published during this time, 24 
there is every 1ndication that plays published years later were actually 
com.posed at Reigate. A ve'1!Y 1m.portant event happened in 1893 which might 
explain the scant amount or published material and indicate the preoccupa-
tion of 'the poets. Michael Field's prose play, 1:. Question .2! Memon. was 
accepted and prOduced by J. T. Grein and his Independent Theatre on October 
27. 1893.2; Albert Fleming lent the aunt and niece his rooms at Grayts Inn 
22 The identity of Edith· s friend is uncertain. It My have been 
Charles Ricketts. "There wo an especially intimate bond of friendship 
between him. and the younger lady, Miss Edith Cooper. which lasted until 
her death about 19].2." Gordon Bottomley. "Charles Ricketts," DllrhAm. 
U:n1versitl Journal (June. 1940), 182. 
23 
sturgeon, p. 84. 
24 The Tragic l1!lZ (1890). Stekhania (1892). A Question of Memory 
(1893), lti11ii, HI Attila t (1896'. e World ~ Auction (:[89B'). 
2; There are at least two other indications that the poets were greatly 
interested in producing their work at this t~e. George Moore greatly ad-
mired William. Rut.B.! and proposed it to the Thdtre Libre as one of the English 
plays to be acted. [Works!l!!!~, p. 134. aM George Moore, Impressions 
!!S Opinions (London, 191~j), p.I80~ And Michael Field sent the play Deirdre 
to W. B. Yeats in 1903. He rejected the plq in the Mme ·of the Irish National 
Theatre Society for two reasons. "It would need a far bigger stage than we are 
likely to command for a long time to oome," and "I do not like it as well as 
your other werk." Letters.2!!.:. 1b. Yeats, p. 407. 
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in order that they might comf'ortably tollow the rehersals of the play. 
From October 13 to the actual presentation on October 27. the writers 
observed living theatre. Edith noted in her journal, "I learn an inf'inite 
amount of stage technique from him (DeLange. t..i-te stage manager) - his 
foreign reasonableness appealing to me as an artist who wishes to work with 
comprehension of my l11uns. tt26 Uni"ort:.unately, the play was preceded by a 
I 
short play by Cow .. _ ltLe Pater. tt which oontained an hysterical heroine, 
soldiers, and two volleys. As Katherine apt.l.y predicted, "The evening 
will be called shooting night -- comedy wUl be let 100se.tt27 The reviews 
were loathing; but more s1gn1t1oant, the poets themselves realized that the 
audience was gripped until the tourth act. They beoame increasingly aware 
of faulty plot struoture, rewrote the play in three acts, and republished 
it years later. The 1mmediacy ot actual produotion yielded. noh rewards in 
tel'ms ot dramatic struoturing, but it did little to promote Michael Field's 
popularl ty. 
Of paramount concern to the poets was not only the qual1ty' of their 
writing but also the aotual appearance ot each of their books. Great care 
was taken ldth format, decoration, binding, paper. and type. In every 
detail ot color. arrang.ent, appearance ot title page, and design ot cover. 
there was disorimination, expementation, and exacting directions. This 
26 Works .!!l4 !?!l!. p. 173. 
27 Ibid., p. 180. 
preoccupation brought them in contact with the "artist printers," who were 
28 
carrying on the tradition established b.Y Morris in the Kehascott Press. 
They corresponded with Elkin Mathews and John Lane of the Bodley Head, 
and their in!. tial acquaintance with Ricketts and Shannon, editors of .T!!! 
12!!!, became a close friendship. Ricketts personally supervised the art 
work of their plays, many of which were printed at the Vale Press.29 
Ricketts and Shannon, who were always referred to as "The Artists tt 
by Katherine and Edith, are responsible for any facts about the poets 
during the Reigate and later Richmond periods. Charles Ricketts' first 
impression of them is interesting and contains one of the most 'Vivid des-
criptions of the poets, 
Katherine was then immensely vivacious, full of vitality and 
curiosity. When young she had doubtless been very pretty, and 
for years kept traces of colour in her whitehair. But if 
Katherine was small, ruddy, gay, buoyant and quick in word and 
temper, Edith was tall, pallid, singularly beautiful in a way 
not appreciated by common people, that is, white with gray eyes, 
thin in face, shoulders and hands, as if' touched throughout with 
gray long before the graying of her temples. Sudden shadows 
would flit oVer the face at some inner perception or memory. 
Always of fragile health, she was very quiet and restrained in voice 
and manner, a singularly alive and. a'Vid spectator and questioner, 
oocasionally speaking with f01"Oe and vivacity. but instinctively 
28 "The Kehascott Press set a new standard with the fineness of its 
paper and the beauty of its decoration. Rioketts and Shannon at the Vale 
produced fastidiously bound volumes _. collector's itellls." Mix, p. 20. 
29 "Oscar Wilde sat down and told us that in his beliet our TrY~c 
!f!!::l and Rossetti's Poems were the two beautiful books [;1n appearance 
of the century - but he was going to surpass us, and would send us an 
early copy of his Tales (A House ot Pomegranates. Designed and dec. by 
Ricketts and Shannon, 1891) to iake us very unhappy." Works .!n4l?!l!. 
p. 139. 
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reti1~' and absorbed by- an intensel)" reflective inner 
Ufe. 
Ricketts later tried to capture this ethereal spirit of Edith Cooper in 
15 
a miniature portrait set in a jewelled pendant.31 These and other attempts 
to project the unique personalities of the two ladies were always inter-
esting but never quite saUsfactol"1. 
The aunt and niece continued to write and 41so frequented the theatre 
and the opera. When Pater lectured, they were in the audience. When Will 
Rothenstein had a studio-war.ming at Chelsea, they were present conversing 
with George MoOl"C:' and Oscar Wilde. Their life was at once meaningful yet 
leisurel)", exciting yet composed. 
The spirit of We at Reigate was pleasant and casual, and each 
member of the aall fudl)" pursued life in his own fashion. In. the spring 
of 1897. Mr. Cooper, Edith's father, was vacationing at Zematt. Switzer-
land, with his younger daughter A1It.y. On June 24, he went out from the 
hotel and neVer returned. From June until the discoV'e17 of the body in 
the Wi ttiwald on October 2;, the fudl.,. was oppressed b)" the fear that 
Mr. Cooper had been murdered. When the body was found and all evidence 
indicated an accidental death, they returned to SWitserland, arranged and 
attended his proper burial. Edith brought Alpine 1'Oses back to plant on 
30 sturgeon, p. 38. 
31 The drawing and setUng are the work of Charles Ricketts and are 
in the Fitlldlliam lthseum. Cambridge. 
her mother's grave. In her journal she writes, nThe Alpine rose presses 
close to the English mound. How blessed is piety toward the dead fThe 
ancients understood to the depths that virtue, composed of justice and 
tenderness to those who are no longer living. ,,32 
To escape the burden of sorrow for a time, the poets visited Oxford. 
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The beauty of the place brought them peaoe, and the ldndnesl of friends 
there lightened their sadness. The artistic interests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniel, particularly, comforted them. They finished a ma.que. Nooatide 
Branches. on which they bad been wor!dng. Two:rears later it was published 
under Daniel's supervision from the Daniel Press at Oxford. 
Katherine and Edith retumed to Reigate. but the place vas fUled 
with the memories of the past. Ed1 th wrote I 
It is impossible to realise [sic:} here in the home round which 
he has twined his whole life in love for us. thought for our 
future. ton for our pleasure, that he will never lee the plants 
we had set in the beds tor his e78s. the melons reared for him, 
the noble ros •• h. gave. With all his faults of mood. his tendemess, 
arfection, siJllpl.icity. sweet patern.1ty, ch1val.:ry', poetic tem-
perUlent and beautifully grained ripeness. hi. trust in'lGod and 
hi. loved ones, made him dear and irreparably precious.",;3 
Constant memories of the past and the engagement of Ed1 th t S younger sister 
Artry to John ~an precipated the poets' next move. At Ricketts' suggestion, 
they purchased the small Georgian house at 1 The Paragon, Richmond. which 
overlooked the Thames from its balconies and sloping garden, and it 
32 Wo.:rks !ll!! Ru:!. p. 227. 
33 Ibid •• p. 224. 
remained their home until their death. 
That the house was exquisite in every detail can readily be seen in 
the numeroul descriptions of 1t.34 Moreover, the Paragon actuall.y became 
a symbol of Michael F1eld'l dedication to art and beauty. Ricketts had 
selected the houle and had supervised the decor. The Paragon was an 
eighteenth-centu1'7 house seemingly of two stories; actuall;y. above the 
sloping garden it had six levels. The doors and woodwork were painted 
white. The walls in the small room where Id1th worked were silver. On 
th_ two Hiroshigi prints and several lithographs by' Shannon were hung. 
In a slightly larger roOll, which opened through folding doors out of 
17 
Edith' s roa, the;r reoeived guests. The walls' were papered with a white 
and sUver stripe. Framed in gUt. Shannon's lithographs were also present 
, 
i 
in this room along with two of Ricketts' Hero ~ L9ander woodcuts. The 
severel;y elegant tum! tun was eighteenth-century satinwood. On the 
pollshed table-tops stood several pieoes of white porcela.in and rare glass, 
or old plate. A tangle of necklaces or other jewels were displayed with 
artful carelessness. The rooms were alwa;ys scented with fresh flowers, 
which Ed1 th arranged w1 th care and genius. 
The wainscoting of the stairs and of the .t1n;y downstairs .d1n1ng room 
Was a.pple green. The walls were cOTered with gilded canvas on which hung 
34 Sturge Moore, "Editor's Prefaoe, II ~s and.P!z!. W1l1iall Rothenstein, 
nIntroduotion," Works.!oW! Pm.' Gordon Bot e;Y1n StUrgeon, p. 52 - 53. 
Th. preoooupation with extel"llAl beauty in ctn ... architecture. and household 
furnishings was held b;y the tlAesthetes" to be the outward. and visible sign 
of an inward and spir1 tual graoe and intensity • Walter HamUton. ll!!. 
Aesthetio Movement !!! ltpsland (London, 1882), pp. 34 - 35. 
a amall. round a1l'T01" and the .etch tor Rioketts f ,",obit..!:!!! lh! !gel. and 
Jacob and !!'!! Ancel- Persian plate. glowed Oil the table like rich, large 
petals retlect1ng the eubUe colored pioture. on the walla. Th.-. _s a 
..:u alcove to thi. room which _pported a aall glass hou.e above. 
Iather1ne worked 1n thi. alcove. 
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In thi. at3t0sphere or beau\)" and .WMl'1ty - sun-t1lled PO_I, oeilings 
aliTe with reflMUo:n.s tl'Olll the Thaes, doTe. oooing in the gla •• hou ••• and 
rolling aeadows wi til hup elm. and oedars opposite the rinr - the poets 
woJOked daU7 in sUeno. and solitude between nin. 0' clock in the lIIOndng 
and one o' clock in the at1iel"DOOl'1. At the Paragon they were gq and bu..,.. and 
thq _terta1rted trequen.tl7. Soc1al i stng with writere who.e interests 
were th.u- own, the poet.. cU..cuss. ftl'lOU8 aspects ot thrir c.bwut.io art, 
alwaya seeking de., .. 1ns1ght into the tragie to:rm.35 
Holf'Wer. the time. took 011 an austere and .oaber tone as the poete 
leamed ot the .eaths or IWJ..Y ot their fellow writers .- Er'Mat Dow_Itt 
Lionel Johnson. Oaoar WUd.e. "One b.r one the •• young men who Wl"8 about 
our W8T, when· we began •• MS.ehael, have dJ.ooifted dcnm the honow gusts ot 
Fate to piteous grave •• ",6 F1n&l1y on JanuU'1 22, 1901, Queen Victoria 
died_ Katherine W1"Ote in her dial'7l 
Our Great Queen is dead. I have no tears. She sweeps away with 
her into the looked land, lIfT life, rq youth, rq breathing. I 
haYe no allegiance to any other. ~11 love her. She is s1l1P17 
:my Queen, as God 1s my God.. • • .1 
BoweYer, the poet's loyaltY' was to the person of the Queen, she bad no il-
lusions about the Victorian aget 
The great illusion of the Victorian age is the 1llusion of 
progress. Because at the beg1rmiDg of her reign our streets 
were payed with cobbles .- therefore • • • 
Growth of suburbs, growth of education among the poor, an 'tlft-
mitigated evil-extension of franchise and growth of free trade. 
umdtigated disasters -- the growth of Trades Unions, the dumation 
of the fIlture. 
The growth of sentimentality towardscr1tae I and of science-
oraft (the priest-craft of' the Victorian age). insidious, beratirsg 
influence. 
The synthesis of' the reign - 1mperial1a. 
The great virtue to be cultiYated - "hardiness" and the loYe 
of beauty.38 
Old age and death cont1nuaU;y ramiMed the poets of the passage of 
19 
time and sharpened their sense of traged;y. Their RomAn tri.log was completed 
with the publication of The l!U 5?! Leaves in 1901 and ful:H ReM in 1903. 
The authors had undoubtedly also completed the "Herod" pl.qs39 and several 
other tragedies which would be published much later. The events of London 
still drew their attention and enthusiastio support. When Oscar WUde's 
Salome was produced in 1906, they were in the audience along with lfardy, 
"a waste pansy' of a an, grS8cirlg from a heap of rubbish," George Moore, 
31 Ibid., p. 231. 
38 ~ •• pp. 231 _ 2:;8. 
39 Queen Mariume (1908) and The Accuser (1911). 
"white a. a tree of sUTer s..uows 'by '\he atreau of Imd.f:ree." Max Beer-
bola. "his taoe of aa uge1-sheep turned uto a kid1aud ga7 with ita 
bab7 old age,- Arthu' ___ • Hw1th the h01II on his >aYenU1't.7." alld the 
glgantic Be1'ft&ftl Shaw, tlreall7 gl'CMl nateq ard aloof tram pettb.e.s, 
like a ao1U1ta1n UDder snows. tI It AU our eonteapoar1e. - ADd aU parched 
'by the v1nd that driTeS avq what it io\lche., aU grq - .. ept SelW1ft 
J'aage who ""e1' bad or baa .., hair on h1s ap1r1ted l'O.1nea •• ..ItO 
'1'he7 d1necl with Teate, .. toulld h1a ah7 at ttrst. then doctrinalre 
20 
aM ft.ll.,.. It , Itt_to. 1s net ot UI - he i, a Pl"e&Ohe:r. He pftaChe ..... 
exeenent thtrtla.. ... foolish th1ltca • .41 'the poets _:re 8'tIl7Ji .. d to 
f1nd Yeats ~t with thel:r plqa and 1eaftltMl. that Dowden had lnap1:red 
lnte:rest 1n __ at the tbe '\hat Yeats was wrlt1na tor the Dahlb Vp.1ftl!1ty 
R8T.l.... In taot, teats had v:r1ttea a rni ... of The fatherta '.l'eJdI. WiUSaa I!h.. aJld ltmtr S x.,ft In wb10h he uintahed '\hat M':1ehael neld did 
DOt cbwuI 01' aatmter eaoqh.42 
The ~ at ParagoD con~e4. tNlt.tul am aeU01d.JIg aa they were. 
how,.er, theN was an Ullde1"C\U'l"eDt gd:»tag __ atu which chaDged the 
direction of both the lite aDd art ot Michael neU. In 1907 both poeta 
eatered the ftc_ CatboUc Chureh. Ed1th Coope:r was received tate the 
40 We*': .!DSl!llDt p. 249. 
41 It!Y.. p. 262. 
42 tetel! !1. w. ,I. !!(\!t p. 407n. (!he place of publieatlon, it 
aIV'. of renew Is udmowI1.) 
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Church at St. Elizabeth f I, Rich1llond. on April 19, and. Kathenne Bra<D.eY' 
went to Edinburgh on Ma7 8, to be received h7 their old fnend, the poet 
Father John Gra,..43 The reasons for their conversion were :many. Edith'l 
sister .Arq had married John ~, a Catholic, in 1900. Though kq was not 
baptized in the Church untU 1907. this close contact with a Catholic 
circl.44 uncloubtedl)" 1ntluenced their deciSion to enter the Church. Also, 
letters indicate that the poets were alwaY's appreciative ot religious 
beliefs and impressed with the beauty of the Church's liturgy. On the sub-
ject of religion, Katherine wrote to Mr. Havelock mis in 18891 
If I IlIl7 sq so, I am glad of what ;you teel about the Son of 
Man, the divineness of His love and purposes towards the world. 
There 1s an atrocious superstition about me that I am orthodox 
.. - - whereas I am Christian, pagan, pantheist. and other things 
the J'lalIle of which I do not know; and the onlJr people with whom. I 
cannot be in sympathy' are· those who fail to recognize the beaut,. 
of Christ's lifel and do not care to make their own liTeS in 
temper 11ke His. q.5 
The poets t wol'k, also, was in ;part responsible for their conversion. 
Ricketts maintained that the play' Bam!a part1cularl)" aftected their 
thoUght. "It is a cur10us tact that the reading the work entailed. was 
the direct cause of their conversion to Catholicia. The s1ngul.arlY' humane 
and 'Y1'Y1d picture they' have given of Pope Ale:under. had been inteneel)" 
lived b7 thera.,,46 The seven plqs the)" published trom Borgia in 190.5 
43 sturgeon, p. .5,. 
44 kq and Jolm ~ married in Dahlin in 1900. TheY' were 'Y1si ted 
at least onee a year by Edith and Katherine. 
4.5 Sturgeon, p. 47. 
46 Woruand R!l!., p. 271. 
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to Diane in 19l1 appeazoed ano~us17. 47 The plays were all composed prior 
to Michael Field's conversion,48 and they contain a pbUosopq and vision 
of life whioh is unrelenUngl1' tragie. W1th conversion the flow of poetry 
did not cease, its qu.ality was l.1llOhanged, the subject utter was new. Aban-
domng the dramatic tom, the poets concentrated on lyrics. WUd Bonel, 
published in 1908, symbolized the turning point from pagani_ to Catholicism. 
The first lyric 1s "Pan Asleep" and the last 1s "Good Friday. tt49 Poeu 9.! 
Adoratisan in 1912 was the gathering of the first tl'Uits ot Catholio lire. 
as the title indioates. 
It would be a Jld.stake to raU to see the conversion ot Miohael Field 
as a logical and probable deftlopment. As Father Vincent McNabb, ltatherine's 
spiritual direotor, indioated. 1t was inevitable. 
For some Y9ars betore their fellOWShip ended, as 1t could oD!y 
end by death, lite" 'brightest unity bad come to uke th_ 
fuUy one. The neo-pagani_ which, wi thou.t their knowing it. 
ther cherished not mainly for its culture but tor its cult of 
sacrifice, bad turned their dramatic souls toward the Sacrifice 
of Calvary. Once the Vision ot the Cross had been vouchsafed to 
47 ~ Mar1amne (1908). The Acouser (19U). Tristan de ~ono1s 
(19U). :fMijism o:m.), ! TrH. if.. Piiodon (19111. -
48 Three addit10w tragedies ...... ])em Ras ~f and In the 
Name or Thle - were published posthwaou~ thi M BooksbOP In 
nmind-m9. 
49 "A Power is with me that can love, can die, 
That loves, and is deserted. and abides. 
A loneline •• that craves me and enthrals, 
AM I am one with that extremity. 
One with that strength. I hear the alien tides 
No more, no more the universe appals." 
"Good Friday, II J" 194. 
them they k'n.fM that. it was t.he Mass thatmat.tered. The step forward. 
from neo-pag&n1sm. to the Church of the Mass was bu.t the inevitable 
Envoi to all they bad thought and liTed and sung. '!'he,. themsel Tee 
had Wl"1tten, t A golden aim I fOllov 1;0 its truth. '.50 
In addition to the prof'ound effect cOnTel"8ion had on their art, it also 
deeply' affected their da117 liTes. In Katherine Bradley, particularly, 
certain traces of bittemess and disappointment OftI' the silence with 
vhich their work was receiTed disappeared. She bee .... les8 quick-tapered 
and 1mpenous in mood and manner. In their new-found religion. both aunt 
and niece gathered st.):oength to meet. the crises 'Hhich were not long in 
com1Jtg. Edith's sister died in Dublin in 1910. onl)r one year later 
Edith'. illness vas diagnosed as cancer. She lIt'Ote to the Rothensteins, 
nor course the shock was great and the struggle Te't!'1' hard at first.. I 
wr1 te this that you may both understand OUr sUenoe .. .... We had to go 
into Arabian deserts to reposses8 0Ul" souls.·51 
Kather.1ne Bradley JJIll"sed her niece through ahtost three yean. of 
suffering. They journeyed to Ireland to 'Visit. aDd make retreats in the 
countr;r wheneTer the illness abated and traTel was possible. Bawkeqard 
PrioX7 was a faTori te refuge, and thq frequent4" rented a cottage nearby 
in the village of Ami tage in StraUordshire. Iat.berl.ne also encou.raged 
Edi tIl to wrl te her poems in order to distract her from pain and to continue 
theded1cation she had never forsaken. 
so Vincel1t.McNabb. "Preface," in.D! Wat.tlefoldl YlPBblish6d Poems 
9£ mc.el Field, ed. EPd.l.7 Fortey' (Oxford, ma). p. Vi. 
51 St'I:lrgeon, p. ,54. 
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In addition to the spiritual anguish of Edith's prolonged and pa1ntul. 
iUness, Katherine herselJ: was attaoked by canoer six months before Edith's 
death. She ooneeal.ed her own 1l.l.Mu in order to spare her niece and free 
her mind from w0l"171 however, the necessit7 of an operation became more 
and more imminent. Final11 the eve1"-inereasing pain and suffering of 
Edith oame to lU\ end on December 13. 1913.52 By' this time Katherinets 
endurance was at an end. A hemorrhage, suffered on the da1 of her niece'. 
funeral, hastened the belated w.rge17- She recovered slightlr and in 
Marcn. 1914, was aga1n worldl'lg with poeUT. ShecoUected the ear4r poems 
of Edith and published tb_ in a vo1W'1e called Dedica!!d. As spring grew 
into su:mmer. her illness. which was not cured by the operation, gained 
mastery over her vital spirit. lCnowing the proxildt1 of death. she IIlOved 
to a SJUll house on the grounds of' Ha.wkeqard Prio17 in oll'Ciel" to be near 
her friend and confessor, Father Vincent McNabb. a Dominican priest who 
was Prior at Hawkeqarcl at that time. The weks of her ~ were the 
week. of the beginning of the Great War. To this lover of lite and beautY'. 
the thought of ld.ll.1ng, sutfering, and destruction was an overvhehd.ng 
'Ol"l"OW. She toUowed. amdous17 the calamit.ous events in Belgium and. 
concerning Louvain. noted, "Father Prior mourns Louvain even worse than 
Bemard - the dest:uction of the precious beauty.953 Atter September 19. 
52 Charles Ricketts cOlJll1ents on Edith's death. "When the lOUl1&er 
Michael Field was on the pout of death. her last wordsWet"e. 'Not ;yet, not 
ret t' - there seemed to her just a trail. chance ot Ute. Certain events are 
too unpleasant to be taced, and the mind. :reacts subconsciouslT. tJ Charles 
Ricketts, Se1r-Portrai~ Taken tEs!!. the Letters and Journals of Charles 
Ricketts, ;C-cecii tew1s U:Ondon, 1~). p. 244:- -
5) Sturgeon, p.60. 
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.he grew 1nc"~ weale aDd at utllo.t effort. va. wheeled to the P:r1oJ7 
ohapel. tOI' _rJdng Ha... On hpt.ber 26, 1914, she di. not "ppeal' at her 
Ul1Il u.e. The exert.1on of dl'e.81rtg fatigued her, aal .he die. peao.tul.1y 
in her lIU"H'. &l'Id. 1'hu.8 the 11ft. or EtU:th Cooper and. tather1lle Bradley 
and. the oQeer of' 1f1obAel Fi.lcl were oftr. 
'.ftuoough \hi. brief' out..1.1De of \he1l" .n ..... 1t 1. po.lI1ble to rollow 
the poeta' JI&q pha.e. O,f' 4eftl.opaerrt, - rat1oaal1.ts in 1887. declared. 
papna in 1897. a:ccl oont1ra84 CatholSo. in 19O'l. tilt might .... that 
plt. weN tbH. 'between their graTe, austere, stacl101l. girlhood, the 
.1eJOWl b1o ..... or their .. tunt7 w1t.h 1ta pagan 307 of' beaut7. and. the 
.,.t.toia of the1l" last 7M" •• 54 aat to an age wbioh TI.l..uec1. elCP8l"1.noe 
am glori •• 1rl "the .... thet1. ....Jl't\Ure, .SS \heft was no 1no0Mi.WM7 in 
a lit. d.ecl1o.ted to beau.. "..the. a dOld .• Unc theme va. aanU •• W. 
"to bu.rn al...,.. v.lth w.. hard. ,.:we. f'lae. to a1ata1. the acetaq, 
i. suco... in We. ",56 
54 lldj., p. 6,. 
55 Wl1l'_ Gamat. l1!! AMtMv.a ~ (London, 194.5), Title pag •• 
56 WaltaI' Pater, S:tIA!. 11 !hi UiatoEl It the !«Ri!Ie!! (toltdon, 
18"), pp. 249 - 250. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERARY CONTEXT 
The first appearance of the poetic plays of Michael Field evoked 
praise; to many critics it was the ffring of a new voice,ff "a fresh gift 
of song,- the appearance of a "poet of notable endowments and distinguished 
powers." Browning, George Moore, Meredith, and Wilde each praised and 
encouraged the poets' efforts, but "Time's fickle glass fl reversed attention 
to neglect, acclaim to silence. Michael Field's plays came to be considered 
"closet dramas," heavily derived from Elizabethan models, and undistin-
guishable from many other Victorian "still-born poetic plays." The poets 
were considered "ivory tower artists,· wealthy, secluded, and dedicated 
to "art for art's sake." Twenty-seven poetic plays were relegated to 
obscuri ty, and the name Michael Field became virtually unknown. To be 
obscure in an age of notoriety and unknown in a period of individualism 
poses many interesting problems which only literary history can define and 
only a proper dramatic context can solve. 
Victorian drama, the broadest context of the poetic plays of Michael 
Field, represents a varied and complex development in the theatre. In one 
sweep, as Clement Scott says, "we travel from the time of the patent theatres, 
special monopolies and protectionist privileges, to the heroic and heart-
26 
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breaking struggle for better things at Covent Garden and Drury Lane. nl 
In a very definite way progress was evidenced in the growth from two theatres 
in London in 184) to sixty-one theatres in 1899.2 The potential of the 
picture-frame stage was realized with the availability of gas illumination 
in 1870,3 and the concept of stage-manager, producer, and director was 
actualized through the efforts of Robertson, Gilbert, and the Bancrofts. 
The theatre became respectable;4 the audiences, coming to the theatre at 
eight o'clock rather than six-thirty, were more sophisticated and demanding 
than the lower-class music-hall devotees. The declamatory style of the 
actor and actress of the large theatre became the refined technique of 
"simulating real lite"; Mrs. Siddons and J. P. Kemble were replaced by 
Ellen Terry and Henry Irving. The establishment of the IIlong run ll play 
gradually necessitated the introduction of the single-performance experi-
mental theatre. Dramatic criticism, being a veritable batUeground charac-
teristic of the split among the theatrical audience, came into its own as a 
1 Clement Scott, Drama ~ Yesterday ~ Today (London, 1899), 
pp. vii .. viii. 
2 Allardyce Nicoll, ! Histon .2! !nslish Dram~ 1660 - 1900, V 
(Cambridge. Eng., 1959), p. 28. 
3 "The picture.trame stage is the last achievement of a desire at 
which we have seen men vaguely grasping for two centuries, and the realistic 
problem-play is the ul tiute realization of something which has similarly 
been adumbrated for generations." ~. t p. 3. 
4 "Toward the end of the year 1848, Charles lean. was appointed [by 
Queen Victori~ to supervise what soon came to be known as the 'Windsor 
theatricals' _ .. performances at court of successful plays taken from the 
London theatres. Three years later the young queen engaged a special box 
at the Princess Theatre." ~ •• p. 5. 
journalistic form and. was an additional force in the renewed interest in 
the drama.; However, the drama itself was the m.ost vivid evidence of the 
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great change. The domestic melodrama. typified in Pure as Driven Snow, or, 
-- ~
Tempted !!! ~. was transformed into realistic domestic tragedy in Ibsen t s 
! J2.0ll',8 HO"!.!.4!. The romantic tragedy. exemplified in Browning's luria, was 
transformed from. oloset drama to actable poetic drama in Synge's Deirdre £! 
lh! Sorrows. The comedy-faroe, found in Tom Taylorl s Victims, was trans-
formed from a series of ridiculous situations involving ridiculous charaoters 
to bantering social oomment in Shawl s H.!!! .!.ill! .S,R..l!!l"lIt"!!!- By 1895 it was with 
genuine oonviotion that !h! ~ could pronounce its judgment: 
The dr~~ in England never was in a better condition than at the 
present time. The tone of criticism, the ideals of the actor 
and the actress, and the aims of the dramatist. have all been 
evaluated. • •• The drama is taking ±tsproper place amongst the 
arts; and we may expect in the next ten or twenty years to find our 
progress eTen more gratifying and astonishing than that which we haTe 
made sinoe the fifties. 6 
The theatre of the first l'.alf of the nineteenth century was oharacterized 
5 The two schools of thought were described as tiThe .~cients 
and the Modems. The description is apt, for one represented the 
great mass of stolid, respeotable, middle class opinion and the other 
reflected the tastes of the younger intellectuals who, sensing the 
change in the theatre, had come to look upon it was a place where high 
aspirations and daring thought might find scoPe. It ~ •• pp. 21 - 22. 
6 pramatic Progress, LVII (Jan. 26, 1895), 17. 
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by farce, extravaganza, melodrama, and comic opera,7 and the mid-century 
afforded no considerable change, despite the efforts of Boucicault and Taylor. 
7 Perhaps prevailing conditions can best be viewed in a skit written 
for Alfred Wigan when he took over the Olympic Theatre in 1853. In the 
skit, Faney, dressed as a jester, magically creates a scene -- the Camp 
of the Combined Br1 tish Dramatic Forces -- Tragedy, who is retired, enters 
first and is joined by dull-spin ted Comedy: 
"Witt oh, ay dear, don't mention such a thing t 
Wit on the stage what wit away would fiing? 
There are so few who know it when they hear it, 
And half of those don't like so much as fear it. 
Dramatic taste is 'both low and fickle: 
o mercyt Tell me, ,ray. 
What house will win the Derby, sir? You may, 
I'm sure, as easily as I tell you 
What the dear British pubUc will coae tot 
Just what they like - whatever that may be --
Not much to hear. and soaething strange to see. 
Popular are Burlesque - t a vice of kings t a King of shreds 
and patches I f - English Opera • with a foreign band,' Ballet, 
Melodrama, Pantomine, Hippo-Drame and Spectacle. • Immortal 
Shakespeare I' cries the last ironicallY', echoing a remark 
made by Tragedy, 
liaortal Shakespeare f come. the less you saY' 
'nle better on that head. There' s not a play 
Of his for many a year the town has taken. 
If I've not buttered preciously his bacon. tt 
The playlet ends on a characteristic note. "I am coapletely 'bothered," 
confesses Wigan. "that's a fact, And, like some actors, don't know how 
to actt" Nicoll. pp. 82 - 83. From J. R. Planche's ll!!. Camp.!! .y!! 
Olppic (18.53). 
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In :fact, the state to which the theatre had tallen prior to Robertson's 
Society (1865) was generally Um.nsp1Nd. "It. was .. theat.re, as tar as the 
higher atm.. ot draJIa vere concerned, ot raded, outworn tradition. ltS Shak .... 
peare was acted regularll' in a plodding ntanner. The rhetoric ot JUles 
Sheridan KIlOW1.. and Edvard. Jhlwr ~ton was undist.irlgu1shed. Dion 
Boucieault.'. work vas quite sensational, exploriag the roaant.1c po.sibilities 
ot advent.u1"O\ls and supematural aetion.9 Tea Tqlor. more than hi. oth.r 
contemporaries, di.tinguished h1u.l1' by hi. acute understanding ot t.he 
exigencie. ot theatre in hi. own t1ale. He reoogn1lled the de.1rabillV ot 
1l1Dgl1ng tree4r hi. hum.or and his pathos.10 In the next decade H. J. B,yron 
and his coapee1"8 oontented tha •• l Ye. with rapldq wr1 tten bIlrlesques and 
extravagaua.t vh10h w.ft judged amusing in proportion to the muaber ot 
puna the,. cont.a1ned, and with doaesUc drua. which bore lit.tle or no s .... 
blance to lite. Theme was given so .. attention in H. J. Byron's dramas. 
however. "t.here can be no doubt. that Robertson it. was who tirst. in the modem 
English dJuJa reaU •• d the de.1rab1l1 V ot introducing a oentt-al ptrpo.e 
into hi. coaed7 draus. DU ms titles give ample eVidence ot this tact. -
8 Harlq GranY1ll •• BaJ'ker. The Mshteen-S,venties (Caabrldge, lag •• 
1929). pp. 139 .. lItO. 
9 The titles ot his pla;ys lDd1cate this preoccupation' ~ Corsican 
lk2thel"$ (18,52), ll'!! Vpp1re (1852), ll!! Reisn .!!. Terror (lSSj}, etC. 
10 In Our Aaeriean Cousin (1858), Vietas (lS'7), and Ma.ks and Faces 
(lS,52), 0 ..... fILe aoM.t.ic drau beeome roaring taree. -
U Nicoll, p. 126. 
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Societl. Caste. Pla:y, School. and!!!!. "It was Robertson'li virtue that he 
endeavored to present a yjPJW of the whole life of his time -- its complete 
Society.uil Not o~ Robertson's plays but also the detailed set and stage 
directions found in his scripts introduced an urmstakable realism to the 
performance of his plays at the Prince of Wales Theatre. The "New Dram.a," 
as William Archer called it,13 had been born on the threshold of the Seventies. 
It was confirmed in the dramas of Rel1l"Y .Arthur Jones and Arthur Pinero, 
and it reached its apex in the genius of Thsen. 
Henry Arthur Jones was influenced both by Robertson's plays and by 
contemporary melodrama. Bis early works, such as Hearts.!! Q!! (1879) and 
Holfle Again (1881), a:re quite commonplace in subject and style. However, The 
-
SUTer I!!!! (1882) foreshadows his later dramatic development. In this play 
is seen the desire to treat seriously certain accial problems, particularly 
evil companionship and poverty, and the tendency to infuse a melodramatic 
and artiticial tone into this treatment. The question not only of man t s 
relation to man but man's relation to God became the focus of Saints .!!!! 
Sinners (1884). In this plaT, Jones showed that religious coftVention, if' 
not religious conviotion, could be as effective a theme as the traditional 
wooing and :marriage theDles. '1'0 that extent Saints .!!2 Sinners, .!h!. Tempter. 
12 Ibid. 
-
1:3 "In a very real sense, Ibsen:may be said to have consuDllllated the 
movement begun in England by '1'. W. Robertson. • •• That MO'V'&llent was not 
confined to England. Indeed; its actual origin may be traced to Eug~ne 
Scribe." William Archer, The Old Drama and the New (London, 192;), p. ;08 • 
........... ~ ......................... 
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and Michael.!!!!! l!!! l:2.!l Angel are important. in the development ot realism.14 
Pinero, unlike Jones, was trained in the taroe. but reached his high&st 
development in the ldnd of tragic drama ot which Ih! Second !!:!.:. Tanqueray is 
the most illustrious example. "His theatrical skill is as assured as Jones'; 
and he brings to his themes some ot the best ot these qualities which make 
tor tragedy' - oonviction, deeper thought. and tine sympatq •• 1.5 In his plays 
the love theme predominates -- love which is at times taithful and true 
and love which is at other t1:mes tortured, weak, and :misled. He worked 
tor sldllful plot development and oonvincing stage speech in his early 
works -- lh! Schoohtistress (1686) and Dandy.ms!. (1887). In lh! Hobby Horse 
(1886) he laapooned philanthropy; while in the Weaker §!! (1888) he satirized 
the movement tor women's rights. lb! .;;,;Tim;;;;;;.;;e ... s (1891) ridiouled social aspiration; 
SWeet Lavender (1888) exploited sentimentality. However. it is not the 
quali ty ot seriousness and the absence ot ridicule alone that distinguished 
1!!! Second!!:!. Tanqueral (189) trom all its predecessors. It was a good 
play, artistically well-wrought, and critics agree that "in this play the 
English drama at the close ot the nineteenth centu17 tirst tound. itself. n16 
Reali. triUlllphed irrevooably on June 7, 1889, when Charles Charring ton 
produced Ibsen' 81 ! Doll's House at the Novelty Theatre with Janet Achuroh 
14 Nicoll, p. 164. 
15 ~ •• p. 162. 
16 Ibid •• p. 181. 
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in the part of Nora. "The play had been called the Hernan! of the new 
dramatic movement in England, and the title had been justified to the .full. ttl? 
The interest stimulated by the event was as active and diverse as the re-
action to the first showing of the Impressionist painters in 186'( and to the 
first performance of Wagner's operas in the 185O's.18 However. the interest 
soon became either wild acclaim or bitter indignation when Ghosts and Hedda 
Gabler were staged in 1891. Undaunted, the cult of Ibsen devotees revived 
! Doll t s House in 1892. and Oscar Wilde' s ~ mnd.ere's Fan19 and George 
Bernard. Shaw's Widowers' Houses were staged that SUie Y'ear. The men of the 
theatre, encouraged by or in reaction to both the critics and the audience. 
were caught up in traaelXlous activitY'. In 1893 six of Ibsen's plays were 
produced by various _all theatrical companies. In addition to these came 
!h! Second tk!. Tanquerq by Pinero; ! Woman !! ~ ImP9rtance by 'Wilde, and 
!h! Bauble Shop b7 Jones. Grein's Independent "I'heai-re, established two 
years ear11er, produced five modern p1qs. one adaptation and one i-rans1ation. 
"But of still greater imparlance, there were three plays by modern British 
playwrights: 1!!! Strike ~ ArlingfoN by George Moore, .!h! Black Q!l by 
17 Holbrook Jackson, !h! EitWteen Nineties (London, 1913), p. 2.52. 
18 It is interesting to note that G. B. Shaw defended all three 
artistic endeavors -- the art of French Impressionism. Richard Wagner, 
and Henrik Ibsen. ~ •• p. 240. 
19 "WUde takes delight in choosing a contemporary theae reminiscent 
of Pinero f namely, the good woman, which may be likelY' to interest con-
temporary audiences, but in the moral implications of the theme he has no 
interest." Nicoll, p. 191. 
John Todhunter, and. a Que.tion !!! •• "r,2° by M:1.ohael Field • • • all. of 
vhich were in the modern movement and contributing to the new17 awakened 
1ntelligent interest. in the theatre •• 21 
However, the intere.t vas irregular and uneven, and the great critical 
cont.roTe"7 colltinued to be vaged over Ibsen. Shaw vas, of courae, his 
vigorous champion in at Qpp:t.easence !! Ibaeni_. but Ibsen'. cl1:reot in-
nuance on the cuH'8nt popular d.rutaUete vas diffioult to estilllate. Accor-
ding to Archer. "the leading dramatists of the Nineties - Gru.~. PiMl"O 
and Jones .- knew the1r bu.s1Ms. too wen to deepi.. h1m., but 10Teci him 
not at all. Mr. Jones even lUted up hi. voioe once or ttd.oe in the chorus 
of commination. while J .. s Barrie perpetrated a burlesque called Ibsen's 
Ghost.1f22 
The "New Dr .. " _a, in the main, an oocas10Ml aftair, h1ghl¥ ex.-
per1aental and 11111 ted 1n 1 te appeal. Pla78 penned by ContiMntal innovators 
.s 1IIportant as Bjorutjflme Bjornson, Maunce Maeterl1nck. Sudel'll&1'U'1, Strlnd-
berg, and, of couae, Ibaen, ~ed to get pftHiuced with d1.ttieu1t7. and 
George Bernard Shaw could f1nd. onl7 oceas10w chances ot production for 
20 This plq vas the only attempt 'by Miohael Field to vr1 te apron 
drama. It i. lndioatiTe ot the poet., interest in exper1mentation and 
staging bu.t. not t.,pical of the bocV of M1chae1 F1eld's c:lrautic work. 
See intra, p. 59. n. 88. 
21 Jaokson, pp. 253 - 254. 
22 Archer, Old !?tM!. p. ,07. 
his own PlaTs.2; The drama of' the last hal!' of' the decade remained varied 
and highl)" individual in character.24 Pinero contributed ..Ih! Notorious 
Mrs. Ebbsm1 th, 1'rel!wnl 2! .y!!. "Wells II and ~ !!& ~ Quex,. and Jones 
;.5 
wrote 1l!! Masqueraders and l'h! .Y:!!:!. All of' Osoar Wilde' s brUliant comedies 
were produced and climaxed in 1b! !!portance 2! Being Earnest in 1895. Un-
f'ortunately, the sue )"ear witnessed his trial and dismissal f'rom the 
artistic lite of' London; the plays as well as the author were in disf'avor. 
Barrie had not reached dramatic maturity, but he had begun his ventures 
into the world of' romance with Becg Sharp and l!!! Little Minister. Shaw' s 
Arms !!!!! !b! Man,Candida, !h! Devil t s DisciPle, and Caesar and Cleopatra 
were staged. Chagrined at his own unpopularity and the lack of selecti'Vi ty 
on the part of' theatrical audiences, Shaw wrote elaborate prefaces to his 
own plays. out of' the controversies and discussions of' plays and ideas, 
the "New Drama" ultimately came, but the triumph did not occur in the 
Nineties.2.5 
The decade of' the Nineties did not solve or synthesize the Victorian 
2; "If' the Shaw drama had been forced from the first to pay its way, 
as were the Robertson drama and the Pinero drama, it would long ago bave 
died of' starvation. "Ibid.. p. ;)8. 
24 "It was still an age of' transition, so that the poor dramatist 
stood ••• bewildered ••• certain of' execration f'rom one side or the 
other, sure that it he secures the approval of' Mr. Bernard Shaw he will 
earn the contempt of' Mr. Clement Scott. tI Nicoll, p. 189. 
2.5 The early Tears of' the twentieth century witnessed the Vedrenne-
Barker success at the Court Theatre, Miss Horniman's repertor.r theatre 
. at Manchester, and the Irish :National Theatre in Dublin. 
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dramatic ill_a, the years merely defined it26 and proYided an atmosphere 
for experimentation. Allardyce Nicoll states that a111' dispa •• lonate sul"Yey 
of the Victorian drama confirm. the tri'WIph of real1SDl which was unifested 
in Roberloson and cUmaDd in Ibsen. In Yin of .th1s triUlllPh. however, cer-
tain truths _st be recogDized. "The first i. that reall_ can _Tel' be 
enough. To discuss the 1IapUcations of thi. and show why that naturall_ 
which was life and health and inspiration in 1900 could not serve a later 
generation would reach outslde the confines of the late nineteenth centurr; 
bu.t the second thing worthy of JlOtice definitely beloDgs within the.e confines. 
It is the fact that, even in the mdst of this ttatural.1.tic developaent. 
there were 1Il8.n1 attempt.- to e.cape. ,,27 
The mo.t obYiou. of these attempts was the cultivation of poetic draaa,28 
and it i. here that a IlUch narrower context 1s found for the plaY's of Michael 
26 "The destination, the goal, or, in other word., the ideal of the 
drama. is a subject of unceasing controversy. Shall we steer for ReaUsm or 
for IdeaUSDl, for culture or _rely for &1IUseaentl Some would have us re-
Ter.e the engine., 'put on tull speed astern, and try back to the spacious 
t1JIles of great Elizabeth. OtheN are for plougbiDg stead1l.y forward in 
the good old course laid dOWl'i by Scribe. Some would put the hela .... starboard 
and make tor rh;9'thaic regions ot Ueo-ShAlceapeareaJd.-.. others would fain 
deviate in the opposite direction, eschewing poet17 for photography. Browning-
i_ has its adherents •• 0 has Zola1SJ1lJ eTen Ibsen, in the.e latter 911, is 
the god of a few fanatics. The great majorit)". bound to JlO sect or clique, 
is reacO" to dash off towarda aD7 point of the compass which proal.e. paatime --
Zel tverl.reib -- whether in the form of laughter or of exci te .. nt. " Willi am 
Archer, lbOut lJ!! Theatre (London, 1886),pp. 2 - 3. 
27 Nicoll, p. 208. 
28 ru. co.ent i. in JlO wa)" an attempt to minimize the cult of wit 
and h\UIlor found in the pla1l of Oscar W1lde and Bernard Shaw 1n the last 
decade of the Victorian penod. 
Field. Romanticised histoI7. Elizabethan conventions. lyr1aal stress and 
the search for poetic diction characterised the Victorian poetic effort 
and subsBquen'tl7 were Jd.rrored in the dramas of Michael Field. Although 
these plqs were not alwa;,s theatric&ll.y orientated, the plqwrights were 
intense in their efforts to achieve fine poetl7 as vell as dl"8lU.. 
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If' reall.. had 'renoh antecedents in the bien fal te pla;,s of Scribe and 
-
Sardou, poetic drama vaa infiuenced b;r Victor .go, whose production ot 
Hemani in 1830 I7I1bollied the at.ru.ggle ot romantic drama tor I\U"Y1Tal.29 
Scribe elaborated a tecbnique adopted b:r the -Nev Drama", Bu.go. a .. ater ot 
verbal haNODie •• invented a dialect vhich. adm1ttecU:r. vas l1m1ted to the 
French language.)O but va. later to indicate a nece .... 17 procedure tor poet. 
to tollow in order to esoape the tired patterns ot Victorian rhetoric. Yeats, 
in his Pretace to Synge's The Well .2! ~ Saints, gave evidence ot thia tact: 
L1 terature deeqs when it no longer ukes more beautitul, or 
1Il0re rtTtd, the language which unites it to all lite, and when 
one finds the en tici_ ot the student, and the purpo.e ot the 
refomer, and the logic of the 118n ot science, where there 
should have been the reverie. ot the co_on heart, ermobled 
into SOM ranng Lear or unabashed Don Quixote, one must DOt 
forget the death of language, the substitution of phrases as 
n.ear1;r 11IlpersoMl. as algebra for words and rb7tbms varying fl'01ll 
man to man, is but a part of the tyraJm7 of iII1persow things.)l 
29 -'!'he historical drama remained for two generations the chief battle-
ground ot the rountic arm;,. and the experiment of Goethe and SchUler vas 
repeated by SheUe,.. Byronr Mansoi'd, and Hugo." C. E. Vaughan. Tzpea!! 
Tragic Drama (Londoll, 19361. p. 198. 
30 Archer, About l!!. Tbeat.Joe. p. 298. 
31 WUl1 .. BuUer Yeats, Tbe Cutt1~ .2! !!! !late (NeY York. 1912), 
pp. 41 - 42. 
The cult of poetic drama from 18;0 to 1900, from Hugo to Synge, is 
complex. Yet, paradoxically. its theatrical history involved few authors)2 
In England the problem was essentially literary in nature rather than theatri-
cal. "Throughout the nineteenth century such alllance as there was between 
the English thutre and English letters, was spa_odic, uneasy, unprofitable. 
Neither, it se.ed, had lIlUeh to bring to the other •• ;; 
At the beg1nn1ng of t~ century, dramatic poetry was, for the most 
part, in the hands of the Romantic poets. OccasioD&lly they wrote with 
the stage in view; more often than not, with no thoUght but the publisher. 
Coleridge's Remorse (181') and Walter Soott's HOUle !!. Alpen (1829), !l!2! !!! 
Devemoil (18;0), and Auohindrane (18;0) evidenced a great GeN8l'd.c in-
fluence and were rather didactic in tone. The second generation Romantics 
escaped SOUle of the didactici_ of their elders and seemed to be more con-
cerned with lyrical expression in their pal's. Bryon, an active member of 
the board of directors at Dl"\1ry Lane, wrote Manfred (1817), Cain (1817) and 
sardfn&po1us (1822)& (eats turned his attention to the dramatic form and 
composed ~ l!!!. Great in 1819. Shelley completed one of the better knOWl'l 
;2 In Histo!% of ~llsh Drama, AUardyce Nicoll comments on only 
three major figures-:"burlng the forties Browning, encouraged by l'..acready, 
had sought to win theatrioal success ••• but failed. He, in turn, was 
followed by the majestiC solemnity of TenJJyson. • •• Not one [play] 
bas any theatrical value. • •• After Tennyson oame stephen PhUlips_· 
pp_ 208 - 2ll. 
,; GranvUle-Baricer, p. 161. 
RDmantic poetic draas, ~ Cenci, in the ... 7eal".:34 Alt.hough some of 
the •• draa. were, at least, d1l'eoted toward tbeat.r1cal production.:3.s 
:39 
WhUe Viotor tmgo was chapioning the cause of romantio tragedy in the 
ttPreface" to Cropn (1827) and breaking with tradition bJ recogniaing 
Shake.are as di_ .E tlWi\"...,6 Joes Sheridan bowles, Edward Bal.".!' 
lqt.ton, aM thou. TaltO\\rd endeaYO"..d to stage their poetic draas in 
1Dgl.ed. Bowe .... r. each plq -- Q..tr!d!b!. G .... t. Ca1us OMcohus. aM 
VirAni us bJ Inovle.. R1ohe;t,1tu b,y J.r1;t.on. '1'h$ A\b!nian CaPM:ve and 10, bJ 
Talfourd - was imitative in .... nee, not ot Ute, 'but of pa.t 1ite:t'U7 
model •• 
It is in the WOK of Waltel" Savage tanetor, Robert Bro1m1ng. AU"d Lord 
Tetm;Yson, and. Algernon Charl.s SW1nbul'll. that di.tinction. sUght as it 
mq be. in dramatic poetr,y i. found. SignUio~, the influence ot these 
author. in terms of subject utter, th.... and style i. reflected in the 
worles of M:S.eha.u. Field. From the cIu.al point or new of diat1notion in 
poetic _drama and 1ntluenoe on Miehael Fleld, Landor'. artini V for the 
34 When OlOar Wilde 1ec'tmoed in New York in FebNary. 1882. he said, 
"The d.rama 18 the meeting-place of art and lite. it is the product of a 
period ot great. united eJl8I'Q'_ It ls :1aposs1ble without a noble pubUc. 
SheUey felt how incompetent the movement was 1n tbiI direction. and has 
shown in one great trageq by what terror and pit.,' he would ha.,. pur1tied. 
our age. Be has bad DO wortb:r 1Jdtator •• " BaUton. Aesthetic Ho .... ent .!! 
Jgcland, p. 106. 
,.5 Arthur s,mona. The RounMc Mo .... ent.l!! Er¥tl1.h Poeirl (London. 
1909). p. 278. 
:36 Vaughan. pp. 2,2 _ 2,.5. 
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classica, Bl'"owrdngt a interest in the psychological develoJ.llllent of character, 
'l'eruvson t a advocacY' of chronicles as source material, and Swinburne t s 
preoccupation with the cadences of poetr.y become more meaningful. Each 
poet, of course, i. unique and hig~ individual, but there is in each an 
approach to art in which certain similarities can be detected. 
Landor. convinced of the contempoN118ous qual1. t.y of Latin, frequentlY' 
W'l'Ote in that foreign language and then translated his own Latin into 
English. His dramatic idyls, the Hellenics and the 1$[111a Henica, echo 
Latin cadences and are indicative of his interest 1n the dr .... tio form.'7 
More often than not, these poems relemble dramatic monologues rather than 
dialoguesl however, theY' 1n1t.1ate the actual dramatio work of Landor. In 
a more preoise waY' than in the lyrio poetry and 1n the prole, 1n Landor' a 
dramatio work "we see the point beJOnd whioh he could not go, though nowhere 
else in hil work do we see lIore olearl3" his nobility of attitude and his 
00Daand of grave and splendid Verse. Landor' I method 1n d1alogue is a 
10g10al method, the speeches are 11nked by a too defir.d. te and a too visible 
chain •• ,8 Almost oompletel3" lacking the quli ty of spontaneitY', Landor 
excels in the quality of restraint, using frequent:1.7 terse epigra.at1c 
expression. Count Jul&!n (1812), one of his earliest plaY's, is ecllpsed 1n 
the st71e and more mature dramat1c method of l!! Siege 9.l AncOM. (1846) and 
'7 "The Grecian I9'11s point the -1 toward 'l'eM1son's classical pieces, 
aome of the d1a!ogues approximate to forms which Brown1ng later emplo,..d." 
Samuel C. Chew, "The I1neteenth Centur.y and After, tt in A L1teran Histon 
!l! Epgla!!i. ad. Albert C. Baugh (New York, 1948), p. no,. 
,8 Symons, p. 182. 
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".trice Certoi (18.57). undor's 1Il0st _bitiou. drautic work is the Neapoll. 
tan trllog (18'9-40) - AJ!lr!& ~ JI!nu17. Gioyanna 9! Nages and l.I! 
Rup!G. '!'he Elizabethan overtone. are ul'lili.tak:able - oourt. intrigue. murcier, 
m suicide executed. with Machiavelllan lIOtiYation. Except ror certain 
eloquent pas.ag •• , the plays are rrequ.nt17 un1napired. !b •• 1p1tlcant 
aot,lons are generall7 lUlrrated rather than performed, and. the d1alope 1. 
not al'Wa7s n1ted to oharacter. It is in terms of' s1ftCle lines, aiftC1e 
speeches, and preo1 .. 1nd1oat1ou or oharacter that a sc.ne and. even an 
.ntire plq are IIlfllll.Orabl.. The poet baa api'J.7 desoribed his CM1 woric and 
1ta l1m1tation., "Bere te1'll1nate ... put of po.t17. I Look out DO longer 
tor ext.eft8i ve woocU •• '9 
Landor was .. of the t1rst notable volce. to praise the '&1"17 work 
ot Robert Brcnm1ltg. SignU'1eant.17, ln 1846 BJIowrdng dedioated Jem!.t to 
Walter Sang. tudor - ttl 4ed1oate thb la.t at,tapt tor the present at 
draaUo poe\t7 to a great draatlo poet • .'cO In all, Browning wrote dx 
traged:l ••• 4l 'katl,N. 1'8qU •• ted 'b7 Maoreaq. was written and perromed 
in 18'7. HaVing oJi1J tift perrol'llanOe •• it was o01'1liderecl 8OIIl8What of' a 
taUure 'b7 1 tal producer. who at the U.e was on the verge ot baDlmtptq and 
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had lost an actor from the cast of the play. Critically. the initial venture 
in the theatre won some degree of prliise. ! ~ .2!! ~ 'Scutcheon was 
delayed in production and accompanied by several misunderstandings between 
poet and manager. This uneasy relationship between Browning and the manager 
was related to Michael Field several years later in a letter written to 
the poets by Browning's sister, Sarianna.42 Browning, disenchanted with 
the exigencies of the theatre as such, experinlent.ed more freely with the 
dramatic form. Instead of traditioMl plot structure with a central clliax 
toward which the action rises and from which it falls to a final catastrophe, 
he invented plots which seemed rather to rise to the final climax by a 
series of cl1m.axes. each new cli.max r1s1x1g in intensity and emotional 
suspense until the final clltux was reached. He uses a double plot movement 
in The Return 2! !h! Druses. Bu.t. possibly t.he most experimental of Browning's 
plays is HIm! 'asses. It is composed of four episodes, each of which is a 
a one-act play in itself. Thematically andciimactically each of these 
episodes is only intelligible in t.he framework idea of the whole. More sig-
n1i'icantly, it is in his methods of characterization that Browning actually 
differed most from his cont.emporaries. Bells and Pomegranates, in addition to 
containing his important plays, contains "Dramatic Romances and Iqrics, If 
42 Robert Browning' s sister wrote the following to Michael Field on 
May )0, 189': "You asked me of Robert.· s experience of the stage. He was 
fond of the drama • • • but his experience of the actual realities of the 
stage of his day vas utterly distasteful and disenchanting. He was 
naturally verzr pleased at t.he production of Stratford -- the play of a 
very young man, brought. out by Macready at Drury taile, vas considered an 
exploit - but the Blot was nothing from first to last except a vexation 
of spirit - he woul.'Cf'"'iiot allow lie to be present at the first night. •••• 
The incessant asking tor alterations cbated hill. U ~.!!!!:! Dazs, pp. 42 - 4,. 
examples of the distinct form which culminated his dramatic efforts, the 
dramatic monologue.43 In this form, the examination of inner motives and 
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the emphasis on character analysis rather than objectlve action becomes the 
focus of attention. Reaction rather than action is cultivated for its own 
sake. Lengthy speeches are utilized with great subtlety instead of operating 
against the successful presentation of the traditional dramatic form. After 
Luria. Browning abandoned his long effort to write for the stage; however, 
it can be said that it was largely through the composition of his early 
plays that he discovered a distinctive manner of dramatizing a lyric. 
Tennyson, established as both an eminent lyric and narrative poet, 
was viewed by his contemporaries "as a man who might if he desired, bring 
back the glories of Elizabeth I s reign in the age of Victoria. Tennyson 
certainly desired it; of that there is no doubt, and infinite trouble he 
expended on his dramatic works."44 He composed seven poetic dramas, and 
four implicitly illustrate his theory that "the state, or the muniCipalities, 
as well as the public schools, should produce our great English historical 
43 "A play opens with its situation exposed in space, its actors 
seen in one and the same moment amidst all the circumstances of their 
environment. But in the monologue, detail of setting and hints of 
character can only come separately one after the other in momentary 
suocession. Everything turns on the particular detaU chosen and the 
order of its occurrence, $0 that as the tale tells i tsel! the scene is 
being built in the right perspeetive and the clues have their right 
direction and momentum. Only thus will the reader t produce' the 
implied play rightly, and cast its person as the sort of man he is meant 
to be. The reader must grasp as soon as he can what sort of a person is 
speaking and under what circumstances he speaks." H. B. Charlton, "Browning 
as Dramatist, II Bulletin 2.! ~ .i2lm !!lland~ Library, nr!I (Manchester. 
1939), 49. 
44 Niooll, p. 208. 
P1a18 so that the7 m1ght torm part ot the Inglisbun'. ol"dinal"1 educational 
curriculum. ,,4.5 He cho.e three great periods ot histo17 tor his trilogy- -
Harold, BecJset, and 9!een !!!r.t -- "to portra7 the making ot Eng1al'Jd.·46 
1!!l'21d (1877) is baled on the conflict of the Danes, Saxona. and Normanl 
tor npremaq and the patriotic awakening vhich ensued. :Becket (1879), 
which allo includes the episode I involYing Henr.r II, Rosamond, aDd Eleanor, 
portN7s the stJ'uggle ot Crown versul Church tor supremac7. gy.een!!!% 
(1816)41 1nd1catel the resolution ot the conflict poled in Becket by lhowing 
the downfall ot Roman Catholicism 1n EnglaDd artd the dawn ot a new age in 
the queenlhip ot rusabeth. In addi t.ion to the trUogT. !l!! 'oresters 
(1892), which 1s based on the Robin Hood ballad tradition, dramatises 
another transitional hi.torical period which cullI1nated in the Magna Carta. 
The remain1ng three plq. -- lh! Falcon (1879), ll!! CUp (1881), and!l!! 
ProIai.e s! .!!z (188" - are non-hi.torical but taithful to source mater1al 
and accurate in detail. The Falcon is based on a tale by Boccaccio round 
in the Dec_roM. The Qlp is tounded on a stol"1 bT Plutarch. The teminine 
lead Ca.a vas portra)"8d by men Ter17. and the entire prochlction was con-
sidered Tenrqaon" mo.t beautitul..l7 staged P1&7.48 In contralt, The ProJd.e 
4.5 Comel.1a Jap1lcle, The Dr ..... s! Al1'nd 1:el! Tew.on (London, 1926), 
pp. 2 - ,. 
. 46 The ~ot Altred Lord Te!)1\'[!on. ed. HaU.. Term;raon (New York, 
19(8). V;b20-::'C27(Noiel'.-
47 See LaDdoztfs. I!gil'Ja!'l Conversationa, 1m, "Prince •• Mary and 
Princess I11mabeth." 
48 ttIrv1ng in.erted most ot the .'t.age-dinctiona, and deY1sed the M.g-
n1tioent .0enel"1. and the drama was pl"Oduced by h1a with .ignal ncce.. at the 
" 'W 
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.2! May was almost a complete failure in production.49 The acting version 
of the play. which was in prose, was changed considerably by Tennyson. When 
the play was revised four years later, l'IlUch of it appeared in poetry_ Becket, 
considered by most critics Tenn;rsonts finest play, was written in 1879, pub-
lished in 1884, and not actually staged until 189). It was a triumph tor 
the Poet Laureate, even though he did not see it,50 but Becket was also a 
great triumph for Henry Irving, who played the role three hundred and eighty 
times. uTo those who saw the performance, Becke~ will forever unite the 
names of Alfred Tenny-son and Henry Irving. ,,51 
From a dramatic standpoint Tenn;rson's plays do not completely satisfy 
the demands of the stage, however, they were not intended to be "perfomed 
without adaptationUSZ by actors. Frequently the poet's interest is too 
divided by psychological and historical details to produce unified dramatic 
action. Intriguing characters, incidents of tense emotional tone, lyric 
songs and purely poetic passages enhance the draus, but, for 'l'enn:rson, do 
not cohere into drama. The elaboration of action, which interested him 
greatly, was alien to the diYerstty of the Elizabethan structure he adopted. 
49 "The actors had announced that it was an attack on Socialism so 
that the purpose of the author had been misrepresented to the public," 
Japikse, p. 7). 'l'ennyson stated that ItEdgar is a surface man of theories 
true to none. ft Works ••• Temwson. V. 62, (Notes). 
50 Tennyson died October 6, 1892. and Becket was staged February 6. 189'. 
51 Japikse. p. 8,. 
52 Ibid •• p. 155. 
He wrote reflectively and anal.yt1cally, but too frequently the narrative 
elements outweigh the dramatic. ·Te~son had neither the practical e~ 
perience of the theatre nor the girt of d.elineating characters and. making 
them interact upon one another without which plays cannot live. n53 
SWinbunle in his rejeotion of the theatre is far more the dramatist 
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than Tenn;rson. 54 He is instinctively a rhetorician. His verse both echoes 
and sings. In ill, SWinburne wrote eleven verse tragedies. 55 The earllest 
works are .!b! Queen ~ther, which culminates in the massacre of st. BAr-
tholomew. and Rosamond (1860),56 a dramatic sketch alternating between 
Henry lIt s hidden love bowel" at Woodstock and the palace at Shene where 
his jealous Queen, Eleanor, plotted revenge. However. Swinburne' s chief 
dramatic wol'k is the trilogy which has for its oentral figure Mary Stuart, 
the ill-starred Queen of Scots. ,Chastelard (1865) centers in the Queen's 
imaginar.y discovery ot her poet-lover Chastelard t s unfaithfulness am her 
oonsequent marriage to Darnley. In a sense the motivation of the entire 
trilogy is provided in this first play. Because ot Mar.r Beaton's unrequited 
love of Chastelard and her desire to avenge his death, Mary Stuart is 
eventual.l.y brought to her death on the scaffold. at Fotheringq. Bothwell 
(1874), the SElcond section of the trilogy, includes the tollowing incidents -. 
S, Chew, p. 1390. 
54 C'ranville-Barker. p. 175. 
55 Of these eleven 'Works the two Greek studies -- Atalanta in crttdon 
and Erechthws - being essentially l.yrl.cal in apir:t t, a.re grouped ~ the 
Poems in the author's classification ot his work (1904). 
t 56 ee Te}~sonfs Becket, in which the same theme receives episodic 
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the llIU.l'der of R:1.zzio, the birth of Mary's child who w1ll eventuall.y reign 
as James I of England, the love aftair of Mary and Bothwell, the plot against 
and death of DarriLey, the escape of Bothwell, and the toreed abdication of 
Mary in exUe. The five acts are divided into s1xt.y scenes and oomprise 
almost fifteen thousand lines of blal'lk verse. In proportion and scope ~ 
l!.!1:! is IIOre aocurately called an epic drama. The tr1loa is completed in 
I!!2:StwLri. (1881). In length the last play 1s alaost one-third the length 
of Bo~ and the acUon covers oliLy the last months of Mary's life _. the 
plots against El1ubeth, the capture of the consp1:rators aa:i the tr1al. of 
Ma17. her conviction, the letter sent by Ma17 Beaton to Elizabeth that 
moUvated the signing of the death-warrant, aai the execution at Fotheringa,.. 
SWinbut'ne' s full .... length portral t of the Queen of Scots is accurate 57 
as well as monu:men'tall oertain scenes and certain characters, espec1ally 
Mary Stuart and John Knox. are memo:rable. Atter the ScotUsh trilogy-. 
Swinburne turned his attention to a subject already used by Byron and wrote 
the five-act tragedy Marino F41ieD in 188.5. In Locrine (1887) Swinburne 
abandoned the bla1'1k verse fON and experlmented with a variety of meters: 
the hereic couplet. ottava rima, teru rima, and even successions of sonnets. 
In theme the play resembles the ear~ work &sam.ond, however, the story is 
that of IDcr1ne, the m;ythic41 king of Britain, and his seoret love of 
Estrild. his So7tbian ooncubine. In fom the play is fUled with innovations. 
57 SWinburne t s conscientiousness as a historian may be seen in his 
article on Mary Stuart in the Em1!lofidia Britannica. in which he has 
obviously weighed. carefully the ooiil!et1ng traaence oonceming her life 
and reign. 
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The Sisters (1892) also gives evidence of experimentation. Using a play 
within a play, SWinburne reinforces the tragic elements. The last completed 
play in the series of Swinburne's tragedies is Rosamund. Queen.2! .Y!! LombaMs 
(1899), a grim tale of vengeance. With the exception of the fragment, ~ 
g! Gandia, Rosamund is the poet's last dramatic work.58 Perfectly aware of 
the situation of Victorian drama and the increasing interest in and success 
of :realistic drama, SWinburne in the flDedicator;y Epistle lf to his wrks 
defined his own position as a poet and dramatist. "Charles Lamb, as I need 
not remind you. wrote for antiquity; nor need you be assured that when I 
write plays it is with a view to their being acted at the Globe, the Red Bull. 
or the Black Friars ... 59 Surely, this statement cannot be dismissed as naive 
Elizabethan ido1atr.1. but rather it suggests a conoern :regarding poetic 
excellence in drama. Swinburne continues, 
The fifth act of 'Marino Fall.ro.' hopelessly i1Ilpossib1e as 1t is 
from the point of view of modern stagecraft, could hardly have 
been found too untheatrical. too utterly given over to talk without 
action. by the audience which endured and applauded the magnificent 
monotony of Cha}:lllan t s eloquence - the fervent and inexhaustible 
declamation which was offered and accepted as a substitute for 
study of character and interest of action when his tw finest plays, 
.58 Arthur Symons writes. If I saw Swinburne for the last time in the 
winter of 1907. He told me that he long had the intention of writing a 
five-act drama on Cesare Borgia. Had he done so it would have been a great 
drama.. It would have been moral in its presentation of the most ignobly 
splendid vices that have swayed the world." Studies in Strytge Souls (London, 
1929), p. 72. Only a remnant was completed cilled iheDuke ~ Giiidia. 
59 !h!!2!!! .2! Algernon gJ1ar1es SWinburne (London. 19(4), I, p. XXV'. 
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if plays they can be cilled. found faTo~ with an incredibly intelligent 
an.d a.n ineonce:i.T9.bly ~lara.nt audienne .. 60 . 
Forced as th~ comparison may be and questionable as it is because of Chap.. 
man's heavy reliance on melodrama, Swinblrne's protest against the narrow-
ness of .... odern etagecrafttt is. nevertheless, a refusal to make terms with a 
dramaturgy dominated by the requirements of '11181"8 stageoraft. Landor, Browning, 
and TEnmyson took a similar position as Miohael Field waJl later to do after 
the production of ! Question !l!. ~.feaorr. 61 
Having adopted this attitude, the dramatic poet frequently found it 
necesaar;v to justify the raison!if.!l!:! of the torm he chose as well as the 
actual poetic plays he wrote. Duu.s tUs in the preface to Pere ProdigUe 
stated that fta dramatic work should always be wr1 tten as though it was only 
to be read. The perf'o:mance is only a reading aloud by several persons for 
the benef"i t ot those who will not or cannot read. It 1s through those who 
go to the theatre that the work succeeds I and it 18 by those who do not go 
that it subsists. The spectator gives it Togue, and the reader makes it 
durable" ,,62 Drama only survives its eonte.mporar;v setting when tbe quality 
of" great literature enters into 1t. The drautist Gordon Bottomley :main-
tains that poetic drama 1s not so MUch a representation of a theme as a 
60 Ibid.. p. :xxvi. 
61 See intra, ~. 84 _ 85. 
62 Quoted 1n Brander Matthews, !!'!!. Ristorical NOTel !!!4 Other Ese_:ys 
(New York, 1914), p. 23(. 
meditation upon it or a distillation from it. This implies far less the 
simulation ot lite than the evocation and isolation of the elements ot 
beaut7. It also 1mplies a spiritual illumination in the perhaps terrible 
ADd alwa7s serious theme chosen.6) 
Uterar;r histor.r supports the bel1et that the wpreme achievements 
of dramatic poetr;y have been reached with themes universall7 known. "When 
everyone knew befo1"8hancl -- as in the Greek theat1"8 - what was going to 
happen, attention was set free for the imageries and. reverberations of 
verse. and the posl1bilitiesof tragic irony were sharpened and deepened. "64 
The clrautic poet, lacking the :myths and legends of the AnCients, naturally 
turned to histo17 and the classics as well as his own 11 terar.r beri tage 
for wbject matter tor his plays. Yeats I&7S, "It is what is old and far 
off that stirs us the most deep17. ft65 The Italian Renaissance inspired 
Beatrice Cenci, 1ra Rupert. and Luria. The chronicles of Scotland and England 
provided rich material for Stratford, Becket, and Bothwell. The antiquity of 
Greece and Rome inspired the Hellenics and mchtheus. However, the ad-
vocates of reili_ saw little value in subject matter which was not con-
t_pora17. Brander Matthews questioned the praise critics gave Swinburne's 
Atalanta .!!! Cal:yd.on. ~ should an Englishlu.n pride himself on having 
63 Gordon Bottomle7. IfPoetr;r and. the Contemporary Theatre, ft Essays and 
SWdies, ed. D. Nichol Smith (Oxf'ord, 1934) XIX, 140. -
64 Ibid.. pp. 145 _ 146. 
65 Yeats, "Discoveries, tr Cuttips .2! !!! Asate. p. 90. 
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written a Greek~? At best he has but acoomplished a feat of main 
strength, a!2!!:.!!! force. an exercise in literary gynmastics r A pastiche. 
a paste jewel, is not a precious possession. A Greek play written by a 
modern Englishman remains absolute17 outside the current of contemporary 
literature •• 66 In effect the poet was advised to let the dead bury their 
dead. 67 
Realistic staging also contributed to the dilemma of the poetic 
dramatist. Historical subject matter presented on the pioture-frame stage 
sharpened the problem of versimilitude. Shakespeare did not attempt arch-
eological and historical accuracy in his portrayal of Rcm&lllil, Scots, and 
Danes. Rather, he gaTe all his characters the vocabularies, laws, usages, 
and costwaes which were familiar to the audience. His interest in the "far 
awaylt imposed no restriction on m. Nor did preoccupation with the remote 
necessarily carry the label Romantic. This was not the situation. however, 
in the rd.neteenth century when Wagner maintained that "a realistic histoncal 
draa ls :bIpossib1e because historical character can only be understood by 
the aid of an exact and careful delineation or its circumstances and surround ... 
ings, which is precisely what the very- conditions of his art. debar the 
66 Matthews, pp. 16 - 17. 
67 In this lssue Yeats says, "We cannot discover our subject matter 
by deliberate intellect, for when a subject uttel' oea8es to move us we 
11U8t go elsewhere, and when it moves us, even though it be 'that old ballad 
uterial of Shakespeare I or even 'the morbid terror of death, t we can laugh 
at reason. We must not ask is the world interested 1n this or that, for 
nothing 1s 1n question but our own interest, and we can understand no 
other." Yeats. "Discoveries, n Cutt1!1!S .!?! !!! Asate. p. 101. 
draw.atist from attempting. '1'lle romaMe alone can deal w1 tb history. "68 
Consequent.ly', poetic d.:rama wa.s associated 'With romance or idealism: it 
was relega.ted to the "'closet lf rather than staged; it was read rather than 
performed. vJhat the critics. who called each experiment in poetic drama 
an Elizabethan ~.m1 tation, did not realize was the gradual movement toward 
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a shif't in emphasis from action to character, f'rom character to "the dream 
of' the Upossible ille." Yeats says, "In tragic art one distinguishe. 
devices to exclude or lessen character, to dildnish the power of' that daily 
mood, to cheat or blind its too clear perception. It the real world is 
not altogether rejected, it is but touched here and there, ant1into the 
places we have left empty we summon rhythms, balance, pattem, images 
that rem1nd us ot vast passions, the vagueness of' past times, all the 
ch1aeras that haunt the edge of trance. 869 '1'herefore. it was infinitely 
more than historical and legend.ary prominence that made Lucrezia Borgia, 70 
68 Quoted in Archer, About the theatre, p. 325. Wagner would 
also lIcontiM the d.ra:ma or'""'t'heruture to the sphere of pure itugina.t1on, 
where t1P1cal, .,abol1c, spiritual txuths can alone be presented, truths 
cognizable by the feelings rather than by the senses and the intellect." 
69 Yeats, Cutum 2! .e :N5i}e, p. 204. Further, tlSuddenly it strikes 
us that character is co1'1t1nuous present in comettr alone, and that 
there 1s much tragedT. that of Comellie, that of' Racine, that of 
Greece and Rome, where its place i8 taken by passions and .0Uves, 
one person being jealous, another :t1lll. or 10Te or remorse or pride 
or anger. n p. 199. 
70 Vlctor Hugo :tc~e Bonia (18))) t A. C. Swinburne The Duke of 
Gandia (1908), Micbae Field BOist« (1905). Arthur Symons cmr'8"BOriIa 
CI926}. 
Honoria,71 Mary stuart,72 Rosamond,73 Mariane, Salome. Cleopatra, 74 
Deirdre,75 and Iseult76 intriguing subjects tor the tragic poet. In 
some measure the characters had a latent potential to become more than 
individuals, to greaten until they became humanity itselt. 
Landor aptly stated in bis Pretace to Beatrice Cepei that uPoetry is 
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not F.1sto17. In teatures they lII.S.Y resemble; in particulars, in combinations, 
in sequences, they must d1!'ter. R1sto17 should tell the truth. Poetry. like 
all the tine arts, is eclectic. rlbere she does not wholl7 invent, she at 
one time ampillies aM elevates; at another. with equal power, she s1m.-
pUties",she sottens. she suppresses.,,77 The dramatic poet could just1ty 
his subject utter. But \here were other problem areas which could not 
as easily' be.absol1ffld. 
71 Michael Field Attila, !1l AttUa! (1696), Laurence Binyon Attila (1907). 
72 A. c. SWinburne Ma17 stuart (1881), Michael Field Ib!. Tragic !1!!:z 
(1890). 
73 AUred Lord 'l'~on Becket (1679), A. C. Swinburne Rosamond (1860), 
Michael Field Fair Rosamund (lS§lj:). _ .................. iOiiioiiioiOi
74 Oscar Wilde Salome (1893), Stephen Phillips Herod (1900), Michael 
Fiel.d~rir.r. (1905'. file Accuser (1907), Arthur S)'llons Cleopatra !!! 
iJldaea n •• , fhomas StUrge Moore Mar1amne (19U). 
75 George Russel Deirdre (1902),. Mi. chae1 Field. Deirdre (1903), W. B. 
Yeats Deird.re (1906), J. M. Synge Deit'dre !! the Sorrows (1910). 
76 Michael Fie.1d. !ilstan de ~s (19U), The Tra~ otPardon (19U), 
Arthur SymO!Ull :+rist.aa _ Iseuti • Iseult!! kll::: (n2b) • 
77 LandOl", n. p. 6. 
In addition to subject matter the poetic dramatist vas criticised 
for certain conventions, chiefly Elizabethan, froll vhich he did not surfi ... 
cientJ..y free h11ueU. The disregard of time, the facile shitting from 
place to place. the frequent reliance on the solUoqtly' and the aSide, the 
use of disguise to orig1M.te or st:1mulate situation. the free employment 
of horror as a vehicle f'or tragic .ff"t, and the fiv .... act structure all 
ml1tated against the powr of the poetic dramatist and made him the eaS)" 
target of the critic. 
However, the greatest probl._ of' the nineteenth-centur,y poetic drama 
vas diction. When attention centered more and more on action rather than 
utterance, the nece.ssit.y for beaut1tul expression was seriously reduced. 
The results were 1nev1tabl7 disastrous. Language, vhich a88U1'1ed a secondar:y 
role, vas not the lUster-force on the stage but merel7 an accompaniment 
of' action. Shakespeare's dramatic dialect atter two and a halt centuries 
of vain repetition, neecness to sa7. was not vital on the Victor1a.n stage. 78 
Since language is a living thing, this situation produced cOSlonplace 
dialogue or an adherence to steJ'11e conventions. The critic W1ll1am Archer 
caref'ul.ly explained that blank Terse should DOt be excluded f'rom the stage. 
but he also maintained that ita use should be restricted to certain t1Pes 
of plqs. namel1. fantasies, "plays ot Fairyland or of Cloud-Cuckoo-Land, tt 
78 "The theme of' our later _",ey of' the poetic drama. Jlust be onCe 
more the f'ailure of the dramatists to escape from the trammels of E11za-
bethan idolization. It is not too lIUch to say that Shakespeare cast a 
blight upon the vould-be higher drama ot the time. It Nicoll, IV, p. 89. 
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or certain types ot historical plays.79 
The tension between actualia and idealism was more evident in the 
problem ot language than arr:r other area. The dramatic poet was continually 
attacked on the grounds ot improvising on Elizabethan models. Shaw's voice 
was unmistakable, tffhelr rhetoric is insane and hideous."8O The poet re.-
treated, became less and les8 interested 1n staging his plays, and retained 
the attitude voiced by Sldnbu.rne, ttl do not think that the ille ot human 
chal"acter or the litelikeness ot dramatic dialogue has suftered trom the 
bondage ot r~e or has been sacr1ticed. to the exigenoe ot metre. u81 This 
statement, highly 1ndiVidual1st1c as 1t 115, depended solely on the merits 
ot a particular poet tor its validity. It did not provide the antithesis 
tor nour scientific dramatists,our natuzoalists ot the stage ••• who write 
in the impersonal language that has 00_. not out ot individual We, nor 
out of lite at all, but out ot necessities of commeroe, of parliament, of 
board SChools, of hurried journeys b.y rail •• 82 Language remained the 
80 "Inexplicable is Shaw's dislike of the Elizabethans. His lips 
curl with soorn when their names are mentioned. He forgives Shue:speare 
urr:r extravagances. Marlowe, Ford, Maslinger, Beaumont and Fletcher, 
Middleton, Dekker. none. Theil" rhetoric is insane and hideous, the,. are 
a crew ot insufterable bunglers and dullards. the Renaissance was an 
orgie ••• all the.a plays are :full ot murder. lust, IObscenity, cruelty. 
no ray ot nohle teeling, no touch ot taith, beauty, nor even common kind-
liness is to be discovered in them, says critic Shaw. If James Hillneker. "In_ 
troduction. ft in George Bernard Shaw, Drama;t1c Opinions !D.S EssW (New York, 
19(6), pp. xlv - xv. 
81 Swinburne, p. :x.xvi. 
82 Yeats, p. 41. 
be'te noir of Victorian drama, and of poetic drau specifical.l.y. 
--
The modest success of Browning's 1:. ~ .!!!!!!!. I Seutcheon and Tennyson I s 
Becket gives evidence that poetic drama UY' have been something more than 
merelY' tolerated by theatre audiences. Minor works such as Milman's Fazio 
and Talfourd.' s Ion on occasion were greeted with acclaim. Stephen Phillips' 
-
Paola ~ Francesca was hailed for ita genuine dramatic qualities. However, 
a public was not found for Shelley's !b! Cenci, Landor's Count Julian, 
Browning's luria, Tennyson's Harold or even for Swinburne's B!Il stuart. 
Poetic drama, despite a certain romantic enthusiaSM which manifested itself 
particularly in the Nineties, did not come into its own but simply told 
the tale of an increasing dissatisfaction with the prevailing tendenoy 
toward realism. 
The decade of the Nineties, the "final fiare-up of the great Victorian 
compromise," "the vanguard. of progress," "fin de sieele," and the "seedtime 
of the new century, u8; created, among other things, a new art consciousness, 
and encouraged uny "minor· writors.84 In all probability, the deoade 
was the period of greatest dramatio endeavor for Miohael Field, and the 
Nineties narrow still further the context in which the poets wrote. The 
disinterested and sometbtes fantastic pursuit of art from the time of the 
Pre-Raphael! tea had been intensified by' an abhorrence of industrial society. 
83 Mix, studf!!! Yellow, p. 2. 
84 II Among such poets may be named Laurence Binyon, H. C. Beaching. 
E. Nesbit. Laurence Housaan. "Miohael Field, u Sturge Moore, Selwrn Image. 
and George Santayana," Jackson, .ll!! Eiflteen Nineties, p. 192. See also 
I.e Gallienne, l!!! Romantic '22!.!. pp. 9 - 1jO. 
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The cult of the exquisite was manifested by a preoccupation with paganism, 
aesthetici., and eccentricity, which is seen to a marked degree in Michael 
Field. However, the last phase of Romantici., after a brilliant and ener-
getic display in which the beaut1f'u.1 was cultivated for its own sake, passed 
into the .hadows at the tum ot the centur;r, leaving behind an art of tine 
shades.85 
.ll:! Yellow .!!2.2!, !h! SaVol. !h! P!!1:. !l!!. Butterfly. the Pageant, and 
the R2!!! were attraotive inoentives to shorter works. Consequen't17. the 
literary ge!!!,!s which were pred01lt1nantly the vehicles tOl" .!l!! ~ .i.e1e 
expression were lyric poet1")". essay, .hort .tories aM oooasionally short 
novels_ The acted drama. as a direct expression ot the decadence, was 
almost a nul11ty. Aubrey Beard.1ey. collaborating with Brandon Th01lt8S, 
started but never completed a. 1'187- Ernest Dawson wrote what Beardsley 
called s. "tiresome" playlet. John David.on wrote B:ru.ce (1.886). Smith,. 
tragic farce (1888), and Scaramouch !!! Naxos (1889). He also translated 
I 
some plays of Fran~ois Coppee and Victor Hugo' 8 !!l~.. Theodore 'Wratis-
law's poetic play !h! ~ !!! ~ was without distinction. Despite these 
attempts, incent1;ve to dramatic experiment vas not present. The London 
85 "Is it UJU:"easonable to say that, whatever its liD11tations, the 
Movement ot the nineties made for gJ"eater subtlety, greater delicacy? 
The sixties bad forged an art of muscles. but. the nineties produced an 
art of tlel"'VeSI and whereas Morris aM Swinburne, Te~son, Mi1la1s and 
atts. were aU chie:rly concerned with fairly broad and obvious e:tfect, 
the men of the subsequent age showed themselves capable of real fineness 
of sensation and observation. Thein was an art of mood. and movements, 
and many of these young workers far transcended their immediate 1'1"8-
dece.sors 1n gift for shaping the shades of thought and emotion into 
words, or tor transmuting them to graphic fom. tt 'W. G. Blaik1e Murdoch, 
The Renaissance or the Nineties (London 1 11 • 26. 
theatrical world, long entrenched in the "'blg star" curse and the financial 
expediency of the large theatre, was almost cOl'llpletely lacking ln the "little 
theatre" which had 'become so much a part of the night life of large con-
tlnental citles and eonsequently was so well suited to the works of new 
dramatists.86 
Attempts, however, were made to break with the long established 
theatrical patterns. George Moore, completely ln sympathy with M. Antoine's 
11\ 
Theatre Libre, wrote articles in English journals as early as 1884 deploring 
the state of the dra1u. and advooating an English ~atre Libre to free the 
draa from the fetters of convention and prejudice. Since he belleved that 
the experimental theatre should not 'be t.he stage for conventional plays, 
good or bad, Moore favored a OOll'lplete17 bisarre representation. "'1'0 get 
the !lB! fleur ot society, llterature, and art, the Th.at.re Libre JIlUst of tel' 
a supremacy of sensation--the strange, the unknown, the unexpected. The plays 
need not be great plays - great plays are out of q,uestion. 'l'ha.t the play 
should be ~ is the first and almost the only qualifioation neoessary to 
seoure for it the right of representation. nS7 
Moore, following the example of M. Antoine, proposed several foreign 
plays -- !at Dominion !l! Darkness by' 'l'olstoi, Ghosts by Ibsen, 1:! ~ !!! 
I I ,-~d'Enghien by Leon Renn1q,ue, and!.n Famille by Oscar Metenier - to 
inaugurate the English 'l'h'atre Libra. After this projected initiation, 
86 Bernard Mudd1man, The!!!!l! lh! Nineties (London, 1920), pp. 126 - 129. 
87 Moore, ImEressloM.!:!!! Opinions. pp. 177 - 178. 
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however, the one J"eu' s progl'Ul neeeu1tated plays by English writers. 
Moore e!l1'1sioned the .,l'ks ot certain novelists - Meredith. Hardy, Stevenson, 
and Henle,. - druat1aed on the stage aDd alao nggested Sw1nbu.me t s 
Chaste1!ri. Fra. Danby's (Mrs. Julia Frank.) A .!!li!! J:! Bob.eld.a. aDd Michael 
Field's Wjll'!! Ba:tus. Werl'1:ng to th1s ear17 plq b7 Mlohael Field. Moore 
wrote. 
Of aU Mlcwl Field's _l'ks what I 1Iost adad.re is Willi .. ~. 
It is maDy ;years since I read it. but I cunot ~u~ 
thr1l1 of tho .. splendid fo"st sce.s. I He the endless 
colonnades touohed with the .. tt.1Dg 11ght. I hear .ues and 
Ililes of aUenoe broken at last by the lOuM or a distant chase. 
and then c01l1es the startled deer am then the swish or the &I'rO'tI. 
I cannot say hOW whether it would be possible to act this plaY'. 
b1t it would 1!ftU'el;r not be bposs1ble to iDduc. the talented 
authoress to Nal"J'Uge her _ric 10 &a to bl"1Dg 1t within the 
.oope of the unconwnt.1oul stage.88 
This was a plan. elaborate in design and ta1"-1'8ao1111:11 in scope, which at 
least alerted the publio and paved the 11&7 tor a JIlO1'8 audaoious aDd vigorous 
expezo1aent - the Independent Theatre Soci.t;r. 
In 1891 a group or drama enthuar1asts,89 led by J. T. Grein, established 
the oontl'Oftrsial 1alepealent Theatre. To 8O.. 01"1 tics &ItT play produced 
under its auspices. rated the co-.nt, Ifmuteur1sh in const:uction and 
unpleasant ih thae. If Beerboblll Tree _s one of the .ar17 diss.nting voic.s. 
We have heard a good deal about an W.peDient Theatre. which 
vas .stablished. I beUeve, tor the purpos. or .... ping trom the 
88 ~ •• p. 1.80. 
89 The committee of the SocieV vas COJIIPOsed or Frank Harris. "Frank 
Danb,y. If George Moo" and Cecil Raleigh. See Michael Orm., J. f. Grein; 
lh! storz.!!.! Plone.r,,J,802 - ~ (London, 1936). pp. 90 ... Iso. " 
stage that u81U'P1ng intruder the actor-u.nager, to whoae baneful 
and wi therbg influence bave been attributed all the m. which 
draatic neah ia heir to. What haa been the outcome of thia 
agitation? 'What baa become ot the _terul Mllae. ao pregnant in 
prom. ... ao abol"t11'8 in pel"f'ol'Jll8JlCe? What hu been the result ot 
tMa ugn1ticent uch1ne17? In thia a1nd' 8 ..,. the potentee of this 
artiatic Utopia saw the 11 tUe clrau.t1c fledgling. n.sUing fond1.7 
l"O'IUlCl their parent incubator. l'v'eJ7thing was pert.t - oD17 the 
eggs were mi.sing.90 
Whatever its .hortcomings, the IDdepen4ent Theatre SocieV was a subatantial 
beginning. George Bezw.rd Shaw praised it becauae ot the 1'817 tact ot its 
iDd.ependence tro. coaereial succe.s. In 189', he note. "The real h1ato17 
ot the cIraM tor the laat '\en J8Q'8 is not the h1stcl17 ot the pt'Osperoua 
enterpr1 ... of Mr. Han_ Hr. ~. ud the eatabU.he4 West-emt theatre., 
but ot the torlon hopes led by Mr. Vernon. Mr. Charri:ngton, Mr. Grein, 
Me •• ". Henley ad stevenaoa. Mia. Aohuroh. Miss Robins and Miss tea. M1~s 
Fur and the re.t of the Iapo.s1bU.1sta. tt91 Later, in a prefue to a 
vol .. ot Grein's dramatic cnUc'" edited in 1921. Shaw wrote. "It is 
now V8l7 olGae on thirt7 yea" s1noe 7ft IItIldl7 began an apparentl.y hopele •• 
attaapt to bl'iDg the EDc11.h theatJoe into It01I8 sort. of relation with COD-
teapoJ'Q"1oulture. Matthew Arnold bad sugge.ted that step, bu.t noboq in 
the theatre took the .lighte.t notlee ot bla, 'becau.e noboq in the theatre 
knew of the eXl.tence ot such a person aa Matthew Arnold. -92 Shaw alao 
acknowledced hi. own. debt to the Indepen4ent Th ... tre Societ1'* It. _hera 
90 Htr'bert :eeerboba 'tree, Sou I!rt:!,.at4m Fallacie. !! the Modem Sme 
(London. 1892), p. 31. 
91 Nicoll, v. p. 61. 
92 .r... Agate, A Short. View ot the R~.h SHle, lanO - 1926 (London, 
1926), p. 62. - --- - - ~ 
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not only sponsored his first play, Widowers' Houses. but their encourage-
ment actually enabled him to complete the play rather than abandon it. The 
sme acknowledgment could be made regarding George Moore's !h! Strike at 
Arlingford and Michael Field's! Question !! Memory_ Not only in terms of 
individual playwl'ights but more hsportant in terms of influence, the 
Independent Theatre SoCiety contributed to the history of drama.9:3 The London 
stage of 1898 was far more vital than that of 1891 because of the efforts of 
Grein and his associates. 
Paradoxically. the theatrical context for the poetic plays of Michael 
Field is as broad as the span of Victorian drama and as narrow as the scope 
of J. T. Grein's Independent Theatre. In a very real sense the plays balance 
precariously between the "old drama" and the "new. 11 The influence of Scribe 
and Sardoll and the English theatrical developuent, inspired b7 both French 
writers, is undeniably present in Michael Field's plays,94 and the 
9:3 "other societies were being fonned on similar lines to the one 
founded by J. T. Grein. There was the New century Theatre, sponsored by 
Eliu.beth Robins in the middle 'nineties, t and which nourished for a time 
upon Ibsen, with occasional excursions to Robert Louis stevenson and else-
where. The torch of the Independent Theatre was handed to Frederick l-.b.elen, 
and. some months after Blanchett, came the Incorporated Stage SOCiety founded 
by him. with the help of Charles Charrington and others of the Independents. 
out of the stage Society sprang the Vedrenne-Barker manag.ent at the Court 
Theatre, which established Bernard Shaw as a paying dramatist and revealed 
the genius of Granville-Baricer as a producer, and, more than any management, 
organized a modern public for modern plays. The Stage Society has carried 
on ever since 1899. a long-lived child of its parent, the Independent Theatre, 
and with a lengthy list of achievements." Ome, p. 149. 
94 "This very strong s:ttuation[re. ! Question !! MC!IIIlo!ZJ has the 
flavor of Bardoll, yet for pure tragedy it exceeds anything invented by the 
French dramatist." Ibid.. p. 1:35. 
-
pre.entation ot conteapora17 Ibsenite theme. i8 also found in th_.95 
Yet magn1ticent charactel"8 aM intriplng .i tuatlons sought in worie. on 
Greece, :aom., ReM.1.sance It.al7. Medieval France, and Twlor England. a. 
wll a. the RolUlltic subject utter used by Landor, Bro1m1ng, TeDl'1¥son, 
and Swlr1bu.me vere tree11' adopted b7 the poets. '!'heir plqs give eVidenoe 
of the ten.lons between rea11_ and 1dea11_ found. ill the VlctoS"'1an period, 
a1Id part1cu1ar11' reflect. the strengths eel weakne •• es ot Victorian poetic 
drama.96 Perhaps the.. reflections are sharper 'because the poet.s are -minor" 
and, as sucht Ul.ustrat.e general. tendencle. alld trend. rather thaa startliDg 
innont1ons. The Ninetie. proVide the propel" Jd11eu tor the pl.q. of 
Michael Field ud render compatible both the poets' fasclnat.1oa for ocoult 
souro •• , p:reciosiV. obee •• ioa with object. ot art, and their enthusiastic 
a:periment at the IDdepeDdent. 1beat.re. Caught between two trad1 tiona. the old 
and the new, the t.venV.aevea plays actuall.7 conv.,. the attitude Michael 
Field expre.18d ia the following "Iatrocluct1on'" 
The ...u. of an age of decline canaot be c_pared with the pang. 
ot a uw eraJ tor aeither the race nor the individual po •• e •• 
1ft the tem of decrepitude that. vi tall V that give. poignancy to 
9S "To be Y1t.al.l7 atirred, ,..t. go blt.atn.y on the vq or deathe to 
be urged b7 nature, aDd 781. outrage her through "'1:7 obed1en.ce i. a 
tzoageq ot tragedies. and one not remote, tor Honoria i. the New Woman of 
the fUth cent.u17." M1chael Field. At.tUa, It AtUl.a t (London. l!96). 
Preface. . 
96 "Beguiled bJ their passion tor the El,1sabethana, the,. c01lOeived 
that. the ea.enoe of drama la,.. not i8 the nice11' adjusted iat.erpla,. of 
action and abaruter, ba.t ill the copioua etfUsion of higbl.7 figurative 
rhetoric." Willi_ Aroher, The Theatrical ''World' for ~ (LoDd08, 
18. 94), p. 2.52. (Archer'a rertev of A Que.t.ion of K8i017. November 1, 
~~). --
regret. In the evolutiollAl7 I!Jtlou.ggle the survivor 1s him.elf 
a tragi. figure. Eve17 lJU.'ftri.e br1Jlls h1m into sharper 
antt:agon1am with the beliefs and habits that beset wbUe the, 
NYOlt h1a. Be i. allenatecl froa hi. gods. hi. foretathers, hi. 
"17 dreams. Bis hopes are not founded on experience. nor his 
ideals on _r.r.9'l 
The context of the poetical pla,-. of Michael n.e14. in the final ~ls, 
1. the vt.ctorian d:U_ -- realism 'fersu, idealism. 
6) 
CBAP'L'BR III 
S'J.'RUCTURI 
Considering the po.s1bilitJr of poet1o draa. T. S. Eliot sa7s, "The 
nineteenth oentul"7 had a good IWV' fre.h 1JIpre.e1on., but it had no fora 
in whioh to oonfine them. ,,1 The dramatio poet. who oiroumTented the exi .. 
gencies of outer .ttu.cture b7 ad.opUng 1I1xed ~. euited to the reYelat10a 
of a philo.oplq' rather than a "Pre.eatat1on of thought, or a pre.entaUon 
ot reeling b7 a statement. ot e .... nt. in huun action or objeots 1n the u;. 
ternal world,·2 waf aotuall7 att..ptiDg to c_pen.ate the detect. ot true 
.tructure b7 etreoting an elaborate inner pl:dloaophica1 .truoture. HoweYer, 
in druaa "aost 1.taportant of all i. the struoture or the inoidents. For 
tragedy is an 1m1.tat1o .. JlOt ot men, but ot aa action and ot ille, and ille 
oonsists 1n action, and its end i. a !lOde ot action, not. a qual1t,..·' 
The oppo.ite extreme ot this situation waf seen in the nineteenth-century 
drautic poet's adaptation ot convelltioaal. stNcture -- e1ther Athenian 
or Elizabethan. Tb1. sol11ticm. also, pro .... d inadequate because the speoific 
1 Thomas steams Eliot, The Saored Wood (London, 1920), p. 56. Eliot 
elaborates this idea b7 stating that Wordsworth and Browning aotuall.7 created 
torms tor their poetic exp,.sslon, "but no un can 1RYent a tora, create a 
taste tor it, and perfect it too.! Ib~4. 
2 . ~., p • .58. 
, Poetics, trans. S. H. Butche~, VI. 9. 
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"temper of the age,w4 whioh was responsible for eaoh distinctive mode of 
stl"llcturing, could not be recreated in the nineteenth century. The dilemma 
was obvious .... the poet was either ohained to lIode1s of the past or the 
poet was forced to substitute other considerations for the pl"'iJ.r1ary claim. 
of hi, genre, namelY'. structure. OnlY' a few individual poets. bY" reason 
of their own particular genius, could penetrate and then solve the dilemma. 
But what of the minor poet? "In It formless age there is very 1i tUe hope 
for the minor poet to do anyth1rlg worth doing; and when I sa'1' minor I mean 
verr good poets indeed 1 such as fU1ed the Greek anthology- and the Eliza .. 
bethan song-books. • •• v1hen everything is set out for the tdnor poet to 
do, he uy quite freCluentl'1' cOIle upon some ifrouvaille. even in the d.ra!I1a I 
Peele and Brollle are examples. Under the present conditions, the lIinor poet 
has too muoh to do. tl5 Viewed in this light, therefore, the cntioism, in 
many instances ruu.,. justified, leveled against the dramas of the lIlinor 
poet Miohae1 Field with regard to plot stru.oture 1.nd1ca:tes a oontemporary 
literary prablea as well as a weakness in the work of a speoifio author. 
'!'hat Michael Field was oonoerned with plot struoture is evident in 
the poets' journals and works. Edith Cooper reoorded a oonversation with 
George Hoare on the subject. "We t.al.ked muoh of the oonstruotion of pla'1's 
4 lI'!'he framework whioh was provided for the Elizabethan dramatist was 
not merely' blank Terse and the fi v .... aot pla.,. and the Ellsabethan pla,.house, 
it was not aerel,. the plot - for the poets inoorporated, remodelled, adapted 
or invented. as oooas10n suggested. It was also the halt-formed t t.emper of 
the age,' a preparedness, a habit on the part of the publio, to respond to 
partioular stimuli." Eliot. pp. 57 - 58. 
5 Ibid., p. 58. 
for the stage: he made me reali.e the leading fault of our work -- its 
want of rbytl:mdcd progression - the haphazard developatent of plot which 
has contented us. '!'he firm ,..t pliant stl"tlcture of a work is one of the 
requirements of st,.le. .And. preparation for events and entrances is the 
true forethought that gives dramatic art. integrity and ausieal lIovement. 1t6 
A glance at the uneven act stru.cturing in Michael Field's twent7-seven 
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plays. however. testifies more convincingly to the poets' attempts to realise 
a form vh1ch would uniquely express their poetic vision. The poets approx.-
imated the "one-act playlt structure and also wrote a play in six acts. '!'he 
most cOJllllOld7 used, oomprising eighteea of their twenty-seven pla,.s, were 
the three and flve act structures.? In the light of this diversit7. the 
question of refin.ent and progression 1n the dramatic technique of Michael 
Field ls. of eou"e, of paramount interest. Fortunately, in the body of 
plays by Michael Field, there are signUicant instances of attention to the 
problem of strncture. Because these eD1llplee are geN.ane to the present 
stud7. special attention will be given to illustrative key works. ! Question 
!l! Memotl vas coapletel1' revised by the authoi"S in the light of eontempora17 
criticism ot the work when lt was staged in 1893. A caretul stNctural 
analysis ot both the original and the revisloa will. theretore. be profitable. 
The direct source of' l'.h! Cil? !1! Water can be found in "storie. and Schemes 
of Po_a· by' Dante Gabriel Rossetti. A comparative study win indicate 
preciselT the poets' stracturing of stor.r material. Fi:nal.ly, some general 
co:nclusio:u w1ll be reached regard1Dg those plays by' Michael Field whioh 
indicate or1ginal. power rather than hdtaUve uthod in plot struoture. 
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However, it would se-. that before arrr conclusions can be draft in this 
area. some pertinent questions ltlUat 'be posed and auwered - In detining 
a tragedy as tlan 1mitAt1on of' an action that is complete, and Whole, and of' 
a certain magnitude,aS are the MqualltativeH9 parts of' the plot 110 ... signi-
ticant than the "quant.1tat1vetf10 parts of the plot? 'l'o what extent is a 
play' s i1'lMr 01" organio st1"ltcture shaped and. deteNined by the aot.-structure 
chosen by the draaatist? 01" i. act dinnon one thing (unally a utter 
of convention), and plot ooutftct1on quite .. ther? Has the teohnioal 
perteot.:lon of the ple • .2!B talt.e tirtged the notion of' plot.-ma.ld.Dg with 
~e •• virtuosity? or, fiMl.l7. as Ar1stoUe o1eu17 states, is the 
plot "the fint principle, and. aa it we.... the soul of a tragedy, IIU and. 
8 Poetics, m. 2. 
9 ~., XI. 6. In Butch.!" s translation - ·organic parts." 
10 Ibid., XII. 1. "We now COM to the quantitative parts -- the separate 
parts iil"Owbich Trag~ i. diYided - name17, Prologue, Episode, Exode. Choric 
songl this last being cliYided into Parode and. Stas1mon.· 
II ~.. VI. 1,5. 
consequently. the most 1:mportant consideration in the critical evaluation 
or a plqs 
The answers, at least in part, were formulated and substantiated 
centuries ago by Aristotle. An examination of the Poetics indicates the 
importance he attached to plot. Plot is the basic form of the play, or 
the formative principle of a work of art; however, through character de-
lineation and the arts of language the play is given the final form which 
is read, seen. or heard. Aristotle's prima17 conception of plot is basic. 
"Plot is the imitation of the action; for by plot I here mean the arrange-
ment of the incident. n12 Aristotle's definition distinguishes the plot 
both from the story the poet wishes to dramatize. and from the action he 
wishes to represent. This distinction between story and plot applies to 
all dramas whether the story is legendary, historical. or original. The 
dramatist selects o~ a few incidents for presentation. and. he arranges 
them in such a way as to show only a few crucial moments directly .1) These 
incidents, furthermore, represent one ftcomplete action, It which is the purpose 
of plot construction, and the incidents fall into a significant arrangement 
only after the dramatist has viewed the action as tragic. as eventuating 
in destruction and surfering. Thus the plot is distinct from the sto17 
dramatized and the action represented. 
12 Ibid.. VI. 6. 
-
1) See infra, PP. 91 - 92. 
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DA complete actionD passes through the modes of purpose and pathos to 
the final perception. The plot, therefore, has parts -- types of incidents 
in the beginning, middle, and end of the play - resulting from the various 
modes of action.14 Aristotle stresses particularly those parts of the plot 
which represent the action of the moment when it is reaching its catastrophic 
end: Reversal of the Situation, Recognition, and Scenes of Suffering.l; 
These three parts, in the best tragedies, are inherent in the basic conception 
of the plot, depend on one another, and serve most efficiently to produce 
a specific tragic effect. Frequently the Reversal of the Situation, or 
iro~. occurs simultaneously with the action of perceiving, passing from 
ignorance to knowledge. What is recognized is the reversal, and the dis-
covery occurs in the "cause to effect" ordering of the plot. Because it 
includes both reversal and recognition, the plot is "Complex," but there are 
also "Simple" plots which do not include these elements.16 
The Poetics include!; very specific aspects of plot construction, "Every 
Tragedy falls into two parts -- Complication and Unraveling or ~nouement.17 
Incidents extraneous to the action are frequently combined with a portion of 
14 Poetics, VII. 3. Special mention should be made of the specific nature 
of these "parts." 
1; .rug. t XV. 
16 ~ •• x. 
17 other suggested translations -- desis, tying of the knot; lusis, 
untying. 
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the action proper, to form the Complication; the rest of the action is the 
Unraveling. By the Complication! mean all that extends .from the beginning 
of the action to the part which marks the turning point to good or bad 
fortune. The Unraveling is that which extends from the beginning o.f the 
cMnge to the end ••• ., l';p.rlY poets tie the kno't well. but unra.vel it ill. lIl8 
The poet should aim at the necessary or the probable; one event should 
follow another in sequ~nce. The unraveling of the plot, no less than the 
complication of it, should arise out of the plot itself and not be effected 
b.r a ~ ~ mactdna.19 Episodes or acts which succeed one another without 
probable or necessary sequence stretch the plot beyond its capaCity, over-
emphasize the element of chance, and diminish the concept of poss1bility.20 
In the plots of most plays, there seems to be inherent a fundamental 
soheme of exposition, oomplioation. and solution; or of introduction, rising 
action, and falling action. Aristotle created the original metaphor --
desis or tying the knot. and lusis or untying; however, the former intan-
gible idea could only be expressed in figura.tive language. By that lrJ)"sterious 
process in which theory becomes convention, the terms expressed by Aristotle 
18 Poetics, XVIII. 1-3. 
19 tiThe Deus ex Maob1na should be employed only for events external 
to the drama -- for antecedent or subsequent events, which lie beyond the 
range of human knowledge, and whioh require to be reported or foretold; for 
to the gods we ascribe the power of seeing all things. .!!E:!!., XV. 7. 
20 Ibid.. IX. 10. 
-
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becMlEl qw.te explicit in meaning and considerably reduced in soope.21 His 
desis led to the t81"111 "complication"; his lusis to the terms "solution" and 
I . 
"denouement. " Prominent, also, were the terms "rising action" and "falling 
action, fI whioh altered the original metaphor considerably. These tenus are 
perhaps due to the influence of Freytag! 15 pyrAmid metaphor. Using this 
analog, Freytag said that a dramatic plot rises from the introduction with 
the entrance of exciting forces to the climax. and falls to the catastrophe. 
The three major parts are the Introduction, Clliax, and Catastrophe; each 
part 1s separated by the Rise and Fall. And three major exoiting moments are 
strategically plaoed between the Introduction and Rise, between the Climax 
and Fall. and between Fall and Catastrophe.22 With varying choice of tenus 
marq exposi tora of dramatic plot have retained Freytag' a scheme. William T. 
I Price employed the usual fives introduction, development, cllm.ax, denouement, 
and catastrophe, and also suggested how the five movements could be incor-
porated into the acts of a play. 23 "In the three-act drama they would be 
21 "In the course of their transmission to the eighteenth oentur,y. 
however - as a result partly of the Wluel'lCe of Horace and part.ly of a 
complex of more general oauses operative from the beginnings of Aristotelian 
cOJlDentar,y in the Renaissance .. - the analytical significance of the scheme 
has undergone a radical change. For Aristotle was concerned with the oon-
struction of poetic wholes." R. S. Crane, "The Concept of Plot and the Plot 
of '!'om Jones," in Critics and Criticism, Ancient and Modern. ed. R. S. Crane (ch1'Cago, t952), p. 617n. -. -
22 Gustav Freytag, Te0hnfiue of the Drama, trans. Elias J. MacEwan. 
6th ad. (Chioago, 19(4). pp.4 ... 115. 
23 It must be noted that the Greek theatre was characterized by the 
continuous nature of the dramatic performances. Critics also maintain that 
the dramatic effect and meaning or Shakespeare's plays were communicated by 
continuous, rapid, uninterrupted action and not by five units or stages of 
plot. In the modern theatre, "act" suBgests a part of a play followed by a 
pause or by the end of the performance. 'lb.e stage is empty and void or action 
and dialogue. 'lb.e lapse in action constitutes a major d1tferenee between 
Athenian and Elizabethan and modern theatre. 
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thus associated: 1, Exposition, 01" introduction, and beginning (of action); 
I . 
2, development and climax. :3. denouement and catastrophe or end. In five 
acts the7 follow in this ordert 1, Introduction and beginninga 2, develop-
ment; :3. climax. 4, de'nouement. 5. catastrophe or end. Each of: these 
divisions has its pecul1ar structure •• 24 Thus it became possible to criticize 
not only the isolated plot but even the structure of: Act II 01" Act IV on 
the grounds that the particular act did not ful.£1ll its traditional function. 
In the Victorian age, which did not create a distinctive mode of 
dramatic expression. "no fom in which to confine [impresaions.J ,"25 the 
framework, introduced by Scribe and perfected by Sardou, not only was 1m1 .. 
tated in its external features; but it also limited considerabl,.. the poet· s 
vision.26 Plot, the actual fomative principle of a tragic drama, va.s 
reduced to clever constrtlction, fta preparation for events and entrances. tt27 
The structuring of a plot became a tours ~ force. 
24 l>Jilllu '1'. Price, l.'b! 'l'ecbn1gue .2! l!:!! Drama (Nev Y()rk, 1911), 
pp. 71 - 72. 
25 See supra. p. 64. 
26 The "well-made play" is characterized by certain definite features: 
"There is not a single useless phrase 01" word; everything foreshadows and 
prepares for something else. '!'he denouement is prepared for in Act I. 
No one speaks or acts haphazardly, ever;rt.h1ng is accounted for, foreseen. 
and. prepared. The end of each act is intensely dramatic, even tragic," 
and "As in most tragedies and romantic dramas, the culmen of the dramatic 
interest is reached in Act IV. ft Nell Cole Arvin, Eufene Scribe and the 
French '!'heatre.l81S - 1860 (Cambridge, 1924), pp. 16 "" l~. --
21 See supra, p. 56, n. 6. It is interesting to note that Michael 
Field became more interested in conventional plot structure in conjunction 
with Itstaging plays. It 
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The extent of the influence of this narrow concept of plot is readily 
seen in the dramatic cr1 ticism of Michael Field' s ! Question !?!. 'Memon, which, 
undoubtedly, initiated and affected the revision of the play by the authors 
some years 14ter.28 Ironioally, the revision, which oonforms more clearly 
to the tenets of the Ei~ee bien faite, lacks the dramatio power and vision of 
the original version of the ~lay. Viewed in contrast. the two plays indicate 
Michael Field's cOl'lcept of plot in terms of direct stage l'-epresentation, which, 
in this case, proved detriment.sl. to the authors' poetic Vi810n. 
The plq ls based on an incident of the Ifugar1an uprising in l848. 
It. staunch Hungarian schoolmaster is captured 'b7 the Austrians near his native 
v1ll.age. He 1s brought r...fore the Austrian general. who threatens to shoot 
his mother, sister. and SW'eetheart unless he betrays the hiding place ot 
his reg1.r.Mnt. The schoolmaster at first refuses, but under the strain of 
the threatened deaths he agrees to supply the ini\:>l"Illatlon. At the moment 
of the revelation, bis memory fails. As a result ilis dear ones are shot 
and. he goes mad.29 In a note to the 1893 edition of ~ play, Ydehael Field 
states, "We copied 1n haste our hero I s story from an old newspaper extract. "30 
28 "In the first, seooM, and fourth acts there is scarcely a single 
natural sequence ot thought, feeling, and expression. n Archer, theatrical 
'World t for!!!2,l. p. 253, and "Bond [actor] sa:ys,' Cut off Act IV - let me 
have the-piay in three acts, and I'll always hold to it, tor it is one ot 
the grandest things that has ever been done. ttf WorJt$! andJ:ts, p. 183: and 
tiThe play, finely conceived, was written in well-phrasir ogue which, by 
not following a natural sequence of thought, led away from, and all round, as 
well AS towards the dramatic climax. The directness of a Sardou, allied 
with the literar,y grace of the authors, would have ~ade a great play of the 
subject. If Orme, i. 1. Grein, p. 136. 
29 Works !.!!i Dals. p. 173. 
30 Michael Field, ! Question!! Memo17 (London. 1893), Note. 
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! 9!e.tion !! Maio17 1 •• trl1ctured in tour act.. Act I 1ncl'llde. the 
expo.ition. intro,duoe. the political .ituation, ind1catell the basic perllon-
alitie. ot the character. all .. U all their relationship to each other, and 
suggellt. the comp11catlng action. Dialogue between the lfImgarian .choo1-
... ter FereDOz and hi. triend Stanislaus oenter. on the ball ot the preTiou. 
evening. The ool'lftrsation renal. IWV' tb1ftg. t the 1aa1nence of the lhmgarian 
inaunection. the eJlgag_ent ot Ferencz to the sixteen-year-old Thekla, and 
the secret 10,.e of Stanislaus tor Thekla'. elder si.ter, rutabeth.31 '!be 
g&letl" and pleasure of the duee contrast with the gria realit7 ot the revolt 
en JlW"Ching order. reaoh the 70U1'1g an ot the Iflmgarian 1'U1age in the 
rrdJ:tg. It is in tem. ot the 1apending order that the character. and 
their relation.hips to the oth.r oharacters of the plq are reveal.d. Fer-
noz is 4rea3' and :reokl •••• aad Stards1au. is practical and Itthe b.tter 
oldier." Bitter because ot the Austri.an tl"eat.ment ot the ll'ugar1an peasants, 
e mother ot Ferencz wel.ooaes the plarmed JIeYOlt. In contrast, Thekla, the 
I ture and va1n tianc .. of Ferencz, crie. when she learns of the J'Ol1Dg men'. 
rohingord.rs~ FiDa. Ferencz' s sister and the object of the attentions of 
e Au.t.l"1an otficers. Manstelt and Me,..J'hote. lOoms the tracl1t1ow role 
l' VOUllbood and 1. vigorous17 interested in the cuapaign tor treedoll. 
Fl"OIl the begimdJ'llh the tirst act 1. static and slow aortng becau.e 
t the pond.rous dialogue. A. various oharacters amv., the pace ot the 
01'. acoel.rate.. The sohool children enter the school rooa and deJl&nd 
'1 .She teaches the 70UJIg un to sing, she teaohes them to be pat.l"1ot •• 
aeet them in troop. with her spirit on their tacoll. The,. go awal" troll her 
ady to die tor their countr;y. :ready to die tor her." Ibid., 
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Ferencz's attention. Thekla' f'; sister, Elizabeth. who helps 1"erenoz with 
the instruction of the children, arrives. When Ferencz tells her of Stanis-
laus' love, she is indignant and scornf'ul. Unknown to Ferencz, Elizabeth's 
whole life has been motivated by her secret love for him. As Ferencz is 
playing a song of farewell to the dancing children, Thekla rushes into the 
classroom and pleads with him to remain with her and not join the band of 
young men who are now assembled outside the ClassroOlll. Ferencz's mother and 
Etiaabeth try to comfort Thekla, and the young men go off "to deliver Hunga17ft 
at the end ot the aot. 
structurally. the first aot, which is tilled with statements toreshadow-
ing furthet' action and the conclusion ot the play, is long and involved. At 
one point, Fina recalls being told at the dance by the jealous Austrian 
ofticer M'eyet'hofe that she lv-ill ftpay dear fot' insulting him." This, of 
course, proves true when she and her mother are shot in Act III. There is 
also foreshadowing in Elizabeth's comment to Ferencz when he tells her of 
stanislaus' love for het', "My lUe will not be determined by the people 
who love me, but b,y the people I love." Elizabethts futile selfish love 
collapses when she agrees to marry Stanislaus in the fourth act, and the 
irony of her statement becomes apparent as she prepares to care for Ferencz. 
Ber lUe is not determined by people who love her, but directed by people 
she loves. Elizabeth is not loved, but lOVing, at the end of the play. 
The second act is brief and contains the most significant complicating 
action -- 'ina, Thekla, Elizabeth, and the mother of Ferencz are working in 
the hayfield in the absence of the young men of the village. Manstelt, an 
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Austrian officer known to the rtll.agers, enters the hayfield and announces 
to the women that Ferencz has been captured b)r the Austrians and that his 
mother, sister, and betrothed have been ordered by General Haynau to accompany 
hill to the Austrian headquarters. As the three wOllen and Mansfelt depart, 
Elizabeth envisions her idealized Ferencz diving heroically for his country. 
Fearing that Thekla will persuade Ferencz to betrq the Hnngarian cause, 
Elisabeth soliloquizes, "Everyone conspires to thwart nobility. l-lomen hate 
it, and comrades hope it may be avoided. How grand the hurtle of these 
thunderalouds and the bright distance under thaI Ferencz, she [Thekla.J said 
that she loved you, and could not bear to miss you. Ma7 I never see 70U 
again, Jtr¥ clearest, on earth. n:;2 
The Austrian headquarters is the setting of the third act. General 
Haynau, in charge of the Austrian troops, is prillar11y concerned with his 
career, duty, and advantage. Ferencz has been taken captive in order to 
discover the hiding place of the band of insurrectionists. The first part 
of the act is a series of verbal maneuvers to obtain the information. When 
Ferencs continues to refuse to diY\llge it, his mother and sister are brought 
into the room to persuade hill. Instead, both women encourage his sUence and 
bravery. Then General Haynau threatens to take both of their lives it Ferencz 
does not supply the information. He continues to refuse to name the defile, 
and the two women are shot. General Haynau' s master move is the S1JJQlIOning 
of Thekla. As she pleads with Ferencz for her lite and their marriage and 
happiness, Ferencz weakens, becomes contused, and then is unable to remember 
the name of the defile where the troops are hidden. In anger, General Haynau 
:32 Ibid... 1). 27. 
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ilsues the order to shoot Thekla. The triple deaths, the decision to inform, 
and the loss of mamor" form the climactic action of' the play and illustrate 
an Aristotelian reversal and recognition - the course of the "heroic It action 
is reversed when Ferencz decides to reveal the name of the defile in the 
recognition of the immediacy of saving the object of his love, Thekla. The 
irony is sharpened by the fact that Ferencz, the village's intellectual, is a 
hero only because his memor" fails and he cannot remember the name of the 
hiding place. General Baynau concludes the act with the statement, "Send him 
awa71 he is of no use to us. I think he was craz7 from the tirst. It" 
The toul"th act, in mallY respects, parallels the third. Stanislaus 
becomes a tNi tor by d1 wlging the name of the defUe in order to spare 
Elizabeth's lite. "That may not be acting Uke a patriot, it is acting like 
a man of sense. It However, the dialogue in nilabeth's garden substitutes 
" Regarding Act III ot A Question of Memo17 (1893). "Your third act 
was quite adDdrable -- a realIi fine pieCe o£ work - with the touch ot 
terror that our stage lacks so much - and I think the theatre should belong 
to the turies." Oscar Wilde to Michael Field CNovember, 1893J in The Collected 
Letters of Oscar Wilde, edt Bu.pel"t Hart-Davis (London, 19(2), p.)40. And, 
iWIlere, t&tn, be the merit and interest ot the play? Chiefly in the great 
situation of the tJd.rd act. There is no _velty, indeed, in the mere idea 
of extol"ting a contession by applying torture, not to the holder ot the 
secret, but to some one whom he loves. Sardou and others have exploited 
this theme; but 'Michael Field' has imagined an ingenious and real.l.7 tragiC 
refinement upon it. When Ferencl·s mother and sister are led out to execution, 
the name of the detUe where his comrades are hidden is ringing so loudly in 
his ears that he is in agoJO' of terror lest he should utter it in spite ot 
himselt. or even lest some Austrian thought-reader should hear the umtttered 
sound that is echoing through his brain. Then, when it comes to his sweet-
heart's turn to sutter, his resolution breaks down, aM, in his trenll7. he 
is ready to speak the fateful. word; but, behold I his tongue cannot shape it, 
it has Vanished from his mind. it has 'been utterly swept away in the whirlwind 
ot anguish! Here is a conceivable, a natural. a terribly tragic conjecture. 
It only the .cene were a. well written as it i. tinely conceived, it would 
be one of the mo.t moving in English drama. tt Archer, pp. 2.54 - 255. 
for d:1not action 1n th1. act. The poteat1all7 drauUo incidents are 
urrated b7 the character. rather than pertOl'Mc:i b7 thea. The :return1JJg 
Ferencl incol'&8:reat.:b' ten. rulabeth about the triple deat.he aAd hi. own 
10 •• of 11811017- Soon atter, Stani.lau. returns aDd relate. hi. decision to 
.ave Ilizabeth'. ille by naming the biding place. Inatead ot couideriag 
St.an1Ilau. a t.ra1_r. V.re.s aM Elisabeth 11"ordca1l.7 bec.e _zoe and aore 
dependent on h1a. Ferenets • .,.., "We have go_ through the •• e experience. 
aM we undel"8tand each other. Iou are '117 01117 triend aDd rou alone can be 
rq f1"1end, at'1d 70u desert. .... 34 In an eftort to keep Stan1alaus from lea'¥1Dg 
Ferene.. ruB.beth &p"Ms to 1lU"l"1 Sta.rd.slaus. bu.t. he "h..es, knowing that 
t~ she, too. would betray herself tor bel' love. He sq., "I have brought 
you to rq point ot vin. In .. _at of ensi. 0" aust pllt. avar loft of 
countr,y, love ot priaciple, aU abstract I'»aseu. - e,..r;rt.b1ng, and. th1l3k 
tint ot the creature one 10 ...... "" !Jl a .1gn1ticant wq each charact.er ls 
treed £1"OlI his Ulu.iou at. the conolus1on ot the plq. I11zabeth. who has 
concealed her sel.:tUh 10ft tor Ferene. uad.e1" a _* of patriotio ideau_. 
i. capable of an al'bu1atic love at the end of Act IV. Stanislaus ceases 
to pose as her lover, aDd he de1'ot.ea biaaelf to hi. tneact. Verene. reall.es 
hi. heroia was onll' .. laps. ot .... 17 ad. couequent.l7. not. a Nali't7 at 
aU. Be has lo.t. aU he loved. Staais1aus' words eoho 1:ron1o~. "tu. 
hal l'eJU.Z'kabl7 few en,.. it one stopa poling and p ... ssing OM'. cldu.·,6 
34 A 9!8,Mon g! Heao!%. p. 46. 
'S Ibid., p. 47. 
36 ll!lt. 
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The Sophoclean "wisdom through surfering" idea permeates the end of the play. 
The "complete action If is Ferencz's idealistic search for heroism in 
the Hungarian insurrection, Which culminates not only in the destruction 
of his mother, sister. ar..d fiano-'e but also in his own intended betrayal 
or his friends that ironically is not aotualized 'because be loses his memory_ 
To this end. the incidents are arranged to produce an action which tfpasaes 
through the modes of purpose and pathos to the final perception." The 
mov.ent of' the complicating action to the cl1ux is espeoiall,.. notewol"t.h7; 
howver. the action which is narrated and discussed. in.tead of presented 
in int.grated dramatic incidenta, in Acts I and IV is unfortunate.37 The 
inherent weakness of the ph,.. is l'1Ot a lack ot poetic vision nor the nuttber 
of acts nor the length of' each act, but rather a taUure to achie". balance 
and harmon;r in utdf)'ing action and dialogue and a oertain art1ticial1t,.. of 
exposition. 
The reVision of ! Quest1on!1! Meaoty' was published posthumously in 1918, 
but the play, und.oubtedl.y. was rw:rittenbetore 1907.,8 The plot structure 
is three acts rather than the tOUl'-act structure ot the or1ginal. and the 
character ot Final Ferencz t s sister, is deleted trom the second version. 
37 "He[ George 1'.o02"8.J uid that it was said everywhere that we 
made no use of our first act [A 9l\estion of Memo!'%J that our third act 
was splendid and our fourth act an antl ... c'i'!'mai. rt "'orks and Pm. pp. 
199 ... 200. 
38 The poets were converted to Catholicism in 1907. and concentrated 
their poetic ettorts in the lj"'1'1c rather than dramatic tona. See supra, p. 22. 
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The Mmes of Ferenc~' s friend, his betrothed, and her d.ster are changed.:39 
Act I begins with Ferencz's musings about Laszlo's secret love for Erssi. 
The schoolmistress, Erssi, enters immediately; and before the school children 
arr1ve, she begins discussing the dance of the previous night with Ferencz. 
He tells her of Laszlo's love for her, which she considers an impossible 
hu:rden but uses as a means to st:1Jaulate patrioti_ in him. Laszlo enters 
the school house with the 10ftg-awa1ted m.a:rching orders and the additional 
news that Ferencz has been chosen as captain of the men. He then leaves 
to S'UlImlon the band of young insurrectionists. Erasi greets the assembled 
children and begins the day's lessons with them. !xci ted by the news 
of the imminent revolt, Ferencz's mother returns home. She proceeds to 
tell Ferencz a secret. she has withheld from him through the long years of 
his childhood and youth. It is the story of her mistreataent by the Austrian 
officer .,..u when a Hungarian :fugitive, seeking refuge, was discovered in 
her home. "I can teU you this now you are a soldier - I said to Jl,yself, 
'I will die; this 1s not a wrld in which it. is possible for women to 11 ve. 1140 
The tale has 1 ts calculated effect on the young soldier. Ferencz is not 
only motivated by patrioti_. but now he is seeking revenge. The gathered 
young men prepare to leave the village. Secrecy regarding their hidiftg 
I place receives special attention. !ma, the sixteen-yeal'-old fiancee of 
I 
Ferencz, tells him. "It is hateful of you not to tell me where you are going." 
39 stanislaus, Thekla, Elizabeth are changed to Laszlo PaUi, Irma 
Szemere. Erasi Szemere. 
40 Michael Field, A QuesUon of MaO". and.J!!! Bl!ance (London, 
1918), p. 98. - -
Ferencz concludes the act with the statement, UNo, boY'S, WEI mst not tell 
OUl" sweethearts the secret. We al"8 going to deliver Hungary. ,,41 
In essence, the first act is the microcosm of the entil"8 play. The 
Villainous role of General Haynau is established, the mother's secret has 
been revealed only 1;.0 be replaced by another secret - the hiding place. 
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I:nu. t s plea to Imow where her lover 1s going is a direct foreshadOwing of her 
plea to Ferencz to reveal the hiding plaoe 1n order to spare hel" life in 
Act III. ins1 f s seoret love tor Ferencz is established. At the conclusion 
of the play, Ferencz repeats the name Erzld as he searches for hel". The 
elements ot the piece bien tute are umdstakabl.e.42 
-------
The setting of Act II is a vineyard near Ferenoz· s home. Irma and 
Ferencz's mother. who are gathering the grapes, discuss the work or the day 
and express alarm at the Pro:x:bd.t7 oi the Austrian troops to their vlllage. 
Laszlo, who is engaged. in spying activities, brings neva ot Ferenoz's 
extraord1n.ar;y bravery in the l:tu.ngarian encounters with the Austrian troops. 
Hoping to see Erzs1, he otfers to wait tor In ... ' s note to Ferenoz. He 
notices that Erasi is absorbed in the .to17 of Ferencz'. heroi_; he also is 
fully aware ot her scornful attitude toward his spying ertorts, which she 
considers tar inferior to Ferencz'. bravery in battle. As they converse, 
.telt and a band ot Aus'b.-ian troops appeAl', al'T8st Laszlo, and tell Irma 
that 'enDeZ has been arrested. The7 infom her that she and his mother 
41 Ibid.. p. 103. 
42 See supra, p. 72 , n. 26• 
ha.,.e beaft __ 0* to aoCOJlPll'V' the Autriaa leader. When tM sold:1en leay. 
ill .earch of Ferencs- 8 .other, Braid. trie. to persuade rr.a not to urge 
Ferencs to WOIll the Au.tr1au but :rather to die b:ravel,. for hi. .ecret. 
IrU. who O&MOt ooaprehencl Ute v1thout Ferenea, ehallqg •• her .1ater'. 
sta_ent. rsr..l te.1.la her al.tv of her OVll great loVe for Ferenc. ard 
b1tterl¥ re.ents her 1DabU1t.,. to 1up1re hi. hero!8Il.4) Ferencso,'. IlOther. 
tr.Y1nI to oalJa INa. leave. with the Auatrian soldiers at the ead of the act. 
The th1l"d &rid tbal act 1. 111 the A1l.tria headquarters. When Ferenca 
:refu.e. to glft the looaUoft of the Htuagal"1u. aold1era' h1d1ft1 plaoe to 
General. Bqnau, he 1. to14 that hi. IIOther a11CI sweetheart are he14 by the 
Austria... Proud and d.ettut, Ferenos'. aother urge. her IOn to herolc 
aUe.e. 'When lt. becomu obY1oua that It 1. her death and. not her lOa' a 
vb1eh 1a lnt.ended, ahe Heeptl it. tr1U111phant.l7. Iaa 11 auaoned next. 
8be pl .... with 'ereMI to I&Ye her We. BowTer, beoauae he cannot 
:r.aaber the ... of the datUe, Il'IU II ahot aUo. .As General Hqnau 
11 about to d1aa1 •• Fe.renc. al a ......... La.Blo 1. brought 1n and the in-
tonaaUon about the hidbJg place 1. demara4ed tl'Olll h1m. rere:nos pleacl. 
with the a"ant Lua10 to nau the de:tUe. Threatened 1dth Ersai's death. 
Lalalo t1»117 re .... als the seeret.44 Ferencz'. -17 alovl1' retvms as he 
4) trBecau •• the t1me tor me to help h1m 1. COlle and I .. not wantedJ 
beoaue thq are uld.ng tor tho ... loft h1m beat .. you[ Inta] are sent 
tor. Btlt If 0 to h11I. t do JVV u.tmost. )'OU wUl not have )'OUl' 1fa7.. ! gg.t10n 
9l. lWt17 (l9l8), p. US. 
44 "El'h1. to di.. that we mq 'be aate -. liIpo •• lble' J.tv bl" ..... J'OlUlg 
comrade. would 1&7 down their U.,.e. tor her. I heal" thea aholtt 'Let. U8 be 
tJ&Cr1t1oed. let WJ be aaorit1eed.' She 1. the I&1nt ot our v1llap - 11'8 
cenot betrq her. If Ibid •• p. 128. 
recognizes the name. General Haynau orders the hidden troops captured, 
the traitor LasBlo shot, and the madman freed. Ferencz departs, calling 
the nate Erssi as he goes along. 
In the revision of !! Question 2!. Memo!'l, the foreshadowings are heightened. 
and the incidents are »lOre tb:*auUcally conceived than in the original play. 
However. the PU1' has loat its inner form: the "complete actionU 1s confused 
and undiscermble. The characters are BSsmingly involved in a meaniDgless 
series of catastrophes. The .ecret of' Ferencz'. mother adds additional 
motivation for her son's role in the liU'&garian insurrection, but in Act nI, 
when she is brought into the pl'$sence of her abductor, her previously-told 
.to%'7 is forgotten. The .el.f'ish passiTe love of the village's fl.a1nt, tI 
Erssi, is apparently tri'Wllphant. in the end because her s1ster, and rival in 
love, has been shot. Reduced to an empty' portra.y&l. of' heroiCS, the survival 
of the selt-oentered idealisb, Erasi and Fe:reMz, at the end of the play 
is virtuall,y meaningless. If the end is conceived as a stroke of supreme 
irony - n.amely, the fact that peopla who love deeply. aM, therefore, live 
ille !'Ul.ly, dieJ and people who are seUish and, ooMeq,uently, are imapable 
of love or living, 11ft - then the ent1%"$ moT.ent of the play do •• not. 
substantiate the irol'JY. 
The revision of the play is devoid of the subtleties and JItlances of' 
e original version. Fina, who provided an interesting contrast to both 
lIabeth and Thekla, and. whose death strengthened the c1:lma.x. is an un-
ortuna.te omission. However, of gJ"eater importance is the fact that 1n 
eir effort to improve the basic st.ructure of' the play, the poets f'aUed 
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to provide a "recogn1t1on tf soene, the perception whioh should have evolved 
from the pathos. Without this movement f"ro1l "ignorance to knowledge," the 
terr:1:f'y1ng aotion of" the play is meaningless or, more aocurately. melodramatio. 
Both versions of" ! Question of" Memoa indicate the strengths and weak-
nesses of Michael Field's method of" structuring material speo1:f'ioally f"or 
stage presentat1on. The poets l dramatio potential is most ef"feotively 
actualized in short climactio soenes, which the power of" Aot III in the 
original version of the play clearly manif"ests. However, the poetic vision 
of the authors tends to be dispersed in the struoturing of corolla17 aotion. 
This tendency is apparent in both versions of the play prim.ar1l.y' beoause 
the intensitY' of the aotion oumot be sustained in a lIase of details. whioh 
are introduced and are not stnletural.ly functional, and secondarily, because 
the immediacy of the subject matter (Hungarian revolt, 1848) does not permit 
penetration into "that happy land where 1m&g1nation realises it$elt as it 
travels.;" but rather demands a logical "oause to ef"feotlf concentration 
of aotion. 
That ! Question .!! Melton: was Miohael Field's only venture into actual 
stage production is understandable. 46 The poets were not su:f'f"ioiently attuned 
to the exigenCies of the theatrical world of" the Nineties. On the other hand, 
the world of" the theatre did little to create an enviroment in which Michael 
4.5 ! Question 2! Mem0!7 (1893). Preface. 
46 ttThe evening ended with cheers not Ul'J'II1xed with hisses, and the 
let day carae the first reviews, some good, others the reverse. Poor, 
sensitive Miss Cooper shral'lk before them. • •• Neither she nor Miss Bradley 
ere concerned in writing another play for the stage. tI Orme, p. 1)6. 
8,5 
Field oould mature in dramatio technique. The romula of the "well-made 
play" was clearly not the mode of expression which Miohael Field could adopt., 
nor the clever constrt.l.ction the authors oould :bd.tate as the revision or 
the play proved. In a very pel"Oeptive st.at.ent, Oscar WUde indioated the 
possibUities ot Michael Field's theatrioal attempts when h. wrote. "I 
look tOl'W&M to listening to YOUI' lovely play reoited on a J:'llsb-stl"tJ'tm plat-
rom. before a tapestry, b;y graoetul things in antique robes, and. it 10u can 
manage it. in gUded masks. ff47 The h1gbl:r-styl1zed production whioh was sug-
gested by WUde naturall.:r rocused atter.tion on the theus and ideational values 
or the play 1"& ther than on tho 1"&&l.istio elements ot the mill t.ary aotion. In 
erreot, val de was actua1l.y dive~ at.tention from the struoture of the play. 
and he was emphasizing Miohael Field's imaginative vision. WUde had, without 
a doubt, assessed the values and liabilities of ! Ssest1!!!! MeDlon. 
lll! CuR !! 'Water. in oontrast to the staged play, ! 9!estion .!! Memo!7. 
prondes a signiricant uaple of Mlehael Field's strtlot.uring ot plot when 
theatrical produotion and the conventions: ot the Dwell-JUde pllqtl were 1'1Ot 
considered. :tmaginative in sourOe and trea~nt, the plq demonstrates the 
poets vision aohieving expres$ion in a u.nique tom. Because the play il based 
d1reo~ on a literary sketch. Dante Gabriel Rossettits "The Cu.p of Water,"48 
47 Letter! !! Olcar Wilde, p. 345. 
48 utThe CUp ot Water' 1s a simple theme. untouohed b.1 the peoul.1ar ugio 
of the author's style. - a ballad 1n outline. yet full of suggesUon of the 
'inner whispers' anc:l s'truggles of the heart. I have taken it reluctantly 
from the d.ead hands ot the poet whom, as artist, I so profounc:t1.7 revere. not, 
let me once for all assure my readers. with the thought of continuing work he 
has begun, but rather of modifying for dramatio purposes ute%"ial he has lett 
unused. " Michael Field. panute !he Great .!!!! !h! Cup !! !;later, Preface, p. 117 
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the comparison of the source and the play indicates Michael Field's ability 
to create drama from narrative uterial.49 
49 
"The Cup of Water 
The young King of a country is hunting on a day with a yotmg Knight, his 
triendl when, teellDg thirsty, he stops at a Forestert s cottage, and the 
Forester's daughter brings him a cup 01' water to drink. Both 01' them are 
equally enutoured at onoe 01' her unequalled beauty. The ICing, howver, 
has been affianced fl"Oll boyhood to a Pr1rlciIUUI. worthy of all love, and. 
whom he bas alvqs believed he loved until undeceived by his new absorbing 
passion; but the Knight, resolved to sacrit10e all other considerations to 
his love, goes again to the Forester's cot.tage and asks his daughter's hand. 
He f1MS that the girl has fixed her thoughts on the King, whose rank: she 
dOes not know. On hear1ng1t. she tells her suitor humbly that she must die 
U such be her tate, but cannot love another. 'rhe Ildght goes to the King 
to tell h1D1 all aad beg his help, and the two friel.'lds then come to an ex,.. 
planation. Ult1matel7 the King goes to the g12"1 and pleads his friend's 
cause, not disguising his own passion, wt saying that as he sacriticea 
himself' to honou2", $0 should she, at his prayer,accept a noble un whOlll 
he loves better than all men and wholll she w1lllove too. This she does at 
last; and the King makes his friend an Earl and gives h1D1 a grant 01' the 
to rest and surrounding country as a _mage gift, with the armexed CO:D-
dit1on. that the Earl's vite shall bring the King a cup of water at the 
same spot on every anniversary 01' their t12"st Meting when he rides a-
bunting with her husband. At no other time will he see he2", loving he2" 
too fIlUch. He weds the Princess. and t.bns two years pass, the cond1 tion being 
always tult111ed. BIlt betore the third ami TersU'T the lady dies in child-
birth, leaving a daughter. The K1ngl s ille wears on, and still he and his 
friend pursue t.heir pract10e 01' hunting on that day. for sixteen years. 
When the ann1veru.17 comes rouml tor the sixteenth tillle since the lady's death, 
the Earl tells his daughter, who has grown to her mother' 8 perfect likeness 
(but whom the King has never seen). to uet the on the old spot with the 
cup of wate2". as her mother t1rst did when of the same age. The King, on 
seeing her, 18 deeP4r moved. but on he2" being presented to him by the Ea2"1, 
he is about to take the cup trom her hand, when he is aware of a second 
figure in her exact likeness, but dressed in peasant' 8 clothes, who steps 
to her s14e as he bends from his horse to take the cup, looks 1n his tace 
with solemn words 01' love and welcome. and ld.sseslUm on the mouth.. He fills 
to:xvard on his horse's neck. and is lUted up dead .. II The Collected Works 
of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, ed. l-rUUam M. Rossetti (toiidOn, !89Q), i. 
457 - ~. 
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The Ro.setti sket.ch in tone and t01'll i. a tab7 tale. The t1ng, the 
Mnces., the Knight. and the peasant girl who becoae. a 1aq are not in-
div1dual.1zed ohaNOt.er. bnt rather the inbabltuts of 11th. Land ot Heartt • 
nesire. " In the ... manner, the ritual of the hnftt.. the 1m1ght17 oode ot 
honor. the gl"an1:.ed boon, ... the bidden obUd austah the illul10n of an 
1aag1nary world. Viewed 1n contftst. lll!. CUp S!! Water by Michael 'ield l'e-
td.na the iqUio tone ot the or:l.&1W bnt also a..... a diun.1on ot oredi-
b1l1 V br infu.ing into the 1ua1na17 vor1ct a touoh of reaUV. In the play 
the youg ld.rI& i. 1dntitied .s A~" vho 1. be\t:othecl to the Mnce •• 
H1111oent. He ride. in the wood. ~ h18 oa.Ue with his tnen4 
Hubert.. whoa. later he uke. aD Earl. Both.Al.1ll.tlDd aM Hubert taU in love 
with Cara. a woodland aUl, who pl.q8 1n the wooo neu her tather's hut. 
The cha.ftot.n an 4e.!gnaW. fta11sH. and developed .. t.1onall.J. Tension 
betwMn reumoiation and tul..t11laent inf01"lU the sequ.eMe of tragic eveats 
whioh oocur in an 1aag1nal'7 world. 
The tint utot the plq beg1n8 ia the woods in eu17 spr:l.ng. AlJIlund 
and Hubert. triends .1noe chU.c1beocl. ri9 le18U.relT ~ the wood •• 
Hubert. points out the "even t.el»1"1 of A1JJl11'1d t a d1apol1tion, wIdle in h1sown 
"There'. novel", in 8"'17 c!wee ot clq." 'ollcnd.rc the flow of the brook, 
they ~ COM to 1t. lOUl"Oe near a pea.ant •• hut. .Al.Jm.ft4 .. e. a :yo\Ulg 
girl p1¢J2g by the brook. "Yonder .toop. I A uiden with her ouP. - and 
I .. \b1JlIft.r • .A1thoughI did not know it. "SO Alamd uk. tor a ch-1JiIc of 
water, and Cara fetches it. In COUl"teq, A.l:stmnd otte" the tint cup of water 
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to Hubert. but C&ra insists tb.at the king drink rirst. .Alnmnd replies, "My 
rriend herore me r Take the oup to him. M But the "cup of water" though not 
tasted has an unavoidable erfect on the ldng.Sl Hubert realihs that Al:mund 
is deeply in love with the woodland girlt "It is a miracle one tears to 
greet. tt Al:mundf s dererence to Rubert regarding the cup or water toreshadows 
the wccessive stages ot the K1ng's renunciation or Cara until he entrusts 
her to Hubert's care at the end or Act n.S2 
In the seoond scene of the tirst a'ct. whioh oocurs on the toll owing 
day. Hubert returns to the woods to win Cara' I love. She tells him. ItJf;r 
lover is a man I Who tells me he is thirsty. It -when she learns 'that Al.1Iund 
is the king and that he is betrothed to Millicent. she continues to believe 
-- -He is miMe " Unable to convi.."1Ce her ot the futility ot loving the king, 
ilubart accuse. her ot vanity and to~. In reply she simply says, tilt 
is so dreadful to uke ~ I That spril'lis up in the heart seem black 
And wicked. I And it is such a lie. tt~ Knowing his erforts to win CaN. for 
h:l:mselt have tailed. Httbert gives her the ring that Almmd gave to him and 
goes away. Cara knows the ld.ng loves her and w1ll come to the woods again. 
51 "What passion in the ha.sel e3'Ss I 0 God, 
I U1 betrothed. I know it like a curse 
That has begun to work. She turns away 
With piteous submissionc as a blast 
I bend her spirit. 1t Ibid., p. 12l. 
52 "Thus God.! Severs, without the olemency ot death. tf Ibid., p. 12.5 • 
.5) I!?i!!.. p. 129. 
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Hubert beg • .Almund to intercede with Cara on hi. behalf' in the first 
.cene of Act II. The king agree. to go to the woods the following day-. 
However, mistrusttul of himself', Almu.nd sends a note to Millicent to arrange 
to meet with her. He explains the necessity- of an immediate marriage in 
order to leave his kingdom .ecure when he campaigns in the l'lOrth. He also 
tells her of hi. decision to make Bnbert an earl and to giVe him a large 
portion of the wooded land for hi. estate when Cara marries him. Wi th all 
arrangements mad.e. Al.mund .ees Cara the j;'ollowing day. In the second scene 
ot the act, Almu.nd explain. to Cara, ItThere is a l.at:ly-, who tor lIlAl1Ill\r y-ears I 
Has loved me, not like y-ou, but with affection I AS strong as the unA"ernng 
confidence I She places in 'IJ'3' honour. ,,54 He turther states that eVen though 
he does not love Millicent. she w:tll be his wife. and he asks Cara to let 
Rubert fftake your hand, I And shelter you from loneliness. It Cara, "dead 
to the spring, and hope, and mating-time." prom1ses to obey- Alm.und. and marl'7 
Hubert it the king will vow to come to the rill for a cup ot water each year. 
Cara i. entrusted to Hubert's love, and the king departs. 
The first .cene of Act nI occur. two y-ears later. During that time, 
in which both the king and. Hubert are absent. Cara's child, christened 
Al.mund, dies. \fuen the ldrtg returns, Millicent tells him of Cara and her 
;4 .M,g.. p. 146. 
dead son. Knowing his deep love for the woodland girl,55 she also trees 
him from his vows, flI loose the tetters / That make your home a prisonc u 
Deeply gratetul, Almund goes to the woods in search of Cara. When he tinds 
her by- the brook, he tells her, "I am not married to the queen. I'm free." 
And she :replies. "And I am Hubert' s wife t -- a wise king knows better than 
make believe. t1 She continues, "I will give ,-ou back to her." Distracted, 
Cara begins to call to her dead child across the fields and then, exhausted, 
talls dead herself. Death triumphs over life in the same measure that passion 
or the love of love triumphs over desire. HOwever, it is a questionable 
'V1ctor,y. which the irony of Almund's words indicates, til refused her love, / 
And must cohabit now with lust forever. uS6 When Hubert, searching for Cara, 
finds her dead in Almund' as arms, he hears the king repeating over and over, 
·Oh, she had drink / For a man's deepest thirst." And lh! Cup ~ Water 
concludes. 
Though considerably expanded, the narrative changes from the ROBSetti 
sketch to the Michael Field play are slight. However, in essence, the 
ballad material is transformed into tragedy. In tiThe Cup of Water" b,-
Rossetti, the oath to return to the bubbling brook is kept faithtully ever,-
year for sixteen ,-ears. When the peasant girl dies-in childbirth, her 
55 tI • • • You have loved 
This cottage-girl as God would have a man 
To love a womanJ ,-ou f'ul.£illed His dre ... 
I have upheld you in your covenant 
To me, and made ,-OU break the hol,- law 
Of perfect, human passion." ~., p. 158. 
56 ~., p. 166. 
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child mirro~s he~ likeness. And finall1, the King's passion becomes ob-
jectified in the ghost of his love. who "looks in his face with solemn words 
of love and ~elcomet and kisses him on the mouth." Fo~ the King, the 
obstruction of love must ultimately mean death and a ~nunciation of terres-
trial goods. He falls forward, "&nd is luted up dead. It In Michael Field's 
play, the king's vow to ~tum to the woods is kept only once, and the 
meeting i8 fatal fo~ Ca~a. Also, CaN' 8 son, who is named Almund. dies 
an infant. The two deaths parallel -- the son's death defines the reality 
of Cara's motherhood. and Ca~a's death defines the unreality of Almund's love. 
A JIlON significant conslderation, though, is the arrangement of the 
t~agic elements in Michael Field's lh! Cup ~ Water. The action glimpsed 
in the Rossetti sketch is only egtentiall.z a tragedy; the poets' plot 
,true turing forms it into an actual t~agedy. The element of fate ls im-
mediately lnt~oduced ln the play. The cup of wate~. like the love of Almund 
and Ca~a, ls fated and fatal. 57 "I know it like a cu~se I That has begun 
to work.".58 Bound by a code of hono~. Almund seeks to avert fate by marrying 
a woman he does not love and. by giving Cara to a man she does not love. 
This error in judgment leads to the destruction of Cara and her son, a 
apbol of the real and yet unreal nature of their love. 59 The action of the 
57 Fo~ an elaboration of thematic s1m11arities to "Tristan and Iseultn 
sfte inf~a, pp. 137 ff. 
58 Michael Field, ll'!! Cup !1! Water, p. 121. 
59 The boy i. Hubert's son and represents the cOn8UJl1ll'18tion of his love 
for Cara. Yet the boy resembles Almund and is called by that name. That he 
cannot live in the real world symbolically represents the sterility of Almund.' s 
love as well as its potential to destroy rathe~ than ereate. 
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play moves directly to the moment of catastrophe, which incorporates the 
reversal -- Almund's statement, "I'm free," ironically balanced by Cara's 
words, "And I am Hubert's wife," that are substantiated by her frantic calls 
to her dead son - and the reoognition -- Al.mu.ndt s perception expressed in 
the words, "Oh God, she is a mother. / The _all. bleak spirit shrills out 
in the air / A cry for love, and I Ul starving here. / 'Tis death's strange 
irony • • • I refused her love, ,,60 ...... and the obvious pathos of Cara' s death 
and AhmncI's surtering. The hubris, which initially droVe the king to cir-
cumvent tate by idealizing the reality of love, actually destroys the loved 
one, the love itself, and the love in him. which is now reduced to lust. In 
the conclusion ot the play. Almu.nd. bas journeyed trom ignorance to knowledge; 
however, the knowledge is poignantt "we must learn / To drink life's pleasures 
if we would be pure, / Deep, holy draughts, and the girl-cup bearer / Must 
not be set aside. 1I61 
The CuI! .2t Water proves Michael Field'. abill ty to ettect a complete 
and. plausible change in the situation ot a tragic hero by utilizing the moral 
qualities ot the characters and. the operationa ot their thoughts to form a 
"complete action. II Though the val1d1ty ot the subject matter was questioned 
by some.62 the play further indicates that the realms ot the imaginative and 
60 Michael Field, .Ih! Cup .2! Water, p. 16S. 
61 ~., p. 170. 
62 *'Watts 1>I1nton told us at once he was deeply interested in our work, but 
there was one or our play8 with which he quarrelled -- The Cup ,!!Water ••• 
he objected that we had taken a lyric subject and. rorced1t into drama. He 
added, • Hot that there is not beautitul writing in The CUE.'" Works .!!!! Dals, 
p. US. 
the occult provided material which Miohael Field was able to orgallise most 
effectively. These oonsiderations, therefore, establish the basis for 
some general oonclusions regarding Michael Field and plot struoture. 
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Disoussing Miohael Field's development in the tragio fom, Mary Sturgeon, 
the poets t early biographer, states," [In the Ninetiei] the ClllIlbrous 
Elizabethan mAohinery has been scrapped; and with a more careful eoonomy 
of means, the pl&7s are compressed into smaller oompass. 'l'be wearisome 
and often redundant fifth aot has disappeared. Three acts are the rule, 
with a fourth as an occasional exception. There is no subdivision into 
scenes, the movement of each aot thus flowing uninterrupted. • •• Aotion 
goes forward at its proper paoe, pushed by the emotion of the moment, and 
freighted only by its just weight of reflection. ,,63 However, examination 
reveals that Callirrhoe (1884), Michael Field's first published play, was 
struotured in three aots and that t!.Y: _Ro .... s ... amt1 .......... nd.... found in the same volume. 
contains only two acts. Borsia. printed in 1905, and pre8Ull1ably one of 
the last 1'1&78 written by Miohael Field, has six acts and is subdivided 
63 Sturgeon, Miohael Field, p. 165. The 1'l&7s sturgeon oites under-
mine her observations a stephania (1892) - j aots; A Question of Mell10H 
(1893) ... 4 actsJ Att1l&, 1il Attila! (1896) - 4 acts; fhe Worldat Auo on 
(1898) - 4 acts, Anna Ruina. ~lS99' - 4 acts, NoontideBranches \l899) -
no actsl l! ~ !!!! !!! Hie [1890' 8J (1919) ... 5 aots. 
into th1rt)r-.1x 8Hne •• 64 According to Sturgeon, gueen M!J1.a.ge, colapleted 
in 1905 and. publ1ahecl in 1908. la "a good exaaple of the poet' 8 draa"io 
art in It. final JI1anner. 1I65 The plq has a five-act .t:ru.otu"_ It would 
aeem, theretore, that lt ls not onl7 an overdllpl1t1cation but al.o an 
inaccuracy to .tat. that the poets at.tained perteotion of .tl"llcture through 
the chronological development ot their draatic writing. 
Michael Field vaa. in trllth, a part ot the age that. had fta good JU.l'O" 
tresh !:m.pre •• lon$ ••• but no tom in vbleb to ooat1ne thea.· "The large 
I I 
canva., the five-act plq. the 10l'lg novel were demode tor the period. The 
age demanded the cl.1uot1o .omentl onl7 when the passions ot the peraofta. 
of the drama were at white heat, $0 to apeak. and life was lived 1ntenae17. 
Could not the great sce. up to which the flve long acts led be st:ru.atured 
into one1 ft66 In a sense thia is a more precl.e. statement of the .earch 
for form than that whioh is indicateet in the diver.e character of Michael 
Field's plot stl"llcturing. But 1t daonstrate. the same 1ntel'1le de.ire 
to objecUf7 the inner fom of the dramatlc work in the stNcture most aptly 
64 S .. DPr&. pJI. 21-22. 
65 Sturgeon. p. 199. 
66 Mudd1u.n. l!!!!l!.D!! lh!. Nipetie., p. 60. 
sui ted for this purpose. The fom. suggested ... - the one-act play -- ndght 
possibly have expressed Michael Field's tragic vision most effectively.67 
However, by the time this fom was ga.ining popularl ty and acclaim. the 
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poets' dramatic efforts were almost completed. The fleeting nuances of 
Michael Field t s poetic vision, essentiill11m.aginative in nature, are most 
effectiVely expressed in the shorter plays. NoontidE? Branches, !!!! Rosamund, 
SteBhan1a, Julia Damna. and ll!! CuB .9! Water are indications that the poets' 
finest structuring was in the general movement toward the one-act play. 
CAught between convention and innovat.ion, Michael Field' s structuring of 
plot gives evidence of transition. 
67 "Did you eVer try youx' hand in a. one act play? They are far easier 
t.o construct than a long play. I have myself as you know 'been writing one 
act plays in prose lately. I have done th1s chiefly as a discipline, be-
cause logic (.nd stage success is entirely a matter of logic) works itself 
out most obviously and Simply in a short &etion with no change or scene. 
If anything goes wrong one discovers it at once and either puts it right 
or starts on a new theme, and no bones are broken. But I &UpJ)Ose every 
pla.ywriter finds out the method that suits him best." Letters of W. B. 
Yea.ts, p. 408. (Dated Ju.ly 27[11903J .) - - -
CHAPTER IV 
CHARACTER DELINEATION 
In the strange alchemy of dramatic composition men and women become 
kings. queens, emperors, peasants, villains, fools and even indefinable 
inhabitants of a world of fantasy under the caption dramatis personae. 
To consider the dramatic characters of an author means a complex involve-
ment in the individual creative process which gives literary life and 
existence to certain heroes and heroines and denies it to others. The study 
of character means. therefore, a penetration into the unique thoughts and 
emotions of the dramatist himself. 
In the concluding scene of Michael Field's play Callirrhoe, in which 
"Greek men and women are approached, not from the center of nationality. 
but from the circumference of humanity,,,l Machaon, a former sceptic, says 
to a group of assembled Maenads: 
Believe me, I have looked, 
Looked deep into your secret things, and own 
The Nstic deity who pressed the grape 
A god that makes humanity august. 
Fulfilling it with mystery and joy. (Callirrhoe. p. 127) 
inding at last the meaning of life, the character Machaon becomes a priest 
Bacchus. The Bacchanalian spirit, so evident in the play Callirrhoe, is 
1 Michael Field .... Ca;;;;;l;;;;;l;;,;;;i-.rr;;.;h_o;.;;.e !.!'!! !!!t Roaamund (London, 1884) t Pre~ace. 
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clearly recognized in the author Michael Field. In the play's preface the 
poets wrote, "The myth of Dionysus is the glorification of enthusiasm, which 
the poet believes to be the sap of the Tree of 11fe, the spring and origin 
of all good fruit. ft2 The poets found in Greek drama a mode of thought and 
expression which substantiated their own convictions concerning the dignity 
and majesty of humanity. It is significant, therefore, that Michael Field's 
first play, in subject matter and in mood, voiced the basic notion of heroism 
inherent in Greek tragedy. 
Callirrhoe, however, is not an isolated example of Michael Field's 
affinity to the classical tradition. The tragedy Deirdre bears the in-
scription, "Nothing that is vast enters into the life of man without a 
curse,ft from Sophocles' Antigone.' In the preface to lh! Tragic ~. Michael 
Field visualizes Ma17 stuart as a Helen of Troy. "F..dinbu.rgh is to us what 
Troy would be could we move now among her streets and palaces, could we 
learn where Helen stood forth upon the walls, or pace the rooms that Helen 
made beautiful by habitation. In the apartments of Holyrood we can touch 
the ve17 sUks that Queen Mary handled. • • • ,,4 l!!.Y!!!!!!!!! 1!:!!!, a play 
which is based on the spiritual struggles of Cariloman, the son of Charles 
Martel, is prefaced with the following lines from Sophocles' Ajax: 
2 ~ •• Preface. 
:3 Michael Field. Deirdre. ! Question !!! Memorz. and!!.! By!ance, 
Ti tle page of Deirdre. 
4 Michael Field, !h! Tragic ~ (London, 1890), p. v. 
All things the long and countless lapse of time 
Brings forth, displays, then hides once more in glo01l. 
Naught is too strong to look for, lbt the event 
May mock the sternest oath, the firmest wUl.5 
Moreover, this predisposition for the classics of Greece and Rome vas not 
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an ephemeral stylistic device but rather a deep conviction of Michael Field. 
It was frequently voiced in a play's prologue; 6 but it found fullest. ex-
pres.ion in character delineat.ion and t.heme. Kenneth Burke says, "Tragedy 
is based upon the firm acceptance of an ideology (an author can most ably 
arouse our grief over the death of a hero when he and we are in complete 
agreement as to what ~ualities are heroic.)"? Greek drama suggests a frame 
of reference for the consideration of the heroic character in the dramas of 
Michael Field. 
Greek pla,.. present a view of the univerae, of un's dest1Jv', and his 
relations With his tellow .en and b1ms.u. in which evil, though not total 
and overwhel1d.DI. is verr real, eVer t.hl'eatening, and ineluctable. The 
draasportray the tacts of cruelty, faUure. tru.tration and loss, and 
5 Michael Field, !! !h! !!!!.2! T.bte (London. 1919). '1'1tle page. 
6 "Th. who would 11ft the h •• 117 tragic pall 
Upon the groaning shoulden 01' their Muse 
Have ever warned the light and easy-.oul' d, 
Who shun the jO)Tle.. iNth in h'uaan things, 
To t1y her pi Wul. dread COJIlP8.l'l7. 
And seek some sister with leat-knotted. lyre, 
And. gaments ga1l.7 dancing in the vind. 
So be th.,. warneda tor on the sheer de.oent 
And downward 01' this father'. de.tiny 
Is "arce a ledge for Hope the climber'. foot 
To ol1r1g to.. • ... M10nael Field, The Father's 'fragedl. Willi. 
Rufus, .!!!! LoyalV' !£ leI! (London, 1885), p. 5. 
? XeJmeth atrke, Counter-statement (New York, 19:31), p. 205. 
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analyze surfering with thoroughnesl. They affirm the absolutes of jultice 
and order, but reveal a universe which promises neither aJ'ld often metes 
out the 1'9Yerse. In short, they present in a unified work of art not only 
ill that harasses un and bears him down but also muoh that enobles and 
exalts him. 
In dramatic aCl'tion, the Greeks found the clue to the paradox of man 
because only man in action begins to reveal the po,sibili ties of his nature 
for good arJd bad and for both at once. Onq. in the most pres.ing kinds of 
aotion, which inT01"e the ultimate risk and push man to the ver'T limits, 
are the fulle8t pos8ibilities of his nature revealed. It is aotion el1tered 
into by choice which i8 not that of definite good or of definite eTil. Rather. 
it is choice which lnTOlves both good am eTil in an unclean IId.xture and, 
cOl1sequently, present8 a dilemma. 
The action also leadl to surfering, whioh il not 10 lIUoh t.hat of 
physioal ordeal (although this can be present) but of mental or spiritual 
anguish. The character aots in the knowledge that what he feels he llUst do 
is in sOlie sense wrong, he see8 himself at once both good and bad, just1tied 
yet unju8t1tied. '1'h18 kind of suffering presupposes un'l abUity to under-
stand the tu1l context and impllcatiol'lS of his action, and so it ls surfering 
beyond the reaoh of the 11Imature or insensitive, the coDti:rmecl optJ.m1st or 
pessimist. or the lIerely indifferent.. To the Greek tl'flgedian, onl7 the 
strongest characters could erdure this kind of suffering whioh required 
persistence in their purpose in spite of doubts. fears. advice of friends, 
and a sense of guilt. This suf'fering becomell the ma:rk of the hero becaule 
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only the hero suffers in the peculiar, ultimate way described. Other persons 
remain passive, make their escape, or belatedly rally to the herots point of 
View. strangely' enough, even DlUrderesses like Clytemnestra and Medea, who 
have committed monstrous crimes which make them anything but heroic in the 
romantic and moral sense, are dignified by their capacity for suffering. 
Medea, by the conclusion of the action, has (like Clytemnestra) displayed 
qualities of a great nature in error, and the playas a whole asserts values 
that transcend her wickedness. However, the issues of good and evil are 
considerab17 sharpened.8 
In the Aristotelian tradition, which was deduced from Greek drama, a 
poet works on characterization after the action has been plotted in a tragic 
sequence of incidents. However, characters are, of course, impliCit in the 
ini Ual conception of the tragedy because all actions are actions of ind1 vi-
duals. A poet sees the action of the play-to-be first; then he visualizes 
its tragic form (or plot). and then he selects the characters best fitted to 
carry it out with variety and depth.9 
8 Richard B. Sewall, .1'.h!. Vision !!1 'l'rage& (New Haven, 1959), pp. 46 - 49. 
9 The principle of selectivity. therefore, negates a character who is 
complete17 virtuous and a character who is utterly villainous. "There remains, 
then, the character. between these two extremes - that of a man who is not 
eminentl.y good and just, yet whose misfortune is brought about not by vice 
or depravity, but by some error or frailty. tt Poetics, XIII. 3. The character, 
furthermore, should be "one who is highly' renowned and prosperous." To com-
plete these suggestions for character portrayal, AristotJ..e considers four 
additional qualitiesl goodness, propriety. trueness to life, and consistency. 
Ibid., XV. 1 ... 4. The insistence on IIprobabili ty" and consistency in charac-
rerrzation and the notion of a ruler-protagonist are essenUal.l7 practioal 
rules of thumb based on the observation of the theatre which Aristotle knew. 
The applioation of these ideas to the drama of another age remains conjectur-
able; however, in the aulysis of characters in a drama as well as in the dis-
cussion of plots, Ar1stotJ..e· s theory forms a firm foundation. 
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'!'he torm tor which Michael Field bad a natural affinity, theretore, 
narrowed considera.bl7 the range ot sui table characters which the poets could 
portrq. According to the boUJads of the tragic frame ot reterence, it was 
11Ilperative that the persons ot the drau have nsion, persistence in pur-
pose, and. a great capacity tor sufferingl in short. they had to be heroic. 
Chronicles, legends., and. lq'ths veroe consul:t.ed by Michael Field •• 
naturan,. a. A.escb71u. gathered orumb. from the banquet ot Boaer. Exploring 
the wealth to be found in ~8. teat •• qa, -The great virtue., the great 
.1078, the great p1"1vaUona, COIle in the myth., and. as it were. take un-
kind between their naked 4lt'118, and without putting off their d1p1ty. Poet. 
have chosen their theme. more often from storie. that are aU, or half'. 
zqtbol.olical.t than fro. h1sto17. or .torles that gift one the .ensation of 
hi.to17, u.ncterstand1J1C •• s I thlnk. that the 1ug1naUon which remember. 
the proportions of W. i. but a long wooing, and that. It. has to forget. them 
betore 1 t beco... the torch and the marriage-bed •• 10 Although Michael Field 
u.e. Pausanias, W)'ntoun. Josephus. Yr1ar\e, aDd Gibbon as sources for the 
p].q.t the oharacters which the poets develop are not 010.e11' drawn histori-
cal figure.. On the contralT. the lIITtbical tradition of Greece. especially, 
is alvq. evident. The heroine., particularly, have classical prototypes. 
Callinhoe i8 not onl7 a Greek maiden of Cal:ydon. but she 1s also selected 
by a priest of Diol1l'sus, 1n the unner ot Zeu., to be a bride and. Maenad. 
In Fair Ro!!J!ll!4 neanor. the heroine Rosamund'. jealous rival, ls a wronged 
Dian. and .he rag •• and. •• eks revenge on the king· II mistress with the fury of 
10 Yeat •• ClltUm 5lt ~ Aia", pp. 1 .... 8. 
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a Clytemnestra. The regal aJ'ld beautiful Mary stuart is Helen a.nd Edinburgh 
becomes Troy. The Roman princess Honoria dreams that she is kropa, riding 
without peril through the waves of the sea to a mysterious encounter with a 
god. And. the Irish Deirdre, 11ke Antigone, enters the world under the spell 
of a curse. Thus the most illustrative characters of Michael Field assw.e 
legendary aJ'ld mythical dimensions. 
In the creation of characters, the playwright, of necessity. reveals 
more of himself than in the other elements of the drama. T. S. Eliot 
observed: 
The creation of a character in a drama, consists in the process 
of transfusion ot the personality. or, in a deeper sense, the 
11£e of the author into the character. This 1s a verr different 
matter from the orthodox creation in OM'S own 1m&ge. The ways in 
which the passions and desires of the creator may be satisfied in 
the work of art are complex and devious. In a pa1nter they may take 
the fom. of a predilection for certain colors, tones, or lightings; 
in a "'Ii tel" the Original impulse may be even 1I0re strangely tnns-
JIlUted. 
Perhaps the recurrence of the same dominat.ing 1I0tives. of s1m1lar patterns 
of cont.rast, and of identical inner confl1ct.s indicates, if not a predilec-
tion. at least a tendency in a specific playwright.. A consideration of the 
characters created by Michael Field should reveal not only the poet.s t method 
ot characterization. but sustain the Ieats1an theory, "that the 1Iu.g1nation 
uses precisel1 those passions. moods and faculties that. are 1nhibited by 
daily l1.f'e. lt12 F1nall.y, the degree of the poets' selt-revelation should be 
11 Eliot., The sacred Wood, p. 118. 
- -
12 'l'h01lJ&S Sturge Moore, ttPref'ace," in A Selection.!l:!!! !!!! Po.s sf. 
Michael Field (london, 1923). p. 15. 
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made more sign1ticant.4r evident when the characterization of Michael Field 
is juxtaposed with the characterization of' other nineteenth-centurydra.m.a-
t1sts than when their characters are viewed outside the bounds of a 11 terary 
context. 
The character Call1rrho¥, as drawn by Michael Field, is a Calydonian 
maiden whom Coresus, the priest of' Bacchus, wants to win for himself and 
join to his band of Maenads. Callinhoe is intrigued with the spirit of' 
the Bacchic cult. 
• Can it be meant, t I often ask lB7seU, 
f Call1nho.·, that thou shouldst s1mply spin, 
Be borne of torches to the bridal-bed, 
still a babe's hunger, and then simply die, 
Or wither at the distalf, who has felt 
A longing for the hills and ecstasy?t (Callirrhoe, p. 19) 
Her father Cephal us does not approve or the priest Coresus or the chaotic 
fury ot the ritual at whioh he officiates. When Coresus pleads with 
Callirrho¥ to "love humanly''' and. nt her spirit free, she retuses him be-
caun she has been "trained in the old pieUes. 1f She tells hill, f'urthermore, 
that she cannot believe in a god who woul<l set a Ifcill<l against the parent. It 
Coresus scorntull7 regards her as an "apathetic slave ot commonplace," and 
he curses her City: 
Let the whole city be one house of <leath. 
The gates its threshold. and htau.n1ty 
Its single corpse. (CalllrrhoM. p. 32) 
Tormented by the deaths 01' the people she loves, Callirrho¥ begs her father's 
peNission to yield to Corew. and save the city. Cephalus, who attributes 
the plague to the prevalent state of irreligion. reruns to believe that his 
daughter is responsible for the sickness and death in Calydon. Finally, advice 
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is sought from the oracle at DodoDa. The gods decree that Cillirrhoe must 
atone for the rejection of the Bacchio priest by death unless another person 
gives his life in her stead. Kno'td.l'Jg that her unole and her brother will 
not saVe her, CaUirrhoe goes to the sac:r1fioial altar. Coresus saves bel' 
by stabbing h1aselt instead of her. This aotion convinces the Greek maiden 
of the priest's love for her and the validity of his religion. lAoking 
at his lifeless body, Callirrhoi says: 
I looked down on thee and drank thy love. 
I am a MUDadl I must have love' IS wine, 
Corens. and you die before my face, 
Leaving ~e here to thirst. (~allirrh~e. p. 103) 
She abandons the city and roams the hills. Realizing the truth that those 
"who dwell but with themselves grow impotent, i> she kUls herselt with Cor-
esus' knife as an offering to his god. "to touoh our morrows with the mystery 
Itis in her rejection of Coresus and his religion that Callirrhoe up-
holds a traditional ve.lue. fta tiny world of perfect order. ft This decision 
brings disaster to Calydon. sorrow and grief to her friends, and death to 
her father, her lover. and herself. Although she cannot view her choice as an 
evil one. she. nevertheless. "sufrers the piteous and terrible sense or the 
mystery or the human situation."l) She says: 
Had I done evil deeds, I might atone, 
The gods are graoious. and make clean from gull t. 
But simply to have lived my summer through 
And borne no rosest Nothing oompensates 
For dearth. for faUure, when the season's past. 
(9al1irrhoe. p. 119) 
13 Francis Fergusson, Ib! ~ .2! ! Theater (New Yorlc, 1949). p. )1. 
10.5 
ftFrom this sutfering or passion, with its shifting visions, a new perception 
of the situation emerges. ,,14 Callirrhoe asserts the values of love, sel!-
sacrifice. and enthusiasm against the 1.nh$ri ted dogma of her oommuni t7. 
Considering the possible conversion of Calydon to the strange worship of 
Bacchus, Machaon sa7s to her, "Men accl1matize I To new emotion rapidly'; it 
takes I Time to develop custom," (Callirrhoe. p. 121). By- her death Calli. 
rrhoi, 11ke Antigone created centuries earlier. forces the communi t7 to 
reusess its own position. and the scope of the tragedy 1s considerabl7 en-
larged. Cal.ydon, l1ke '!'hebes, has become the world. 
JA..1chael Field's character differs considerab17 from the ear11er sketch 
ot Call1rrhoe by Landor.l.5 In "Coresus and Call1hroe" the Greek maiden 
st.umbles in the dance, celebrated in honor ot the god Bacchus. The 70ung 
priest Coresus pities her embarrassment and comes forward to help her. 
Cal.lihroe is both fascinated tv his attention and determined to punish h1m 
for his love, OVainglor.Y caught and made a plqth1ng of an empty' heart.,,16 
Landor describes the ina.billt7 of Coresus' love to etfect a change in the 
Greek maident 
14 Ibid. 
Flexible is the coral branch beneath 
The Erythraean sea 1 to air exposed 
It stiftens. no stropg hand can bend it back. 
Such was her nature. l ? 
1.5 l.b!. Poetioal Works of Walter Savage Landor, n, .524 - 528. 
16 Ibid., p. 52.5. 
-
17 Ib&d. 
To pu.n18h CallJ.hroi' 8 wanton spirit, Bacohus s.nds pestUenoe and plague 
to the 01t7. 'When the 01tl.ens learn that CaUibroe 1s responsible tor 
their plight, theY' demand her lite to appeaee the ottended gods. Instead 
ot eacnt1cing her. Coresus Jdlls b11IseU; bowver, nul' attests the tact 
that "both vezoe sa1 tten by' the wrat.htul Gods.·18 
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The Landor lleetah suggests a more _btle tea1rd.ne character \han Miohael 
Fl.1d' 8 Call1rrhoe. Hovevel", his proud 1U1den 18 1Dcapable ot &lV' reaponee 
whioh 1. not tiokle anc! ft1ngloriou8, and .he 1., theretore, a statlc char-
acter. In contrast, the charaoter creaW by' Miohael Fleld develops and 
acquires wisdom thro\1&h anguish and pb;rl1oal INttering. She 18 a tragic 
heroine. 
tmtortunateq Miehul Field \'I.Dn8ee8.ar1l7 ob.cured CaU1rr~t. tragle 
peJ"trqal br lntroducing too UD7' miner characters into the actlon ot the 
plq. The sub-plot. inVolT.lDc the heroine's brother Faathion and the 
Pri.ste •••• at. Dodou, the JOUDg wite 1\'rlla and Ast.,.nou •• and Machaon and 
the Faun d1ftrt attention trom Call1rrb.oi. But et greater .ign1tlcance. 
the acUons ot the minor oharaeter. lU1de1'Jd.ne the tora ot the tragecq. 
The heroine, theretore, despite the akUl with wb10h .he 1. drawn, oannot 
develop tullY' beoau.. ot the .tJ"U.ctural 4etlo1enole •• 
IS!: Ro...... the .eoolld plq in Miohael Fleld'. lirst pub118hed 
volume, indicates the authors' awarene •• ot t.h1. delioi.DC)" in oharacter 
portrqal and de_nst1'ate. the poet.' adaptation ot chivalric .. terial to 
18 Ibid.. p. .528. 
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their tragic vision. Michael Field was preceded by the dramatic characteri-
zations ot Swinburne and Tennyson in creating the character ot Rosamund: 
She whom our first Plantagenet too well 
Loved. and for whom he buUt the marble uze. 
Was no rich crimson beaut,. of old line, 
As fabled in proud histories and lays. 
No Clifford, as 'tis boasted a but in tine. 
A girl of the countr;r. delicatel,. made 
Of blushes and simplicity' and pure, 
Free ardor. (Fair Rosamund. p. 135) 
Though the Woodstock bower and jealous queen are common to all three authors, 
I 
each one assigns a different importance to the character of Rosamund in the 
triangle oompleted by King Henry and Queen Eleanor, and eaoh of the authors 
dift&rs in the basio interpretation of the oharacter of Rosamund. Swin-
burne's Rosamond is a sophisticated. passionate woman who identifies her-
self with "the woman in all tales I Hel.en.Cress1da. Guenevere. ,,19 Because 
she places the highest value on love, she believes herself "scorned un-
worthil;r" in the role of Henr;r's mistress. Therefore, when she dies from 
the poison which the queen forces her to drink. she is consoled by the fact 
that in death her love for Henr;y will remain 1mmutable. 
Although Rosamund is not a major character in Te~son~ s Becket, 
nevertheless, she is distinctl;y portra,.ed as a simple-minded. pure. but 
not clever country-gentlewoman. She is ignorant of the fact that she is 
the king's mistress and not his legal wife. Henry confides to Becket, 
uShe is ignorant of all but that I love her. ,,20 In the scenes in Rosamund's 
19 "Rosamond. tt in The Tragedies !:.! Algernon Charles Swinburne 
(London, 1905), p. 16. 
20 Alfred Lord Te • 16. 
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bower Henry's gentler disposition is seen. He is tender and lOving to both 
her and their son Geoffrey. Rosamund assumes importance in the playas an 
intercessor. She asks Henry to be kind and friendly to Becket. and later 
she pleads with Becket to withhold Henry's excommunication. 1<1hen Rosamund. 
finally discovers that the king is mamed to Eleanor of Aquitaine. she 
beCOMes Qompletely contused. wllen Becket prevents the jealous queen from 
murdering ROSAnl1lnd and Geoffrey, they seek and obtain admission to the Gads-
tow nunnery. Disguised in religious clothing, Rosamund witnesses Becket· s 
death. and she is the only one to mourn over his dead body' at the oonclusion 
of the play. 
Michael Field's characterization of Rosamu»dl-e a mean between the 
extremely different interpretations of her charaoter by Swtnbtrne and 
Terrt\Yson. Rejecting in part the notion of Swinburne t s passionate woman, 
Michael Field emphasizes the youth and innocence of Rosamund when Henry 
takes her to his bower of bl:iss. Th. poets also emphasize the ohivalric 
troth whioh Henry pledges to ROS8ll1Unch 
Oh, brave, UllW&dded hands, that wear the kiss 
Of troth-plight. for their pledge - a pretty band t 
You have the royal seal of a King's lips 
At your free service ever. (Fair Roemmnd, p. 166) 
Hovevctr, Michael Field al .. o rejects the artJ.ess naivete of the Tennysonian 
oharaoter. After Rosamund has become HE!lll7' s mistress in the labyrinth at 
Woodstock, she says to her guardian Sir Topaz: 
Oh, I'm his leman, and I know not how 
Bad WODlen feel. I oannot act the part. 
I am his Lady and his love; it 'Were 
A mistress' 1& part to meet him with reproach 
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Itll be a rose for fragrance, not for thorn. 
(fair Rosamund, p. 189) 
The knowledgeable position of Rosamund indicates her fatal dedication to 
love that, like the natural rose which is symbolic of her character in the 
play, blossoJlls magnificently and MUst inevitably die. It would seem that 
this particular conception of the character presupposes attributing certain 
heroic qualities to both lovers. These qualities, in addition to creating 
an aura of credibility, also establish the motivation tor the characters' 
choices. King Henry assumes heroic proportions as a royal lover rather than 
a vigorous Plantaganet ruler of JIlen. Speaking of Rosamund, he says t 
••• To her I was 
Noldng of men ... 01'll7 the great Lord Love, 
'1'0 whom she gaTe, as she was born to it, 
Unthinld..ng l07alty. Itve neTer known 
Suoh homage, only sullen tolerance 
And darkest-featured hate. (Fair Rosamund, p. 141) 
Because Henrr "_braoed" Eleanor's lands and. not her, his all-oonswrd.ng 
love of Rosamund is the noblest expression of his character. Grieving over 
her dead. body at the end of the play, the king says, -Without thee I ha.d. 
plunged for solitude I In the ark of hell." (!!k Rosamund, p. 206). 
Similarly, Rosamund is an idealization of the beloved. she tells Henry, "I 
give you of myself I All, all there is ...... and. for the rest, .,. love, ft 
(Fair Rosamund, p. 159). 
In !.!!£ RosUlUlld the idealized oharaoterization is INstained, and in 
this play Miohael Field utilizes minor characters effeotively. Margery, 
Rosamund· s foster sister, and the knight \dlf'red parallel Rosamund and the 
king. Used as a pawn by Queen Eleanor, WUf'red seduces Margery to obtain 
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information and eventual aooess to Rosamund. When Rosamund initiallY' tries 
to prevent Marge1"7 from going to London with WiUred, she is ironioally 
reminded, "he t s making love to me. / Itt s like 70U and the king, ff (Fail" 
-
Rosamund, p. 168). However, Marge1"7 soon becomes disenchanted with her knight 
and designates herself as a "harlot." LiVing in the forest onee more, she 
Visits Rosamund at the labyrinth. Wilrred returns to her there and tricks 
her into belieVing that the disguised queen is Rosamund'., lost lIlOther. When 
Eleanor oonfronts Rosamund and demands her death, she stabs herself. Dis-
covering her part in the 1"Il8e. Margery franticallY' attempts to kill '<fUfred 
and finallY' kills heHelf. Henry returns to the bower of love and finds 
death instead of life, hate instead of love. Wiltred. reminds him, "You've 
70ur par8.1llOur / To answer forI I mine. It And he tells him that Eleanor 
co_anded Rosamund to kill herself and that he killed Margel"7 "for slashing 
at" hia. Henr,y's answer highlights the contrast in charaoters 
What lips God sets 
To his ohalioe - cups of love t 'What drink 
He gives foulllOuthst Is there oomparison 
Betwixt our deeds? From this slain innocenoe 
I wince not; for I ~rshipped. Iou - I swear 
By- the lost ohUdhood of that oheek -- defiled. 
(Fair Rosamund, p. 205) 
Thus the idealized love of Rosamund and Henry remains singularlY' free from 
disillusionment and. beoomes eYerlasting in the pl"Omise of eternitY'. Within 
the context of "this sad tale of lovers' destiny'," the charaoters of Rosamund 
and Henr,y are developed. 
In this romantioized world, bowYer, Michael Field seems to 
imply that order must be defined and maintained. From this point of View, 
III 
Rosamund's love. distinctly di.fferentiated. from l-f..a.rgeryt s in:ra.tua.tion. a.nd 
Henry's love. differentia.ted from Wilfred's lust, are destined for dea.th, 
not life. RosamW'ld. particularly, sees herself as both justified and un-
justified. The contrasting chara.cters support the just1fioation effectively; 
however, there is a. distinct undertone which establishes the fact that Rosa-
mund views her own position as both good and bad. She feels that her life 
in the bower is a "oaptivity" and prefers the open spaces of the forest. 
She has a premonition of death before the queen comes to the Labyrinth, and 
in this state of confusion she says, "what is it I want - / God, or the 
King?tI (!.S! Rosamund. p. 199) Though this inner conflict intentional17 
is not sharpened in the play, it supplies suffiCient motivation for Rosa-
mund's suicidal death. In the end "love's purple robes" are tragiC. 
Probing the unllm1:ted possibUities of 'WOmAn'S love ineVitably led 
Michael Field to the tngic figure of Mary Stuart, Queen of scots.2l ltThe 
wife of Da:rnley and of Bothwell wUl be various to various natures through-
out the ages * for like Helen she neTer grows old; her allure consists only 
with an :1mmortal being, her peerless value is that of a daughter of the 
gods, tI (Th~ Tragic .!!!:l. p. vii). Her character and personality have been 
interpreted with great diversity because the sources supp17 few facts 
about her life I a _rder, an abduction, a marriage, and eventuallY' exUe 
and execution. "We may believe that Cl..7temnestra-like she was a woman of 
21 The poets selected their title from a phrase in Pater's essay on 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, ·Old Scotch history, perhaps beyond any other. 
is strong in the matter of heroic and vehement hatreds and love, the 
tragic Mary herself being but the perfect blossom of them.!! Walter Pater, 
ARPreciat10ns (London, 1920). p. 216. 
haughty counsels and bloo~stained career, or that her fUle and nobleness 
were dragged down under a ringnet of conspiracies and detractions, or again 
that laxity of protest was the basis of her whole tragedy_ These beliefs 
are but conjectures," (1.!'.!! Tragio !1!rZ, p. viti). 
Without a doubt, the femininity of Mary is the focus of Miohael Field's 
tragio portrayal of her oharaoter, UMy father sighed to hear I was a lass, / 
And felt the land was doomed," (The Tragic !:1sI, p. 131). She is oonoeived 
as a beautiful queen. a public figure who is precariously enthroned Ulong 
enemies and false friends. Her tragedy is not the result of external forces 
but rather is precipitated by her own oomplex nature. which is capable of 
intense love and fierce anger, tenderness and indisoretion. Thinking of 
Bothwell- s infatuation with her and her own growing love for Mm, she 
realizes keenly the possibill ties for good and for evil ohoice or for both 
at once: 
I never shall grow holy among men, 
And yet I wish them ever good, not evil, 
And long to give them pleasure of such portion 
Of wit or beauty as were made my dower. (Ih! 1'1"9io !!El, p. 131) 
Mary Stuart's olear knowledge of her own instinctive love of loving and of 
being loved is a complex and subtle power which Miohael Field views para-
doxioally as both the source of her greatness and the cause of her downfall. 
Because the queen is the center of the drama, she evokes a speoific 
response from the other characters in the play. The three Maries, ladies 
in waiting at the court, are her confidantes, and they comment (in the manner 
of a chorus) on her moods and feelings. "Terrible in love: no compromise 
n3 
between ecstacy and death," .qs Mary Fleming. And speaking ot her manner 
with those she deems her 1'riends, Ma17 Seton declares that "she is as tond 
and 1'wliar as 1n hel" teens." Mary L1:vingstone describes her s.vmpathy and 
insight, "There 1s not a bal.mT nook ot one's soul ulld1scovered 01' her. 1t 
It is in her relationship with her Secreta17 or State Lethington, the 
ICing Consort Darnley, and the Earl 01' Bothwell, however. that her character 
is revealed most completely. teth1ngton is a statesman. oyn1c, and wit, who, 
despite his polittc maneuvering, reuins taith1'ul to Mary. He apt11' des-
cribes h1m..8U and his position in the plq when he say., nshe (the queen) 
has covered me, the chal1eleton. with tbe ... e1"7 hue ot her m1.rortune," "(!h!. 
Tragic 1!!£t.p. 181). H. is Mary's confidant in matter. or state, and by his 
eloquence he trequen"tl.7 pernades her to change her course ot action. In 
their last tntemew MtU7 tells hUll 
How IUUl7 years 
You were rtJ::f mother's counsellor; how o1't 
Br luring sagesse you haTe drawn m. back 
From toll.ya you "can aid .. now no more. 
Wid. ruin overhangs. (The 'lra,ic !f!.a:. p. 211) 
When the)" part. Lathington promises the queen that he will protect her 
name and her titles because 1t is impossible to li. "in the blank pardon or 
oblivion." 
Retemng to Damey and Bot.hwell in the introduction to his trUogy on 
Mary Stuart, SWinburne says, "Her lite adJdts one interpretation - Sap1y 
that she hated Da:ml.ey with a passionate but justit'iab1e hatred, and loved 
Bothwell with a passionate and pardonable love. ,,22 In Michael Field's play. 
22 l!!! TryecU.es .2!: ••• SWiribu.rne, I. xxv. 
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Damley's character is weak and ineffectual, but Mary-' s attitude toward him 
is considerably different from Swinburne's "passionate but justifiable 
hatred. II Perhaps the key to her attitude is motherhood, a specific mani. 
festation of her femininity emphasised by Michael Field. Damley, who is 
unsure of himself t insecure, and unloved, is an easy pawn in the hands of 
the conspiring nobles. 'When he becomes an outcast because of his role in 
the murder of the Queen's favorite entertainer Riccio, he begs the queen for 
forgiveness in the manner of a "truant boy. It Mary offers to forgive his 
treason, but she explains that she can never forget the dallger in which he 
placed the state. Deeply offended, he retreats to Glasgow.' 'When he returns 
for the christening of their son, the queen realizes his deterioration, 
"Iou continue ever,y day from evil I To worse,· but she continues to "keep 
his portrait, lodging in my breast. f' When he is ill. she hastens to nurse 
him and continues to hope for a reconciliation. She is completely ignorant 
of the plot which .urders him at Kirk O'Fields. 
It" Damley appeals to Mary's maternal heart, Bothwell appeals to her 
keen and passionate nature. The ambitious earl refers to the queen as 
"My prize, my love, my crown.· As Michael Field has created Bothwell t s 
character, the crown is his goal from the beginning or the play untU the 
eve or his exile. He is ruthless in affairs or state and aggressive in 
matters of love. He divorces Jane Gordon after less than a year or marriage, 
and he holds Mar,y stuart captive at Dunbar until she yields to him. One of 
the most touching scenes in the play is when the queen, the victim of scan-
dalous rumors, tells Lethington that the version of the Helen of Troy legend 
which she prefers i8 the one in which the queen is sheltered in Egypt: 
I love the legend that she never swerved 
From wifely faith, that Paris' capture was 
It. spectH that dislimned into thin air 
When Proteus trotll the shadow in the rocks 
Rose_ and restored his guarded fugitive 
li5 
Unblemished to her busband. (!h! Tragic 11m. pp. 21;"'216) 
Her regal charaoter deteriorates after her marriage to Bothwell; her son is 
taken trom her custody; she is persuaded to sign the Protestant pledges 
by Bothwell; and, tinally, she is defeated by her own nobles. When Both.-
well tries to toree her to escape to Dunbar with him, she exerts her will 
with difticulty: 
How the worst of wrong 
Is the new wrong one does to set it right f 
Even God, our God, wst make a hell to chasten 
The evil He pel'ldts: 0 heart, this voice 
Will break me into ruin! (lb! It!Sic .MEt, p. 25:3) 
Arter she has signed the agreement which trees Bothwell and joined the ranks 
ot her oonspiring nobles, the shock of their hypooris.y. her own religious 
betrqal., and her separation tl"OJll Bothwell cause temporary insanity in the 
queen. She concludes the play saying t 
We pay for truth by madness. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I have still myself 
To set wi thin IIlYself and crown, the true 
Religion to give faith to, a lost love 
To weep for through the long captivity 
Of unenJoying years, and the whole earth 
To gain, when I have repossessed lIlY soul. (!h! Tryic Marl, p. 260) 
In order to portray Mary Stuart convincingly and sensitively in this 
" 
play, Michael Field etfectively uses other charact~s without sacrificing 
their individualities. The Maries, Leth1ngton, Darnley, Bothwell, Jane 
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Gordon and the va.rious nobles at court contribute to tll.G complex character ... 
ization of the queen as a. lFOun of force and passion. Oscar Wilde praised 
the play, emphasizing spec:ltically th0 poets' chAra.cterization of Mary: "Your 
Queen is a splendid creature, a live woman to her finger-tips. I feel the 
warmth of her breath as I listen to her. She is closer to flesh and blood 
than the Mary of SWinburne· s Bothwell, who seems to me less real than the 
Mary of his Q.,hastelard. u23 George Meredith, also, found the portray-al of 
Mary, "an arresting study," and, in general, admired this particular play 
of Michael Field.24 
lh! TraSic ~ evidences a continuous refinement in characterization 
in the plays of Michael Field. Unlike the earlier heroines, Ca1lirrhoEf and 
Rosamurd, Mary stuart at all times is the center of interest in the drama. 
Her involvement with Bothwell makes her love fatal. her femininity makes 
her downfall poignant, her regal stature makes her tragedy heart-rending 
because she is not a Greek maiden, or a suple country girl; Mary stuart is 
a queen. 
If Ma17 stuart's choices affected in some measure the realm of Scotland, 
Honoria's decisions r.d repercussions on the rapidly changing Empire of 
23 .Ih! Letters E!. Oscar \':Ude, p. 272. 
24 "Your Mary, who feels 'the hailstorm rushing through her blood, 1 and 
who 'never can grow holy among men,' 1s the possible Mary. an arresting study. 
Bothwell has in his look and langua~e the rooky brine of the Scottish pirates 
(toned b7 lunar brains of the woman) that he was. Maitland is excellent. 
The Darnley seems to me too closely sketched from the- tapest17 figure of him 
woven by recent historians. But the presentation accords with La.1lant t s for 
:t-1ar,y's feelings." Lette);' from George Neredi th, Ootober 4. 1890. ''lorks and 
~Ys. p. 70. ---
the West. Honoria's fatal love for AttUa. the leader ot the Huns, poten-
tially placed Roae in his control. Referring to their heroine as the "New 
Woun" ot the tUth century, Michael Field says, IlUtUe Honoria, whose 
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yielding 'to the impulse of nature' Gibbon chronicles with such sympathy --
a sympathy pregnant with the feelings ot our age that was to tollow -
sought to give freedOJll to her womanhood by unwomanly audacities; and al-
though the importunate desire !e. :2! herself was fair and natural, its per-
version was :revenged b,. the blight with which nature curses • .,25 
The sixteen-year-old Honoria thwarts her mother's po1itically-aotivated 
plans for her chUdless future by engaging in an illicit aftair with Eugenius, 
a young chamberlain ot the palace. Defying pru.denoe and convention in this 
manner, the young princess believes that it is "tate to love. tf In further 
just1f'ication, she sqs, "Shall I own / A sin, when nothing but the purest 
impulse / Of nature called. 11 "When Eugenius 1s confronted with the guUt 
of his partnership in the affair, he chooses to go into exile rather than 
to jeopardize his lite by his sUence. Appalled at the "counterfeit" quality 
of Eugenius' "golden 10ve,If Honoria's romantic world crumble.. With only 
the reality of her unborn child. to console her, she takes comfort in the 
thought of her motherhood. However, the child. too, 1s destroyed to uin-
tain the supreucy ot Valentinian III. the Emperor of the 'West. 
Exiled at Byzantium. for fourteen years, Honoria spends her days in 
enforced seclusion. Instead of tapering her rebellious nature, the isol-
ation in the East etfects a more subtle rebellion in the princess than the 
25 Michael Field. Attila, Attilal, Preface. 
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earlier illicit arfair. She idolizes the conqueror Attlla, and she believes 
that the passionate love, which she desires, as well as the deliverance, 
for which she longs, will be accomplished by him.. If Attila conquers Rome 
and olaiMs her, Honoria will have both the revenge and the love of her dreams: 
My land has been a prison, 
My mother is the murderess of my child, 
My lover was -- a traitor. I desire 
Nothing but retribution on them all. (Attila. p. 66) 
Honoria persuades a servant to carry a message and her ring to Attila. ~~en 
he returns and says that Attila's fingers are too large for the ring and 
relates the coursenes8 and vulgarity of the barbarian leader, her image of 
her "deliverer" is not shaken. Describing her love for him, she believes, 
"it is the Vigil, I The fasting. and the ecstasy in one." wnen Honoria's 
audaoity is disoovered. she is immediately sent to her family at Ravenna. 
Her mother, realizing the necessity of plaoing her beyond Attila's olaim, 
reoalls Eugenius and forces Honoria to marry her former lover. wnen a 
messenger announces Attila's death, these precautions are rendered meaning-
less, the imminent threat of conquest by the Hun is dissipated, and Honoria's 
fate is madness. Listening to the messenger's account of Attila' s murder. 
she cannot believe that the leader of the Huns forced the captured Ildico to 
marry him after he had accepted Honoriats ring and the promise of Rome. The 
messenger repliest 
Yes, every one 
Knew that the girl was forced, but no one dreamed 
That such a deed (murder) was trembling at her heart. 
(AttU.. p. 106) 
After hearing the acoount of Attila's murder, committed by his captive bride, 
Honoria screams for her "sister" Ildico and fills to the floor. 
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Laurence Bin)'On's Atilla, a later plar. presents an interesting vari-
ation in the characters of Honoria and. nct1co. In this play Att1la. motivated 
by' ambition. is tapted b7 Honoria's prollise of Rome, and he consider. u8ing 
her a. a means of obtaining hi. goal t 
It this be she 'ate points her finger at, 
Not D.dico but she? A Roman girl. 
E •• enced and P"1D7, and. that has no shae, 
To cast herself before an UDknown man t 
SUch women plea •• H not at all. And yet 
Rcae on rq finger. 
nclico s.e. the princess' ri~ on Attila's fing.r. Sh. murd.rs h1m because 
sh. is j.alou. of Ho_ria and afraid that she h.rself' will be cast off by' 
the Hun. Att1la' I c!ownf'all. the focus of the play. is cauled, therefore, 
by his .. hi tion. ti. d.ath i8 aotivatee! by jealouay. 
In Michael 'i.lei's plq, which i, a concentrated portrqal of Honoria 
not AtWa, the difterence in nc!ico's motivation tor _rdering AttUa skill-
fu1l.7 balance. the heroin.' e trag.",.. nc1.1co·. grasp ot reali tr and. honor 
as well as her 10ralty to her people c!1recte her action. Honoria rebels 
againat the pt.atu. qUO, her people, h.r taail7. and her desUnr. Although 
the stroDg de.ire to love tully gives lit. and Yigor to her initial rebellion, 
the illueo17 qul1tr ot her love tor AttUa n.c ..... l"1l1' renders it abortiv •• 
By contra.t1ng nc1.1co and Honoria. Michael Field characterize. the 
heroine ettect:t.va17 in the plq. In order to e8cape the ·nuptial coucht! ot 
the barbarian leader, D.c!1oo stabs him with hie own sword. i'he viOlence 
ot the deed shatters her. and the soldiers tine! her, ttwbite, with ulieious 
26 Laurence ~n, Attila (London, 19(7), p. 99. 
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and abandoned eye •• " Honoria, on the other hand, desperately seeks to escape 
her own destiny by envisiom.ng a glorious love affair with Attili. 'When she 
learns that he bas chosen ndico and. consequently, rejected her, she becomes 
demented. ndico·s retreat from reality i8 the result of 'Violence, Honoria's 
insanity i. the result of frustration. Her self-identified drealls of Europa, 
who was carried otf to Crete by Zeus, never achieve reality. Honoriafs world 
is a world of illusion and self-inflicted suffering; it is a world of tragedy. 
Turning fro. Eclward. Gibbon to lb!. !22! !!! Leinster, Michael Field dis-
covered in the story of Deirdre. -the Iseult of Irish legend, ,,27 another 
heroine fatally dedicated to love. In the prologue of the play which tells 
of the birth of Deirdre, a Druid prophesiel, "Ruin is berD. tonight." The 
assembled people call for the life of the child, but Conchobar the King of 
Ulster sqs, 
Beauty shall. not leave us while we are, 
Its fier.v being O1imS us, and our ashes 
Fall gray when it. departs. (Deirdre, p. 6) 
He furt.her decides that the chUd shall 'be raised in a nsUent, strict 
encloaure" for sixteen years. At that t11Ile he shall III&r17 her, "to III1self 
I talce this child / Of sorrow - for 1111 sorrow, and her doOll / Be on •• 48 
my doom, II (Deirdre, p. 7). 
When the action of the play begins, Deirdre 1s sixteen. and the tiIle 
of her D1I.J'r1age to the king is near. Her nurse MedY and the wi. WOJU.n 
Lebarchaa discuss her wi1l1'ul.n.ess and her beauty. 
27 Richard Ellaann uses this descriptive phrase in Teats. the Man and 
!b! Mask (Rev York, 1948), p. 170. - - -
• • • .he is not ours, 
Nor fate's, nor aD,Y man's, for .he will ohoose, 
Close prisoner as she is, her destiny. 
Choo.e for herself the havoc she will make, 
The tears that she will draw from other eyes, 
Delights that she vUl ravish from t.he world. She knows 
So definitely all she wants I suoh soul.s 
At.tain. (Deirdre. p. 9) 
... 
Delrdre visuali.e. the oolor of the man whom she v1ll love 121 a drop of 
blood upon the amow and in the black plUlll8.ge of a raven. When Lebarcham 
deacribe. Na1.1, one of' t.he vallant 'OU of' Ui.neoh, Deirdre rea.bers her 
vision and begs the old wom.a.n to bring him to the enclosure. She _qat 
But 1£ lOU th1Dk that one so JlW."V'ellous 
As 1a1.1 i. will take me a cup 
To drink from, just a gold and sUvaI' cup. 
Then I will pour him wine I he will forget 
All else in drinklng. if he stoops to dr1nk. 
l~ll'fh:e, pp. 13 - 14) 
The ldea of' marriage to Conchobar 18 ·ohiU like the evening tf to Delrdre. 
The thought of' 1&1.1 is as clo.. as springtime.. She re:f'uses the king I. 
love and escapes to /l~ba 'tvi.th Rai.1 and his brothers. 
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Da.rlng the perlod of their exUe. I&i.i ls unf'a1thtul. to Deirdre. !u.t 
he repent. and remains steadfast when .he attempts to leave him. Haunted b;y 
dreams fOl"eshadow1l1g the death of' Nd.si and hi. brother., Deirdre rejects 
Conchobar' ••• IiNge of pardon to the sou of Ui81'lech. Detel"ll1ned to "turn 
to a ille of' semo. to the king, Naisi1gnores De11"dre'. pleas. 
For JOu I was a traitor to 111 king, 
Conchobar, king of' .en; and he rem_bel'S 
Onl)r Jq loyaltY'. I tell you, W'OJIWl, 
His ••• sage is more poignant to m:r ear 
Than &n7 oall of' love. (DeiJ'Cbte. p. 41) 
Faoed with the alternative of' parting trOll Na1si, Deirdre, knowing that they 
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are already separated in heart, leaves Alba with the sons of Uisnech. 
When they return to Eri, they discover the veache17 of ~gan, an ally 
of Conchobar. Nais!'s men sink and drown in swampy so11, and Naiai himself 
is _rdered by Eogan. SUent and reproachful, Deirdre refuses to leave 
Nais!' s grave. Rogan promises Conchobar that he 'ldll teach Deirdre sub-
mission it the king permits him to master her for a year. out of hatred 
for Naisi t s _rderer and the king, Deirdre leaps to her death from the 
chariot in which she is riding to Eogan's palace. The king, realizing his 
folly at last, orders her broken body buried with Naisi. The lovers thereby 
achieve immortal! ty. 
George Russell, Yeats, and Synge also transformed the Deirdre legend 
into d.ra'u. The variations in the heroine's portrayal define the inter-
pretation of Deirdre by Michael Field. 
In Rus.ell t. play, Concobar believes that the loss of Deirdre and his 
downfall are punishments for his youthful offense against the Sidbe. There-
fore. the prophecies of doom regarding Deirdre are minimized. Rather than 
a believer in dreams and omens, Deirdre is tfthe priestess of tears" who wills 
to go "through lite or to death" with Naiei. It is primarily her womanly 
love for Naisi wbich attempts to prevent his return to Eri. She says, It Are 
we not enough for each other, for surely to me thou art hearth and home, 
and where thou art there the dream ends, and be;yond it there is no other 
dream. "28 Because Deirdre 1s a queenly woman throughout the play, Naisi 
28 George WUl1am Russell, Imaginations .!l!! Reveries (Dublin, 1915),p. 228 
urges her to meet deat.h calmly. not with sighs and tears. Trapped by the 
treachery of Concobar. she tells N4lsl, "0 warrior, I was no ute for you. 
I am only a woman, who has given her ille into your hands, and you chide 
me tor my love •• 29 When Naisl dies from a spear-thrust, Deirdre lays her 
head on his body and dies. Seeing both lovers dead, Coneobar says, "I 
do pay homage to thee, 0 Queen, who will rule beil'lg dead. 1t3Q In this way, 
Russell's heroine becomes an immortal queen. 
In Yeats's Deirdre t.he background ot the heroine 1s ambiguousl 
Nobody can say 
If she were human, or of those begot 
By an invisible king of the air in a stom 
On a king's daughter.3l 
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And. she is raised in obscurity by a witch. One tact about her, though, is 
clearly known. Deird,rQ has been beloved from childhood by an old king whose 
love she cannot return. When Deirdre and. young Naisi escape. Conchubar 
1s deceived a month betore his l'IUl.r'riage day. He, theretore, plans to win 
back Deirdre by treachery. Yeats· s Deirdre 1s a woman who loves deeply and 
int.ensely. She iSt however. unable in the face of death to play chess wit.h 
the coldness ot the tabled wite of Laga1dh Redstripe. DeirdH sayst 
My veins are hot. 
But though I have loved. better than that queen, 
I'll have as quiet fingers on the board. 
Oh, singing WOllen, set it down in a book 
That loft 1s all we need.32 
29 Ibid., p. 248. 
30 Ibid •• p. 255. 
31 William BuUer Yeats, Deirdre (Dublin. 1907), p. 2. 
32 Ibid., p. 29. 
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Yeats's Deirdre is placed in the position of giving herself to the king in 
order to save Naisi's life. And after her loved one has been killed, she 
has to persuade Conchubar to pel".lld.t her to attend Naisi'. body. Instead of 
performing the last rites, she c01lll1ts suicide in order to be with him, 
and thus, Conchubar is deceived by the lovers in lite and. in death. According 
to Ell:mann. the characters in ~irdre "are either dreamers or realists, either 
othel'-worldl)r or worldly in their desires and actions. _33 Deirdre, par-
ticularly as she is drawn by Yeats, is of heroic stature. 
The oharacter of Deirdre is significantly changed in Synge's play. 
'When she COl1les inside the dwelling to speak to Conehubar, she is poorly' 
dressed, and she carries a bag of nuts and some twigs. Deirdre is a peasant 
girl whom the king wishes to we a queen. She has It proud and self-willed 
spirit., and, as SJnge has developed. her character, she initiates much of the 
action of the play. Naisi rejects the idea of returning to Eiaain. It is 
Deirdre who decides to ret.urn because it is bet.ter to die deeply in love 
than "see one day a blight showing upon love where it is sweet and tender. tt34 
She also feels that "it's a lonesome thing to be away from Ireland always. ,,35 
When they return to Emain, they discover the king's treachery in the open 
grave which has beeD. dug for Nais! and his brothers. Ironically.. deepi te the 
effort -to die deeply in love, n Nais! parts from Deirdre in bitterness. She 
33 Ellmann. p. 104. 
34 John M. Synge, Deirdre !! !h! Sorrows (Churohtown, 1910), p. 45. 
35 ~ •• p. 50. 
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tells him, "We've had a dream. but this night has waked us surely. In a 
little while we've loved too long, Naisi, and isn't it a poor thing we 
should miss the safety of the grave. and we trampling its edge '1 n36 In order 
to join Naisi in the grave, Deirdre stabs herself. Synge's Deirdre is a 
strong-willed peasant girl who precipitates much of the tragedy which sur-
rounds her. She is conVincing and appealing. 
Michael Field's Deirdre differs considerably from the ttIrish" writers' 
characterimations of the heroine. She is a Visionary who rejects Conchobar 
and accepts Naisi because he is the fulfUlment of her dreams. Deirdre's 
love for Naisi. which is actually weakened twice, is strengthened in his 
death and confirmed in Deirdre's suicide. Naisi stands in contrast to 
Conchobar. He is a soldier to whom battle, loyalty to friends and king, 
and hoaeland is as important as life itself. Conchobar is a man with a 
vision of beauty. which he can never possess and which leads him to sorrow. 
Nusi is youth; Conchobar is maturity and age. Deirdre chooses Naisi 
deliberately and wUlful.4r. However. it is a choice of love for the sake 
of love rather than love of Naisi which prompts her choice. Living in Alba. 
she retells her ominous dreams. She responds to Conchobar t s messenger in 
sUence and then recounts the warnings of the voices of doom. When Naisi is 
slain, she mourns at his tomb in a trance. When she finally calls down 
doom on Naisi t s murderer, Conchobar angrily punishes her by ordering her 
to live vi th her enemy. There i8 a defin1 te likeness to the classical 
36 Ibid •• p. 66. 
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Antigone in Michael Field's portrait of Deirdre. The likeness is sub-
stantiated in Deirdre's mourning and her choice of suioide rather than 
punishment. Conchobar. like Creon, learns wisdom by suffering. At the end 
of the play his world has collapsed. and he 1s a figure of sorrow. 
w~en Miohael Field's indebtedness to the classical tradition is clearly 
established, when the poets' steady develoJllent in oharacter delineation 
is assessed, wben it becomes evident that th. heroines rather than the 
heroes stimulate the authors' imagination, and, finally. when the persons 
of their dramas are juxtaposed with the .ame characters created by other 
dramatists -- what is the final evaluation of Miohael Field as a creator 
of character? 
Although Michael Field uses diverse historical works and chronicles 
as sources for pla),s as Landor, Tennyson. Swinburne and the "Irish" writers 
did, the charaoters whioh the poets develop are not olosely drawn historical 
figures but rather they are oharacters that assume legendary and. mythioal 
dimensions. The heroines, particularl),. have classioal prototypes. Maenads 
in spirit. these charaoters move through the plays in search of ecstasy 
and love. In some measure these characters have a latent potential to 
become more than intriguing dramatic heroines. At times they seem to de. 
velop untU they become humanit,. itself. However, their heroio stature is 
not alwa)'s oonsistentl and frequently their tragio delineation is obscured 
by the poets· failure to project with equal consistency the character's 
humanity and universality. 
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As alchemists cherish and guard their occult secrets of transformation, 
so too the dramatic poet retains the cipher to the mysterious l1fe...giving 
process of his art - characterization. It is possible to see, hear, study, 
and contrast his characters, but in their humanity, they will never be 
void of aystery; they will never be fUlly understood; they w1ll always 
remain as inscrutable as life itself. In so far as they have power to 
fascinate, fill with awe, or inspire terror, they will remind man of him-
self, his loved one or his enemy. Because a poet's characters are an ex,.. 
tension of himself. they dream through his imaginationa they feel with his 
heart, they think with his mind; and they act through his will. Consequently, 
they are irrevocably linked with their creator. His destiny" is theirs, 
and their destiny is his. 
Because Michael Field is virtually an unknown dra.m.a.tist today, the 
same fate obscut'es the characters the poets created. Yet, in the final 
analysis, both the characters portrayed and the manner of their portrayal 
help to establish the 11 tera17 Significance of Michael Field. 
CHAPTER V 
~ 
As t.he ages roll on. we f'ind. no grill inhuman shapes by the wheel 
of Dest.iny. The f'eeding of' t.he spindle, t.he snapping of t.he t.hreads, 
does not indeed belong to man, but to his hands a great f'omat.ive 
power has been given, and with this se1f-deterrd.nation, if he has 
lost. t.he mi.e17 of' being the plaything of the gods, he has gained 
access to the deepest sources of pain in increased capacity f'or 
humiliation and remorse.l 
Michael Field's introducto17 statement to ..,C_anu;.;;,;;;.o;te_ !:l:!! Great is both 
evocative and pxoovocative. It. evokes the spirit. of' tragic drama and the 
imperious role of' destin;v in the Attic theatre, and it. provokes the dUeJIlDl4 
of' the "wanton gods" in the El1u.bethan world of'~. It also emphasizes 
the concept of' un's free will and his consequent capacity f'or "humiliat.ion 
and remorse." And, finally, it indicates that. the actions, characters, 
and words of the drama reflect ... n's ideas to the histriomc sensib1l1't7. 
The real, but very intangible, relation between dramatic literature 
and ideas caD be conceived 1n diverse ways. The tendency to view the work 
of art as a philosophical tract is one extreme, the denial of' an;v philos-
ophical relevaDce to literature is another. The convictioD that literature 
is DOt philosophical knowledge traDslated into imagery and verse, and that 
literature expresses a gene:ral at.titude toward life achieves a synthesis of 
1 Canute ihe Great., p. .5. 
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the two extr.e Views. It also suggests that writers usual.ly answer, un-
systematica.ll.7. questions which are also theaes of philosophy although the 
literary mod~ of answering differs in various ages and situations.2 A 
dramatic presentation, specifically, conveys ideas which are, at one and 
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the same tille, reflections of a given tNlture and of umversal human nature) 
These ideas concern fate or destiny, and they essential.l7 involve questions 
of freedom and necessity, myths and belief, responsibil1ty and 11IB10rtal1ty. 
The ideas also concern man and his relation to death and love, and, finally. 
his relation to society, family, and state. 
Drama i ..... de fl'Om actions and ideas. When these actions and ideas 
focus on pl'Oblems of sutter1ng and evil, drama enters the realm of the 
tragie. As Werner Jaeger says in bis study of Greek tragedy, "Tragedy 
was the first type of ,oet17 to apply to mythical tradition a regular 
2 IIIn the Discusslon Playa species of drama has been invented ln 
which this element (idea) beco_s supreme. We can watch the same process 
recurring over and over again, from the mysticism. of Aesc}q'lus to the 
logic-chopping of Euripides; from t.he ruthless wUl of Comeille to t.he 
sceptical propaganda. of Voltaire; from the thunders of Marlowe to the wit 
-- last breath of a dying drama -- of Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Sheridan. If 
Frank Laurence Lucas, Tl"asem Serious prama .y! Relation !2 AristoUe's 
Poetics (London, 1957), p. • 
; Considering Oed1es at. the beg1md.ng of t.he dramatic tradi. tion and 
Hamlet at the end of that tradition and neal" the beginning of modern drama. 
FrancIs Fergusson states, "The themes of Oedies are, from uny points of 
view, strikingly' similar to those of Hamlet. In both plays a royal sufferer 
is associated with pollution, in it. very sources, of an entire socla1 order. 
Both plays open with an invocation of the well-being of the endangered 
body politic. In both, the destiny of the individual and of society are 
closely intertwined, and in both the suffering of the royal victims seems 
to be necessary before purgaUon and renewal can be achieved." lli!!!!. 
~ Theater, p. 1;0. 
1'0 
structural. pl"'1llCip1e - the COIlC.ptiOD ot the 1Dev1table ri.e aDd tall ot 
huma.D de.t1D7. with ita suddeD rever.al. and it.. tiDal catastrophe.·4 fhe 
mo.t elemental, aDd trequenUy conVadicto17. to:rce. in hwun _ture become 
the provinc. ot tJoag.q becau •• that apec1t1c drau.t1c tora addre •••• 
itself to the expre.sion aDd the probing of the Jl78tel7 ot good and .vil 
d •• p iD the roots ot human autt.l'1bg. Each .xpres.ion ot the tragic Vi.ion 
i., paradox1~. urd.venal and particuJ.ar at the .... time. It i. UlI1v.l'-
.al becau.e regudle •• of t1ae and place the basio huu.n1V ot 1Ian does 
not obaDge. It is particular becaus. the creative 11aaginaUon ot the poet 
1. bdiVidual. 
Lionel Johuon. II. alone ever Wl'Ote word. about our work that our 
.ouls coutel'-signed,·' said that in trageq Michael Field totmd the one 
tora aost CODgen1a1 to the poets' 11aagiMtion.6 ADd the te.t.1Dtony ot 
tftnV-'.ven pl.qa a. well as a toNUlat.ed def1rd.Uon of t.rageq npports 
Johnson" critioal judgment. Mchae1 Field wrote t 
Tragedy' 1s the oom1.1ct of un with the 1J2d1tterenoe ot utuft. 
For aU foroe. ot lite sweep Oft their regeneraUDg way, aDd 
dis"g"'" obatru.cUon or bl'Nk it down, Jet mortal •• tr1ve 
preawaptuou~ to with. taM thi. blpetu., &lid to subject 1t to 
their own thought aDd Deed. 'l'ben there 1. a death-straggle, 
utd the human combatant diaappean, , .. time, recogDi.ibg hi • 
• cbi_ .... u.e. unoonsciou. of it to the end. 
4 W.rner Jaeger. Paieleta, the Ieleals ot Gre.k Culture, trans. GUbert 
Highet (New York. 1939 - U). 1;2'.51. -
, Work. ard J2U!. p. 240. 
6 L10nel JOMson, "Michael Field, II in The Poet. and the Poem ot the 
Centu!7. ad. Alfred H. Mil •• (tondon. 1898), p. j95. - - -
Our interest in each case is due to the very vitality that a 
man turns against life when he fights it in vain with its own 
weapon, as Prometheus fought Zeus, as Satan fought Jehovah, as 
Lear withstood Cordelia. and Hedda Gabler her own motherhood. 
What indeed is necessity but the unfalteriDg energy ot 
existence to whioh even the strongest and most rebellious of 
living creatures IlUst bow, so that the triUll'1ph ot lite, and not 
the triumph of death, becomes the proper subjeot of all tragedy. 
When. in spite ot his OVerthrow, a sinner repents, and in his 
contrition worships the power he has wi thltood in its own aight, 
then his tragedy has tonic virtue. It, on the contrary, he 
remain iaperd.tent and blind, his tate prostrates us with terror. 
Yet since there are such tragedies, it is well sometimes to 
face themt and learn how they caae to be so desolate, and w~ 
the sorrow in them has no life.7 
This definition of traged;y provides ma1'J1' interesting insights into both 
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the thought and tragic art of Michael Field. It asserts the notion of 
conflict, the autonoay of man's vUlt the perception of good and evil or 
obY1ous lack of it, the phenoraenon of hwrIan vitality. and the ultiute 
affirmation of lite even in the midst of death. In defining the fom whioh 
the poets utUiled, Michael Field demonstrates the fact that drama reqUires 
an intelleotual bold upon lite, upon nature. and upon huJIan passions. 
From this S)'lIpathy ot the aind with the paSSions, the variations 
of one basic th.. are expressed. in the early works ot Miohael Field. The 
theme was l'lOt doom as the Greeks perceived it, but rather it was the idea of 
inherited neeessiUes imposed upon a man's nature by ancestry, or by nation-
ality. or even by the IOU itself'. The earliest play Call1rrhoe indioates 
the vanity of resist.1ng nature's iapu!ses. Within the development ot the 
7 AttUa. ![ AttUat, Preface. 
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play the excit.ement. of orgy and frenzy, justified by nat.ure, becomes the 
ritualistic service of Dionysus. The play also Ulustrates the perennial 
st.ruggle between old and new ideals of conduct.. the lnevi table st.ruggle of 
tradi tion and change. In!!!£ RosUllUld love 11ke t.he natural flower has i t.s 
roots in the soil of nature. The s:l:m11e does not change in it.s extension. 
Just as the nower blossoms ugttif'icenUy and then wilt.s and eventually dies, 
the love of the maid at 'Woodstock is short-lived. In.l!l! Father'., Trases!z, 
the sins of' the father are Visited in crime and agony upon the son. Be-
cause DaVid Rot.hsay was wanton, he was condemned to die in soula because of 
his prearranged marriage, to die in heart. for his undeserved punishment, t.o 
die in bod7: a triple deat.h, a t.hreefold starvation. The gay child of nat.ure 
perishes, but. it is also t.he father's traged7 because he has consented to 
his son's punishment OD the grounds of expediency. "When parent.s err I Not.hing 
avails, there is no coDlt"ort.er. ,,8 
W1lli_ Rutus, a t1l"&nn1cal English kbg, is overcome by nature itself 
in the trageq which bears his name. When be is killed by an arrow glancing 
from an oak tree in 'the New Forest. the peasants whose lands he bas unjustly 
appropriated speak the following words over bis dead boql 
Earth. Earth, 0 Earth t the t,)'rant is struck down. 
Thou drew the arrow from Fatet • sluggish hand; 
Thou sped it mortal.ly. Though tlv blind sons 
Dishonour thee, seeking t.he younger love 
Of countr.r, swayed by her caprice, to strive 
For law or liberty, while thou art bond. 
Far off thou hearest FreedOlllt s cr,y. 
Ol"pbaned. neeessi t.ous, thy motherhood, 
o Earth. is propheeyf Thou wilt prenU.9 
8 lb! Fat.herts tl!i!4l. p. ,. 
9 WUliam Rufus, p. 223. 
In addition to William Rnf'us, Michael Field portrays other rulers 
who violated and, in consequence, are overcome by forces other than the 
elemental Earth. In Brutus Ultor the poets depict the contest between the 
genius of Roman supremacy and the spin t of family arfection.10 Using 
Sextus' rape of Lucretia as the reason tor the Tarquins' exile trom Rome. 
Brutus assumes the Raman rule. When his own sons are caught in a conspiracy 
against him. Bl"Iltus upholds justice and denies his paternity by sentencing 
them to death. Wise men at the Forum agree that liThe gods abhor such crime, n 
and Brutus dies "with a wound I That Lethe could not heal. ,,11 In CanIlte !h! 
Great, the Danish king is caught in the struggle for mastery of two claims: 
the prhdtive claim of race and the refined claim of Christian culture. 
Canute expresses the conflict when he says t 
• • • When I leap 
On board my dragon-vessel, loose my soul 
To the dark blast, scent tbe accustomed toam, 
I call on Odin; when the sea graws calm. 
I think of those still churches, their grey priests. 
With gracious, learned faoes. The,- rebuke 
M:r lawless blood. Tet satisfy a want 
That lurks within ray brain.12 
The struggle is further intensified when the contlicting forces aN sym.-
bolized: Emma, the mature woman whom Canute loves, represents culture and 
beauty, and the Scandinavian prophetess GuMild symbolizes Canute's pagan 
ancestry. She speaks to Canute when he is thinking of Emma f 
10 Th1s theme is further developed in the Roman trilogy. Ib! l!!!.! 
.2! Leaves, lh! vlorld .9 Auction, and. Julia Domna. 
11 Michael Field, Brutus Ultor (London, 1886), p. 64. 
12 Canute the Great, p. 10. 
• • • with a Cou.nt17t • II1ght I cro •• his door, 
In me aU hi. youth w. apent, in me 
Hi. ance.tors are lMr1ec:h on yq brow. 
Inscribed 1. hi. re11g10n, tbJoough lI7 tr •• Pre.. the great.. goading toree. ot the waTe •• 
(Canute l!!! Great, p. 18) 
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Renouncing his own pa.t and betraJ'8d by the c1:v1l1ut.1on he trie. to adopt, 
the per.on of Canute i. 1nTe.ted with a .1ngu].ar aad aourJItul. majesV. The 
PlA7 end. not with hi. bod1l7 death but with hi. YOWl ot penance am! hi. w1ll 
to expiate hi. wroags. In the ldJll lU Cu.! !!! water the YOliDl k1l3g .truggles 
with the d.a •• or honor and the cl-...t. of love. B3' choo.1Dg honor rather 
than 10Ta, Ahmnd destroys hi. loved one and ult.1mately h1mselt. The trageq 
proTe. that it i ... 1n to wi.thataftd the 1mpul.e ot nature. 
In addition to the ibeae. d8Jl'Onstrating Michael Field'. preoccupation 
with the inherited neee •• iU •• of un'. nature in their Tar1ov.. manit ..... 
tations, the earq plqs OOlltaiil spee1tic COl'OllaZ'7 th ... which are alao.t 
indigenoll' to the histo17 play, --l¥. the dugen or unapeo1tied 1"O,-Al 
inheritance, the eTU. ot o1'YU dl •• en.ion. the toll.7 of rebellion, and the 
politically de.tru.ctiTe nature of _bition. Fair Rosaund. The Father'. 
Tryeetc. W1ll1. Raf'ua. and 'lbe traGe!!rl indicate the chaos of c1'v1l st1"1te 
and rebellion. The Sic1l1an intnlrrectioll 1. the central action of lAzalty 
.2£ ~T ••• the Htmgar:1an reTOlt 1. the context of A ggsUon!! HellIon:. The 
expulsion of the Tuquins d.om1nates Brtttus Ultor as the wresting ot power 
trom Ma17 Stuart. 1>7 the dia.ent.1ng Scot.t1.h _bl.s conclude. !!! TrY1c !!!rl. 
Aabi tion 1s the c11rect oau.e or the downfall of Edric in Canute .:!i!!. .;.:Gre&::..o;;:;;.;;:.t., 
Will.S .. Rutus. Bro.tus, and Bothwell respeetivel7. However, it 1s the Ro_n 
trilog that. actua1l7 projects the tormer \h.es mollt. succinctly. The three 
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playa are based on a rap1cD.y changing period of Romul histo17 from A.D. 180 
to 212. and. the tragedies span the disastrous reigns of Coaaodus, Did1us 
Jillanus, aM the co-emperors Caracalla and Geta. In ll!! Race !l! Lea,.es the 
sins of the father are 'Visl ted upon his children ln tems of family strite 
and. a conte.t tor power which ends in fratriclde. '!'he ~e ls .tated 'by 
Commodus' .1.terl 
• • • our father polsoned I1te 
In each of us fl"OBl cbUdhood, for his voice 
Wi the)."8d lUusion, and. our urgent JOUth 
'1'0 him vas not.b1Dgness, to us • 11e 
That oould not pro,.. the trtlth it ... us teel. 
He spoke ot u •• s leaves wi thin a w1nd. 
Lea ... e •• haken d.1Vjlr.el)"* and eo we are, 
Unbapw children I~J 
In the .econd. plq of the trUogy. !b! World n Auot1on. one ot the th_e. 
ot Brutus Vltor i. repeated. Atter Didius Jullanus l1te~ ptU"Chase. Rome 
for his daughter. he ls berated by her and estranged from his fail)" and 
all attection. '!'he eventual banishment ot his daughter paranels Brutus' s 
condamation ot his .ons. The 1I&in \bse ot the pla)", bowver, is the toll)" 
of ptlrChasing Rome w1 th gold and. the diNs""r whioh results when permanent 
value. are reduced to it... ot tratfic. The beheading of Did1u. Julianu., 
ordered by the new ruler Severus, indicates the ineY1table destruction wrought 
'by greed and abit1on. In tulia PO!P! the sons of SewNS, Caracella and 
Getat are joint _pe1'O" or RDme. Each son .eeks additional power and. Yins 
the inherited a:r:rang.e1'lt estaWshed by his rather as "the cur.e ot dual 
_pire_" Julia DoIma, the mother of the GO-emperors, trie. to prevent the 
projected diVision ot the apire which would. make Get. emperor ot the East 
13 M1obae1 P'leU. 1h!.B!!!!! Ieves (London, 19(1). p. 7. 
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at Antioch and Caracalla. emperor of the West at Rome. Motivated by jealousy 
and ambition, Caracalla murders his brother and his brother's devoted. follow-
ers. At the end of the play he realizes that he has not destroyed the rival 
for his mother's arrections but merely' strengthened. her love for Geta. He 
collapses under the weight of the evil he has committed and the horror he 
has Ulllea.shed. In the Roman trUogy the natural olaims of familial affection 
and the drive for personal power and aggrandizement struggle for supremacy. 
When a basic value is deliberately ignored or denied, the result is al~s 
tragic. LoVe, beauty, freedom, and sovereignty a.re never purchased. or con-
quered by foree and violence. 'VJhUe the delUllds of nature MUst be heeded, 
the will of man is "Fatets only weapon. ,,14 
Few forces are more elemental in the make-up of man than love and 
violence,l,; few diTinities of the ancients more fudliar than Venus and. Mars. 
In the reactions to these forces in human experience, few men have been able 
to avoid suffering. Because love and violence. together with the suffering 
they ineTi tably entail, have always provided fruitful. themes for tragedy. 
it is no wonder that they fonD. the central thematic core of the tragedies 
14 Michael Field. !!'!! World n Auction (London. 1898), p. lll. 
1'; IJIt is well. known that ever s1nce man began to philosophize -- i.e. 
to reflect on the motive-forces of his own activity .... nothing has ever been 
found to exist without its opposite, wbether the thing be material or 
spiritual, there is no thesis without its antithesis, no heat without cold, 
no black without white. no repulsion without attraction. no sympathy without 
antipatlV'. no love without hatred. If Jean LhfUlld.tte. tfAre Sympatl'q' and 
Aggressiveness Matters of Instinct?" in Love .., Violence, ed. P. Bruno de 
Jesus-Marie (New York. 19.54). p. 69. - -
of Michael Field. But the emphasis shifts frOll familial. love and the sub-
sequent themes of father against chUd and brother against brother, so 
reminiscent of the classical ftfamily curse I! motif in the earlier plays, to 
romantic love in the later tragedies. 
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The romance of Tristan and 1seult.l6 twice dramatized by Michael Field, 
begins in this way. "My lord. if you would hear a high tale of love and. 
death ••• 1'17 Love and death, or a fatal love. according to Denis de 
RougeMont, sums up "if not the whole of' poetry t at least whatever is popular, 
whatever is universally movin.g in European literature. alike as regards the 
oldest legends and. the sweetest songs. Happy love has no history. Romance 
only COMes into existence where love is fatal. frowned upon, and doomed 
by life itself. What stirs lyrical poets to their finest flights is neither 
the delight of senses nor the fruitru.l contentment of the settled couple; 
not the satisfaction of love, but its passion. And passion means surfering. 
16 This particular myth became the subject for several nineteenth and 
early twentieth centu1"1 WOrkSI Matthew Arnold's Tristram and Issult. 
Alfred Lord Tennyson' 8 The Last Tournament, Algernon Sw1:n.'b\i'rne f s ¥i=ietram 
of ~nesse, Joseph Carr's "T'rl'8tram and. Iseult, Arthur Symons' Tristan 
&nd~eult. Thomas Hardy's !he QUeen ~ COrnHall, and John Masefield's 
Tristan ~ .;;,;18;..;;0:;,;;:1;.,;:;t. 
17 Joseph BtKller, The Romance of Tristan and Iseult, trans. Hilaire 
Belloc (London, 191'). p. 12. - -
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There we have the tuDdamental taot. ,,18 'l'beretore. the part,ings and reun10l'18, 
the suaoning of new perils, and the tatal love potion ltself, all vital 
aspeots 01.' the rqth, demonstrate the _bivalence 01.' the apparentl700ntrary 
tendenoies in human arreotiv1ty. In the Tristan roJlWlCe the lovers are in 
a thr1l.l1ngly oontradicto17 position. 'J.'hq love bu.t have not deliberately 
chosen each other. They have sinned,. Isn1t agd.n.t her husband Mark and 
'1'ristan against his kn1ghtl1 code or honor. &1t the lovers camot repent 
because they are not. to blau. 'they make a confesslon to the bend.t of the 
wooc!s, but wish neitb_ to reto. nor even to beg forgiveness. Tristan and 
Iseu1t imagine. as de Roug-.ont 1&78, "that me all other great lovers, 
they have been ravished. 'beyond geod and evil t into a Idnd of transcendental 
state outside ord1rtary hwu.n experience, into an ineftable ab,olute irreoon-
cilable with the world. but tbat the,. teel to be aore real than the world. 
Theil" oppressive fate, even t.hough they yield to it with wa1l1ngs. obliter-
ates the antith.s1. 01.' good and evil. and. oame. thea awq beyong the source 
of moral values, beyottd plea8\U"8 and pain, be70nd the "ala of dist1nction ..... 
lnto a realm where oppaaitea cancel out..,,19 
18 AM he further "tates. "There is no need to have read B8roul t s Tri.tan 
or M. Wdier t It and. no need to have heard Wap.er" opera, in order to Uiilergo 
in the oourse ot eve17dq Ute 'the nostal,1. dOJdnion of suoh a myth •••• 
It operate. lfberever pa •• ion i. eire ...... ot a. an 1dea11natea.d ot beiJJg reared 
Uke a JIIIl.ignant te'V'eJ'; wherever its tatal oharaoter i. _loo.ed. ilNoked, or 
imagined as a map1tioent and desirable cl1 .... tet- instead ot a8 siIaply a dis-
aster. It 11ve8 upon the 11fts ot people who think that love is their tate 
(and as un&TOidable &. the effect of the love-potion i. in the Romance), t.hat 
it swoop. upon powerle •• and raviehed •• n and 'WOlIl8B in order to con.sum. them 
in a pure flame. or that 1t i. stroDger aM _re real than. happin •••• soci.t7. 
or morallt7. It U".. upon the vft'T 11te 01.' the romantioi. wit.hin u., it i. 
the ,reat qste17 of t:t-... t rel1aion 01.' whioh the poets ot the ninet.eeJ1tb oent.Ul7 
ude theue1ves the priest. and prophets.- Deni. de Ro~nt, leI! in!!!! 
Western World, trans. Montc .. ery Belgion (Jew 10l'k, 1956>. pp. 15 - 2i; 
19 121d.. p. :39. 
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Thia "trauoftdental atate" aaa most effective4' be preaented by. mean. 
of .agio.20 Miohaud FieU t III .Ih! IJ!jm !! Pardon, whioh dramatises the 
Tristan myth in tive acts, begil'18 with a prologue that draws attention to 
the _g1oal 1I1xbtg ot the love potion by Iseultts mother, the Queen of Ireland. 
When she has gathered the ingredients aM t.JoaluJfoNed them into the tatal 
M7 child. who, 10Ma all, shall 10 .. not love, 
Or sbe wUl walk the earth ot .en a .hade. 
A shade is W01IU if .he 11&7 not 10Te, 
And. sUent an the deeps from bi:rt,h to d .. th, 
It 10 .... _Ye DOt with wict.17 Z'\1lbg strolee 
The bUlovs of the bea.:rt of WOJI&tl' s breast. 21 
When Tristan and Iaeult aooidentall.7 driDk the v1ne lntended tor Isrot'. 
wd.d.1ng night, the agio substance as .... a 8.l'1 &dd1 tio_l d1.mens1on. It 1a 
.,t _:re4' "love', natiVi\7" fo'l' the Queen'. daughter. but it becomea love 
whioh is 1nextricab1)r bound. to death. Atter abe haa tasted the wine, Is811l t 
looks at T:r1stan aJJr1 says, .,. We, .,. deatht" The separations and. reunions, 
otten at the r:l.Ik of daDser &Del disCOW17. which occur f:requentl.7 in the action 
20 "Magio persuades without gi1"1na ""SOu. aDd 1s perhaps p8nuasiw 
to preelsel7 the extent that it wlthholds reasons. Magic o.es into the 
1qth becau.8 the passion wbioh bas to be depicted has a faacbatiDg 1'1olence 
not to be acoepted without qualu. Pa.sion appears uncouth in 1 ta errects. 
The Church pre.mbas 1t as s1ratul, and ooaon senae looks upon 1t .a a 
morbid exce... It i. t.bv.a not open to adairation till it has been freed 
froa rte17 ld.nd of Visible co_mon with h'aan respona1b1l1qr. fhat is 
"lq' it vas 1nci1spensable to 'brbI in the loVe potion • • • vb1ch is drunk 
b7 lIdstake." IMP.. pp. 47 - 48. 
121 Michael Field. Th. !rK."!!! 19:4Ln. and ~&n! (IDndon. 19U). pp. - 2. 
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of the play serve to substantiate the fatality of the 10Ters' dedication to 
passion. 22 In the final act of the play, when Iseul t is summoned. to the 
dying Tristan in Brittany, she goes to both her love and to her death. 
Learning the secret of the love potion, King Mark orders a tomb for the lovers 
at Tintagel1n the epilogue of the play. Thus the love of Tristan and lseult 
is immortalized in death. 
I Although the action of' the plaY' Tristan.!!!! Uonois spans only the last 
years of the lives of Tristan and Iseult and not the earlier episodes i~ 
velving the journey to Cornwall, the eompell1ng 1"oroe ot the love potion is 
never understated. In order to emphasize the timeless and magical qualities 
of the "cup 01" 10ve,I' Michael Field again introduces the theme in the pro-
logue of the play. It is spoken by Amor, who stands in the archway of an old 
chapel with the goblet in his handl 
Up trom the sea-depths I have brought 
This ..,. cup in which was wrought 
~a;:e~~O~wy:~:~ ~f~~;--
At the play'lS conclusion Iseult journeys to the d.ving Tristan in Brittany-. 
However, before the actual arrival of the ship bearing her, she appears to 
Tristan in a vision and offers the fatal cup to him ODCe more saying t 
22 Iseult says. "There is 1'10 Paradise 
To woman, till her Paradise is lost. 
It is 80 sweet to taU :tnto temptation, 
And to draw dotm, to lead 
Down to the edges of the preCipice. 
Iou s.a - it is the cham!" .~ •• pp. 84 - 85. 
2:3 Michael F'ield, The Aocuser, Tristan de L$o:oo1s. and A 14essiah (IDndon, 1911), p. 79. - ... - . - --
Tristan: 
Iseult: 
Do you know our bourne 
wnen we have drunk this potion? 
0. my Death. 
But you are gripping me in tighter bonds 
Than any I have known. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
I am come to fetch you. 
Tristan, to me -- it is your Hell or Heaven. 
(Tristan~ ~onois, pp. 148 - 149) 
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They both drink from the cup and the vision fades. The separated lovers die. 
When the boat finally reaches the shore, the dead body of Iseult is laid 
beside Tristan's body. 
Iseult's second journey on the sea to Tristan, a symbolic journey through 
life to death, parallels the earlier sea voyage to Cornwall. Both sea cross-
ings comprise Iseult's destiny. She says: 
I found myself a captive, 
Snared on the sea and destined 
Then for King Mark. as now for Tristan - destined! I 
And now again a ship. and now the sea. (Tristan ~ Leonois. 
p. 108) 
Love leads ultimately to death, and both lovers realize its fatality. Iseult 
tells her faithful nurse that th.re was no waking into love. !lit was all 
thrust on me." Equally aware of the precarious l'..e.ture of their mutual love, 
Tristan reproaches Iseul t when she fails to recognize him in the Fool's dis-
guise, nyou kne\oT me as the death-in-life I Of love, even as a leper. 1I Love 
like death must be endured. It is sorrowful, unkind, and unhappy. In short, 
this vision of love is tragic. Neither Tristan nor Iseult love each other; 
instead what they love is love and being in love. Absence, therefore. is 
more conducive to the awareness of love than the presence of one another. 
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Death, the finals.paration. becomes the ultimate transfonaation of love 
itself'. 
The major motif's of' the Tri.tan myth - the love of' love, the love of 
death, and the magic love potion - are found in the two tragedies derived 
from the romance. However, these theme. also recur in the other "love" 
tragedies written b.1 Michael Field and tndicate the prominence of' these 
ideas in the plays. The repetition adRd.ts variation, but the pattern is 
clearly .vident. .As early as 1884, there are toreshadowings of the theae 
in I!.!!: Rolll!ll!lund when nne Benl7 refers to the "chalic .... cups ot love." 
It is interesting to not. that the love of' Henr.v and Rosumnd is inextricably 
linked with d.ath although this tate is not an inherent quality of' their 
lov.. In this pl8.7, death i. the renlt of an external toree, the revenge 
of Ben17t 8 jealous Queen. In lb.! Cup 9!. Water. IMbl1shed only three year. 
later, love i. fatal in it ••• sence. Alatnd reels love work in his soul 
"like a cur.e" when he accepts the cup of water rrom the woodland girl 
Cara, who "had drink / For a un'. deepe.t thir.t." 
It is in I!!! Tragic 15!!2. however. that the love ... violence antithe.is 
is sign1f'icantl.7 developed tor the rirst tim. in Michael Field' s works. 24 
24 It is interesting to note the scientiric investigation which this 
dual1a has prompted in the twnt1eth centu".,.. "It is a tact that psycho-
logical observation regularly reveals that in the most unexpected way. 
violence accompanies love, and orten prec.d •• love in human relationships, 
that loy. can b. transtormed into aggr •• siven •••• and vice ver.a. II George 
Parchem1ney, "The Probl_ ot Ambivalence," in!e!! .!:n! Violenc •• p. 8). 
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The abduction of the Queen by Bothwell is sufficiently vague to underscore 
the ambivalence of the theme. Referring to Bothwell, Mary stuart says: 
Can love be terror? I am almost sure 
That hate can love •••• I feel it in myself. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The man, 
I loathe and wed, is growing dear as sin, and beloved as are 
Mere passions in their transit.2; 
Bothwell. by his own admission. is ubi tioua and equally desirous of the 
crown and the Queen, but he is not a Machiavellian caricature. He realizes 
the ineVitable loss of all that he values in his acquisition of Mary stuart. 
He voices the fatality of his passion when he sees its analogue in the 
"love potion: II 
This woman t Somewhere she has pledged my soul; 
We have drunk wine together on some bare, 
Brown hill of chaos, while the wanton lights, 
Young meteors flaming lawless through the heaven, 
Peered at our rampant revel. (lh! Tragic ~, pp. 178-179> 
The destiny of the lovers is determined by the very nature of their passion, 
which is more effectively sustained in separation than in union. After Mary 
has signed the truce exiling Bothwell from Scotland, she says, flI would 
follow him I Across the world." The absence of the lover induces sutfering, 
which in turn makes love itself more desirable. 
Imaginative in tone and spirit. Noontid~ Branches projects an unusual 
development of the theme of fatal love. In this play the protagonist views 
the destructive nature of love but does not experience it herself. Genifer, 
the lady of the Sylvan woods and observer of the tragedy which occurs there, 
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states the play' as theme when she says, nThere is no want I That Love and Death 
can fail to satis!y, I And these desert us never. n26 Directly involved in 
the tragic action of the play is tJsitboe, a ~h ot Artemis, who is loved 
by both a satyr ot the woods named Dryaspis and a knight. Because the 
nymph "cannot WAste t1me tr1rl1llg with love," ahe rejects the two sui tors. 
When the satyr tries to capture her by force, he i8 aortally wounded by the 
knight, who, in turn, teUs the DJlIph ot his passion. The knight is 
thwarted, in turn, when Artem1s saves her ",.ph. Loft and. desire become hate. 
Roaming the woods, the knight seeks the death ot Lysithee. Bat the dying 
satyr tells hiDn 
You have been sch to blaae 
Seekil'Jg to kill her. if' you hate her so: 
That w1U never stop ,our sighing; 
You 1iUst die as I am dying: 
And it 1s so 80tt to die. (Noontide Branches, p. 35) 
Although the knight does not die, he knows he _st leave the woods. Turning 
to Gerd.ter, he seeks to torget the "elfin 80unels" ot the woods, peopled with 
nymphs and satyrs, in the regenerating power ot her love. 
Anna Ruina. published the saae year as Noontide Branches, indicatel 
not only Michael Field t I interest in the var1ations ot the love theme ex-
plored in the tomer play bo.t also the poets' predilection tor the woods as 
an appropriate .etting in which to penetrate the lIl7ltery ot 10ve.21 
26 Michael Field, Noontide Branches (OXford, 1899), p. 39. 
21 This tact 1I1ay also be related to the Tristan rounce. The lovers 11ve 
together tor a t.ime in the Forest ot Morrois.. Bllt the lack ot obstaoles to 
their love does not draw them together.. As their passion declines, the.J 
realise that they have everyt.h1llg to gain trom separation. Iseul t returns 
to Mark and. Tristan journeys to Brittany. 
14.5 
In the Woods of Senlis, Anna Ruina, daughter of a Russian duke and widow of 
the French King Henry I. declares her love for Raoul. Count of Valois. 
/ Because his separation from Alienor is not sanctioned by Rome. their mutual 
love places the lovers in opposition to both civil and ecclesiastical law. 
Raoul reminds Anna of the ftbondage of love" and says, "We have no hopes, / 
No goal but in each other, and 0 love, / Death is upon us. o28 To which 
Anna. rep1ie'sl 
But you mistake, 
To play sweet music we must catch a lyre, 
And we must love with Love. (~Ruina. p. '0.) 
The outside world intrudes into the halcyon woods of the lovers, and the 
inevitable partings occur. Anna leaves Raoul in order to saVe him from the 
sentence of excol'lllllUnication issued by the Church. However. the news of his 
approaching death SUlIlrI10ns her, in the manner of Iseut, to his bedside. She 
defies her son, the archbishop, and the religious servant of Raoul. To all 
who attempt to keep her from her lover. she says; 
I am most absolute. If it be death 
For him to look on .e, then I am Death. 
Leave us, each one of you. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I plunge into his dark I I take his curse. 
On, this is happiness t 111 lord, lIl1 life I 
(Anna. Ruina. pp. 99-100) 
-
Believing that the dead must travel over a wide sea or across deserted plains, 
the loVers plan a tryst deep in the Russian forest, "mid the great fir -
boughs. where the dark / Begins and has no end. ft And Raoul dies. In this 
rather stark tragedy, Michael Field directly introduces the notion of dark-
ness into the theme of fatal love. The lovers have chosen their rate, 
28 Michael Field Anna. Mna London. 1899). • 27. 
willed and welcomed it together with the darkness into which they will 
go beyond any possible repentance. The passion that pursues darkness and 
triumphs in transfiguring death is essentially unreal and serves to demon-
strate that kind of tragedy which is "desolate and devoid of lite. ft29 
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In the tragedy Diane, Michael Field explores the fatal love story of 
Diane de Poytiers, the mistress of King Henry n of France. The king states 
the theme of the play and the motivation for hi$ final action. which results 
in death, when he says, ttI must do something infinite, immense, / Before 
these formal lovers, to transcend!" (Diane, p. 229) The play is essentially 
an attempt to immortalize love; the theme of being in love with love echoes 
through it. Henry say's that loneliness ttis more precious to me than her 
love, ft and asks, "Is it thus with lovers?" When the king is sUl1J1'lloned away 
from his tryst with Diane, she repeAts t~ idea.. 
There is no death in love, except this death. 
And stopping of Love's breath by lovers' hands 
This parting • • • • How I love him, 
So wild and royal ; it is like a curse 
To bear his shining eyes. (~. p. 167) 
Knowing that Diane will never be his Queen, Henry seeks to champion her 
queensbip symbolically by wearing her colors in a joust. He wills to 
acbieve in death a teat impossible in life, "Beloved, my life in all its 
flow I Is yours: now in a sYJllbol take my death," (Diane, p. 215). "VJhen 
the King is mortally wounded in the encounter, he proves the validity of the 
astrologer's prediction, liThe King is willing for his death. he loves you; I 
29 See supra, p. 131. 
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They all are willing for their death who love. n (~. p. 21.5). The 
symbolism of the play, for the most part m;ythological, enforces the love 
theme. Henry believes himself Endymion, beloved by Diane. the moon goddess. 
The colors which he wears in the list are her colors, silver and black, the 
colors of night and darkness. However. Diane is also a huntressl therefore. 
Henry's dream of a wounded stag foreshadows the suffering and eventual death 
inherent in his passion. Gazing at the light of the celestial moon, Henry 
dies under the domination of the ~h. 
The Deirdre legend actually parallels the Tristan romance ver.y closely. 
The three principal characters -- Deirdre. Ne.i$i, and Conchobar -- bear close 
resemblance to Iseult, Tristan, and King Mark. Nevertheless, within the 
context of similarities, the characters and their actions can be variously 
interpreted. Michael Field's Deirdre, significantly, incorporates the major 
themes of the Tristan myth. When Deirdre is musing over the description of 
Naisi supplied by her nurse, she says: 
Bu t if you think that one so marvellous 
As Nais1 is will take me as a cup 
To drink trom, just a gold and s11 ver cup, 
Then • • • I will pour him wine J he will torget 
All else in drinking, it he stoop to drink. 30 
The cup. the love potion. and the all-consuming fatal love are woven into 
the texture of the play along with the Druid f S prophetic curse. Naisi 
initially refuses the proffered love of Deirdre by saying, "Love is the 
hardest bondage in the world. It '1'0 which Deirdre replies. "Bondage or 
30 4 Deirdre. pp. 13 - 1 • 
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freedom, I should still be hAppy," and the lovers depart over the narrow 
sea. There are partings and reunions. Naisi is unfaithful to Deirdre. 
which is reminiscent of Tristan's wooing of Iseult of the White Hands, but 
the lovers are \U1ited again in Deirdre's forgiveness. They quarrel and 
almost separate once more because Nais! is detem1ned to return to Ireland. 
'When Naisi dies in the treacherous trap planned by Conchobar. Deird:re cries 
ou t, "Until to-day I I never was alone." She grows lovelier in grief and 
sorrow .. and her own suicide finally unites the lovers in death. Concluding 
the play, Coachobar says. -Tbey bave passed the bordere, / Passed from my 
realm." 
Michael Field inscribed the tragedy of Deirdre with the following line 
. 
from ~ntigope. "Nothing that is vast enters into the life of man without a. 
curse." Considering not only the Irish lovers' fate but also the other 
victims of love's passion portrayed in tho poets' ujor tragedies, the in-
evitable pursuance of love to death constitutes a fatal curse. The fatality 
of love is not characteristic of Sophocles' tragedies.3l It is more char-
acteristic of Sappho f s lyrics, nwhich indicate that Eros was a passion which 
shook 1. ts victim 1 s whole being, and held the senses no less finnly than 
the soul. ••• Low is woman's whole existence, and she alone welcomes it 
;1 "The character-dra:wing of Sophocles is consciously inspired by that 
ideal of human conduct which was the peculiar creation of Periclean society 
and civilization.. • •• The ideal was inspired by a clear and delicate per-
ception of correct and appl"Opriate behavior in every situation. This meant 
an abandonment of the exaggerated violence of emotion and expression that 
characterized Aeschylus. • •• Dramatic action is for Sophocles the process 
by which the true na'~ure of a suffering human being 1s unfolded. by which he 
fulfills his destiny. and through it fulfills himself. U Werner Jaeger, 
pp. 271 - 281. 
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with her whole nature undivided and unfaltering. ,,;2 Though it would be 
anachronistic to interpret Sapphic emotion as the love of woman for man in a 
society which did not base marriage on love but stressed instead Platonic 
Eros,3; the idea of an all-consuming feminine love was present in Greek 
thought but not particularly in Greek tragedy. 
That the histor;r of \-[estern Civilisation tempered classic ideas is 
commonly aooepted. In the tradition of 11 terature ancient m.;vths and tales 
have attracted almost all the major English poets. and a oonsiderable number 
of minor ones, from Chaucer to the present. The Grecian gods and mortals and 
their tales have enduring vitality; but the faces of Helen are ma~. 
In his essay on pagani_, Francis Thompson states that the English 
poetr;r of paganism "vas born in the days of Elizabeth, and entered on its 
inheritance in the days of Keats. tf)4 The movement, which gave the classic 
;2 ~., pp. 131 _ 132. 
33 ~., pp. 193 - 195. 
::;4 He expands the idea, saying, "In the hands of the pagans themselves 
it was not even developed to its :tull oapabUities. The gods of Homer are 
braggarts and gluttons. and the gods of VirgU are cold and unreal. The 
kiss of Dian was a frigid kiss till it glowed in the fancy of the barbarian 
Fletoher. there was little halo around Latmost top, tUl it was thrown 
around it by the modern Keats. No pagan eye ever visioned the nplphs of 
Shelley •••• To the heathen mind its divinities were graoeful, handsome, 
noble gods; powerful, and therefore to be propitiated with worship; oold in 
their sublime selfishness, and therefore unlovable. No pagan ever loved his 
god. Love he might, perhaps, some humble rustic or domestio deity, --
but no Olyapian. 11 Francis Thompson, "PaganiaH Old and New, It in A Renegade 
.fg!l and Other ES8Al! (Boston, 1910). pp. 52 - 70. -
1;0 
lf17th a reb1rthin the Elizabethan era, as in later centuries, vas, according 
to Douglas Bush.3; a slow, almost imperceptible process. The Renaissance 
poets took many Uberties in reworking ancient material, but they were more 
or less controlled. by a learned and. international tradition. Later writers 
were inclined to handle myth either with the same freedoJ\\, or. on occasion, 
with a more stringent classical purism. The Hellenic revival which directly 
or indirectly touched the romantic poets and most of the poets of the nine-
teenth century' was part of a "tidal wave of primitivistic and. idealistic 
sentiment which intil torated EDgland via Europe." The movement was not 
without problems. "Within the context of a Christian tradition, the poets 
of the Renaissance had been troubled b;y their own instinctive response to 
pagan allurements. The nineteenth century. as well. was oonscious of the 
contlict.1ng olaims between Christian and antique subjects and between the 
Christian and antique (usually DiorQ'sian) way of life. In addition. the 
nineteenth-century writer, a witness to the ugliness of the industrial 
revolution, was increasingly conscious of the actual present and the "ideal" 
past with its oult of be4uty)6 Needless to 84Y, the compromises were 
highly individual. However, in their various ways Keats and Shelley, 
Te1'UTJ"son and Browning, Arnold and Landor. the Pre ... Raphaelites and the 
35 Douglas Ba.sh bas comprehertsively oovered the use oi mythology from the 
Renaissance to the twentieth century irt &}holoQ and the RenaissfllCe !!:!-
dition i.n ~iSh Poetry (Minneapolis, 1932). and. :W,hOi'Osz and the Romantic 
TradiiiOn _ !palish POem (Cambridge, Mass., 1937 • - -
36 ~ •• pp. xi - xvi. 
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Decadents not only used antique themes but, en oocasion, made a fomal. 
critical plea for them)? 'ttJith1n the framework of the myth, certaindomi-
nant ideas were fermulated and expressed. One of' the majer themes of 
Swinburne and his followers; namely, that Love is the mother of Death, to-
gether with the assertien that the advent ef Love is always cal.am1tous. was 
expressed in Atalanta in Calydon,38 a work viewed by some as the ttsun in the 
fimament of Victorian Hellenism •• 39 
'l'he questien of influence is preblematic. Michael Field's preoocupation 
wi th the them$ of fatal love, emphasized by the repetition of words, curse, 
:37 Consider Oscar WUde t s lecture in New York, 1882. "Th1s renaissance 
[nineteenth cent.ur)tJ has ~n described as a mere revival of Greek mocies of 
thought, and again as a mere revival. of mediaeval feeling. It is really 
from the union of Hellenism in its breadthc its sanity of' Pl.lr,pose, its calm 
possession of beauty. with the intens1tied indiVidualism, the passionate 
oolours of the romantic spirit that springs the art of the nineteenth century 
in England, as from the marriage of Faust and Helen of Troy sprang the 
beaut1.ful boy Dlphorion. I trace the first tendenoies of the modern ren-
aissance to the French Revolution, and the desire fer perfectien whioh lay 
at the base of that revolution found in a. youftg English poet its most com-
plete and flawless realisation. Phidias and the achievements of Greek art 
are foreshadowed in Homer: Da.nte prefigures for us the passion and colour and 
intensity of Italian painting; the modem love of landscape date. from Rou-
sseau; and it is in Keats that one discerns the beginning of the artistic 
renaissance of England. He was the pure and serene artist, the forerunner of 
the Pre-Raphaelite school. and 80 of the great romantic movement or which I 
am to speak.. •• This revolution was :roOt only one of ideas. but of creations. 
The poetry of Morris, g,..rinburne, and Rossetti shows a. etyle flawless and fear. 
less, a sustaining consciousness of the au.ical value of each word. a dis-
tinct advance in technique, whioh is the chara.cteristic of all great eras." 
in Hamilton, Aesthetic Movement B! E!'.!Sl!!!9. pp. 105 ... 106. 
38 See specifically the chorus ITTfie have seen thee, 0 Love, thou are 
fair. It Algernon Charles SVinburne. Atalanta !!! C4Ydon (Boston. 1866) .. p. 45. 
39 Bush, p. 3;8. 
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bondage, darkness, and death in the major tragedies poses the possibility 
of a nineteenth-century affinity rather than the Hellenic point of view. 
When the theme of fatal love is juxtaposed with the poets' concept of 
tragedy, "the tri\Ul1ph of life not the tri\Ul1ph of death," the theme indicates 
the bleakest type of tragedy, which negates life in desolation and remorse. 
The recurrence of the theme, which reduces love to death, lightness to dark-
ness, further illustrates Michael Field's endeavor to reconcile the claims 
of pagan fate with the claims of "tragedy that has tonic virtue." It is 
a restatement of the conflict between the cult of A&!.E! and !t2!, between 
the Christian and antique way of life. W. H. Auden observed, Kat the end of 
a Greek tragedy we say, 'What a pity it had to be this way;' at the end of 
a Christian tragedy, ''''!hat a pity it had to be this way when it might have 
been otherwise.' ,,40 Despite Michael Field' s Diol'\Ysian dedication, the 
rendering of certain prominent themes in their dramas indicates that Hellas 
frequently was the poetsf setting rather than their home. 
Because tragedy demands qualities of vision which almost transcend time 
and place, it, ot necessity, admits wide variations and degrees. It is, at 
the same time, universal and particular. objective and subjective. The tragic 
sense ot life reaches deep down into temperament and also evokes experiance. 
Michael Field lived in an age of divergent thought patterns which found 
expression in the poets' plays. The contemporary interest in the Ibsen 
40 "The Christian Tragic Hero," New York Times Book Review (December 16, 
1945), p. 1. - - -
lS3 
"New Wounlt occas1onally appears.4l The Itcult of beauty.1I stemming from the 
Pre-RaphaeUte writers, also preoccup1ed the poets.42 HoweYer, the predom-
inant themes expressed 1n their plays are essentiall.y more t1m.less than 
timely. Paradoxically, it slaost seems, as Lionel Johnson sqs, "These 
tragedies, 80 tul1 of this y.hement and vigorous spin t, could only proceed 
from this age, an age in which histol')" i8 cOl'lCerned with the social CClII;oo 
b1nations of lien, science. with orgaJdc ille, and studies of .ye17 kind, 
with origina, with development. and with '¥'ita! forces. ,,43 It is understand-
able that the s.e eri tic base. hi. Uteral')" 8St1lllate ot Michael Field, for 
the most part, on the str1king themes developed by the poets: 
The palu1'7 'V'1rt.ue of' her (Michael Field t s) tragedies we take to 
be their coneepUo., aDd thelr \reatm •• t of the ruling paSSions, 
and the domina.t ide.. of' men aud WOJIlen. Ma~ tragedians labour 
to expres. that 1. human nature, which is uncODOn; and that. 1n human 
tortunes, which 1s unusual. And this they dOt not because by' such 
.. ana tbq can best. bring to 11ght the deep alld radical passions, 
or idea., of men. but f'or the sake of strangeness and of novel t7. 
No one &Cqua1Dted with the great Greek and lDg1ish u.terpieces ot 
trageq can condemn the tragic usage ot what 1s unc08o. or un-
usual; but he perceiyes that Sophocles aM Shakespeare. eaoh after 
hi. k1nd. concluded all under lawl the sorrows of Oed1P1s and ot 
lAar bear witMss to something ItOre lasting, al'd aore universal. 
than thea .. lfts. It is the peculiar note or aark of' Michael Fleld, 
that bel' tragedies haTe a protound spirit ot this sort, yet a 
spin t Te17 peculiar to theJasel ves. In aU her plq. there is an 
41 Honoria 11\ AttUa. .Mz Att1la t is called a "New Woman ot the Fifth 
Centur,y," and in A OliOe.Uon ot iieDi0Ke Fina describes a typical _rried 
woman .1n this tasMon, 'SWil8d 01\ mrth. by my husband. on the south by 
JJtT children, on the east by JJI3' cooking r&ftge, o. the west by f'IIT religion. It p.l. 
42 The on17 plaT in which this theme 1s do1l1na.t is The World at Auction. 
Didius Juli&llU. sq., "1.oTe17 things I Are ude tor theil-OWn aYene, 
and these (the wries ot art he has collected) I Are gods in exile, tor this 
narrow bouse I Se .. s a mere prison," p. 9. 
43 L1.one1 Jobson, p. 397. 
appeal to man's ruling passions and to his dominant ideas, but to 
passions and to ideas of one special kind. The appeal is always made 
to those human instincts, which are traditional, or inherited, or 
innate, not to passions from without, creatures of circUJIstance, or 
of chance. '!'he mothel.-hood of earth, with i t.s deep and personal 
appeal; the claims of patriotism. with its holiness and it. com.-
manding sanction; the necessities of a man's nature struggling to 
work out its dest~ in fulfillment of inherited desiresl all 
passions, instincts, and ideas which come from sources far off in 
the past histor;y of a man, a race, a country, or which come fl'OlJ1 
sources deeply rooted in one human soule these are the materials 
of Michael Field.44 
And, perhaps, it might he added, the poets' claim to recognition and 
eltteem. 
44 Ibid.. pp. 396 - :397. 
-
CHAPTER VI 
"There is a book to be writtt'ln on the cownonplaces of any grElat 
dramatic period, t.hfJ handli'tlg or Fs.te or Death, the recurrence of m.ood, tone. 
situation. He should see then just hOl<T little each poet hadte do; only 
so muoh AS would make a play his. only what 'WaS f::llSsential to make it differ-
ent fl"om anyone elae'~. ,,1 Although '1'. S. 1:-:liot t s initiAl phrase, "great 
dramattc period, It has very litUe relevance to the "temper of the tuuus" of 
the Victorian period in which Michael Field wrote, his critical commentary, 
which em.phasizes the artistry required of every writer to sufficiently 
individuate his work, "to make it diff~rent from anyone else's, It applies 
to any age and includes lIdnor as well as major writers. The statement 
applies, moreover, to the work in the final form designated by the poet. 
In the case of Michael Field, the form is the result of collaboration. 
Therefore, the individuating style of the poet. MUst be considered from two 
points of view; namely, the result of the collaborative effort and. if 
possible, the distinctive contribution of each poet. 
Because language may be defined as representation through thought and 
sound. a poet's use of language is the dist.inctive expression of the writer •• 
his style. Language is also the chief mes.ns for the droaatic representation 
1 Eliot, The Sacred Wood, p. 64. 
- -
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of surfering (.xc1uding the variable capabiliti •• of actors t.hell8elve.), 
'ftle .kUlf'ul drauU.t i. able to wild hi. emotional effects by" means of 
1mage17, descripUv. diction, p1'Osodic Variation, and iroJV" of statement 
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or context. In the •• four definite .xpre.sions of 1aDlUg., theretore. the 
.valuation ot the deteots and lJa1tations a. wen a. the cU..t1nctive and 
lauuble charact.ri.tics of a cb-autic po.t's .'t)r1. il ud. po •• ible. 
"Th. gift tor Mtaphor." sq. Aristotl., "11 the greate.t ot all. This 
alone cannot 'be taught, bu.t i. a _ric ot :natural genius, tor it lIIplie. 
an inborn .ye tor m.ne ••••• •2 A _tunl propen.it,. tor .etaphorical 
expres.10n 1. ..81l7 detected in the work ot Kioha.l Fi.ld. In tact. 
renewing the poets' vorie, Arthur S1JllOns Iqs. "'there 1s in th.ir ver.e 
too caretUl a search atter .etaphor and elaborate spe.ch.·3 In the ear17 
plqs, parUcular17. the illage. tend to be .tudied and, at. tia •• , highl7 con-
triv.d. It is not un11ke17 to .te both blage. of extraordinary perception 
and .trained. forced .1aU.es in the .... p1a,.. The following example. will 
.erYe a. 1l1ustration.1 
2 
A Yict1a a.q be pal.ive al • she.p, 
Ba-Jld.nded, or he' U irritate. (Callirrhoe, p. 87) 
Let the whole city be one bouse ot death. 
'the gate. its thre.hold. and haanit7 
Its single corpse. (Cal1irrhoio, p. 32) 
Poetics, XXII. 9. 
3 Arthur s,mona, "Michael Field," Forwa LXIX (June, 1923), 1587. 
When the former example is com.pared with the perceptive description of the 
D1o~sian priest's curse on the city of Calydon, it is obviously inferior 
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in 1m.aginative quality as well as in statement. The same play also contains 
the following notable s1m.1le which compares the unresponsive. insensitive 
soul to lumber which cannot be ignitedl 
As unseasoned wood 
That smokes and will not ldndle is flung by 
For any- refuse :pul'pOSEl, while the train 
Of torchlight sinuous winds among the hills, 
A starr:y serpent, so art thou cast out, 
An apathetic slave of cODDllonplace, 
Sluggish and irreceptive of true life, 
Frolll all high cOlllpany ofheaveru.y things. 
(Callirrho~, pp. 27 - 28) 
The same uneven quality is found in the texture of the later plays as 
well as in the earlier work. It is frequently difficult to understand how 
an image of Ws inferior quality -
There is a glorious Betterness at work 
Amid the highways and the solitudes. (l!! lh!. !!!!! S?!~, p.l 
can be followed almost immediately by the more felicitous expression ... -
I came as tho sa 
Great nobles of the East, and aU rq service 
Is adoration. (In the Name of Time, p. 3) 
----........-.. ............. _-
in which Michael Field captures in a precise statement the mood and en-
thusiasm of the hero Carloman. The poets' tendency is toward vividness and 
vigor in metaphoric speech, and this tendency never wavers. In the later 
plays it is expressed with greater simpliCity and restraint and, consequently. 
more al"t1stl"7 than the extravagances of the early plays demonstrate. The 
following image from Call1rrhoe, "Counsel is hydra-headed, ttis authority 
alone hath unity of brainpower," (p .. 47), is decidedly contrived and 
awkward when compared to the simple image of ennui found in !!m! .;;.;,Ru1.;;;;;.;;;;;M;;;,: 
I cl11llb 
Wave after crested wave -- all that is left 
Is weariness of storm. (!E!!! Ruina. p. 21) 
or compared to the subUe distinction in the modes of love expressed 1n 
this saile: 
But the joy 
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Is mine of li vinl to you as the grape 
Lives to the sun. not to the gatherer. (The Race of Leaves, 
--- p.59) 
In general, the variation in the quality of the images is suffiCiently marked 
to be considered characteristic of Michael F1eld' s style; however, desp1 te 
this llm1 tat1on, development and progression in metaphoric speech are con-
tinually manifested in the poets' work. 
The early plays abound in personifications of abstract terms; namely. 
"I'll marry Seclus10n for the sake of getting famous proge1"O" - Meditation --
Peace," ([W: .... Ro;;;,;;MlIU=_nd=. p. 142). and: 
Not yet have TiDle and C1l'CWIlstance 
Engendered their love-child Occasion. (!!k Rosamund, p. 173) 
However, when Beauty is personified 1n the later play Deirdre. 
Beauty shall not leave us while we are I 
Its fiery being owns us, and our ashes 
Fall gray when 1 t departs, (Deirdre, p. 6), 
the development 1n imagery becomes increasingly eVident and the interest and 
care which the poets devoted to imagery becomes apparent. 
Although the range of plays offers 1nnumerable examples of isolated 
images, of greater importance, in the light of the number of plays written 
by Michael Field. 1s the persistent recurrence of certain images which become 
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part of a symbolic pattern.4 Symbols may be considered simply as tradi-
tional metaphors used with speeial emphasise Once the dominance of a metaphor 
is established, the reasons whieh prompted the emphasiB becom.e worthy of 
investigation. 
Throughout. t.he poetic plays of Michael Field. four dominant symbols 
recur. They are the forest, water, jewels. and the rose. In addition to 
these major symbols, figures from olass1cal mythology are adapted to the 
charaoters of specifie plays in order to extend the intended symbolic 
Meaning. For example, the story of Endymion and Dian is not merely an 
analogy in the play Diane. but the myth is a representation which. 1n turn, 
becomes a presentation in the specified context. 
The forest is a symbolic image. uni'versa.l. and common to man. Therefore 
1 t is not unusual. that this primeval setUng dominates fourteen of Michael 
Field's plays as a major symbol. The forest encourages a halcyon existence 
because it.s location is isolated from the pedestrian world of men. The 
forest is the setting for love and for lovers ... - the reveling Maenads in 
Callirrhoe. Henry and his mistress in Fair Rosamund. The forest glade of 
~......--.....-
Morois is the brief sojourn of Tristan and Ieeult itl !he Trageciz ~ Pardon. 
Henry II and Diane de Poytiers hunt and escape the monototJ;Y of their lives 
at court in the forest surrounding tes Toure11es. The meaning of both 
4 "In literary theory. how does 'symboUc' differ from timage' and 
metaphor'" Primarily in the recurrence and persistence of the 'symbol.' 
An 'image' lI1&Y be invoked once as a metaphor. bu.t if it persistently recurs. 
both as presentation and representation, it becomes a 8JMbol. maY' even be-
come part ot a symbolic (or mythic) system. tt Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, 
lheorx !1! Literature (New York. 1942). p. 19:3. 
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The Cup !! Water and Noontide Branches is greatly enhanced by' the developed 
s;ymbolism ot the forest in each play. In ll!! CUp !! Water, which is the story 
of an innocent woodland girl's 10Te for the King, the forest assumes some 
of the attributes ot Eden. In Noontide Branche., the wooded land echoes with 
the sounds ot :nymphs and satyrs. In this play. the forest imparts her 
secrets to those who have the sensitivity to listen to and to love the 
hidden essences ot things. It is in the pla1 ..!!!!! Ruina, however, that the 
Eden Dletaphor is actual.l7 fol'lllUlated and expressed. Defending his love 
for Anna against the negative pronouncement of the Church, Raoul cheoses 
Anna and, in consequence, excOlllll11Ul1cation. Iisdne her before the Bishop, 
Raoul sqs: BIt is thus that lovers loTe, I And in the woods is Eden, n 
(Am!! Ruin&, p. ,8). Indeed the forest is the only place the love of Anna 
and Raoul can exist. In the forest of Seills the oppression of court life 
is temporarUy lightened. The queen and her 10Ter can walk "under the 
cracking elms" without intrusion from the outside world. Anna says. 
And. Raoul says I 
I have never loved 
Save in the woods of SenUs 1 all I know 
Of 10Te is breathing it. (.Am! Ruina, p. 26) 
I think this forest is a labyrinth 
With lOu for center. I have tried all paths, 
And all conduct me here. (.&m! .-Ru;;;;;;i ... n&;;;;.. p. 19) 
Even death does not dispel the necessity of the forest as a trysting place 
for the lovers. Anna and Raoul agree to meet in the Russian forest after 
deathl 
In the forest 
Of the black firs and snow. There v111 be freedom 
And sUence there. Anna Ru1na 
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This fondness for an ideal1zed state under the guise of Eden is not original 
with Michael Field. Nor is the association of the 1s01at1on and privacy 
of the woods with the exclusive nature of love a striking observation. 
The notion of an area without bounds, of a silence unbroken by the ordinary 
real1ties of life, and of a natural seclusion. seems to necess1tate the 
symbolic pattern. however. The setting of the forest is as essential to 
romantic love as water i8 to life. 
Water is one of the basic elements. and it both destroys and nurtures 
life. It alleviates manta ph7sical thiHt. and its power and form appeal 
to man's inner search for the beaut1fu1. In Noontide Branches. the water 
of the river i8 the natural beundar.Y separating the ohapel am manor of 
Geniter from the woods of the satyrs and l'Q'mPhs. Speaking to Gen1ter of 
the freedOl1l of her lire, the D1IlPh lqsithoe say.:: 
I have followed. TOU' own iris-river 
Where ita earliest reect-beds quiver, 
rlould you luarn to meditate. 
You must be content to walt 
Empty-hearted on a great, vague shore. 
(Noontide Branches, p. 17) 
In effect, the "1r1s-riverft separates two worlds, the world of imagination 
and beauty and the mu.nda:rte world of eve1")'dq cares and strife. It is with 
reluctance that Geniter and bel" k.ftight row back to that world. The river 
also 1a the bouncla17 between. two different kinds of love, !!:2! and Agap!. 
The love experience of the forest 1s linked with passion and. death. While 
across the river, love is sacramentallzed by the presence of the priest in 
the chapel. At the end of the plq, the lovers JJlUat cross the river. journey 
from love into Love. 
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In bot.h peirdre and the "'l'ristanlf plays there are joumeys over water. 
In both legends, the wawr is a boundary" between the native land of the 
lovers and the land to which they journey. SaUing to the ~ng Tristan in 
Bri ttan;r. I.eul t say •• 
I tound ~self a captive, 
Snared on the sea and destined 
Then for King Mark, as now for Tristan -- dest1nedl 
(Tristan.!!!. .::;;L80;;,,;.;;:;:l'lO,;.;;i=8. p. 108) 
The sea also becomes a symbol ot destin7. Delrdre and Nalsi journey away 
from Ireland, the jealouq of Conchobar, and the prophecy of doom. At 
Naisl t 8 insistence, they Nturn over the sea from Alba to Ireland. The 
sea becomes the link with destiny because the decision to return proves tatal 
to the lovers. The sea also symboUzes destiny for Tristan and IsSi'ut.. 
It 1s on the voyage to Cornwall that the lovers drink the oup ot wine which 
pledges the to each other for lite. Love. which is UJI&l.terab17 their 
dest1n;y, is linked. with the sea. 
Water symboli_ receives its fullest expression in the play .!b! Cup 
.2! Water. The _tel' from t.he woodland hl-ook is love. and to drink deep 
draughts of it is to penet.rate the depths of human existence. Almund. the 
young king who has reoei Ted a cup of water from Cara. describes the 
experience. 
To be beloved 
Eren froa the ver:r fountain of the heart, 
To touch the welJ.,..head of a maiden-passion, 
The bright spring £3:'011 the rock, in the cool draught 
To feel the virgin, solitary ;rears, 
A:nd win access to the deep !low and current 
or the dark watel'-bed amollg the hUls. --
It i8 a m1racle one fears to greet. (ll!! CUp !! Water, p. 124) 
16) 
As natural as thirst for sprirlg water, is the desire for love. When thirst 
is not satisfiea.. disaster and death occurs. It 1s evident, therefore, 
that 1n the plaY's of Michael Field water, which symboUzes lite. by ex,-
tension also symbolizes love or becoaes a boWldary separating a ille of 
love from some other existence. 
Jewels have long IY1IboUzed walth and beauty. Unllke the flower, 
whioh 1s directly linked with .. tuN, g_s U'$ cultivated and refined. 
They are the product.s of unt a art as wll as nature's resources. For 
th1s "ailon a wc;maan adorned wit.ll Jewels significantly enhances her own 
appearance and also reflects the este. 1n which she 1s held. Opulent 
and colorful, j~l 1mages appear 1n the plays of Michael Field. The poets 
favor, partieul.arly, the aaeth7st and. the pttul. In the "period play" 
Borsia, Pope Alexander VI preaeuts pearls to his daughter Luorezia; 
J.1T pearls. -
You watch the through rq fingel'S ... lucent lumps; 
This pear-shaped owle heavy with its lightl 
The pearls and pearlets dropping 
With patters loud and soft together -- listen t 
My daught'lr wUl have 1101"e and lovelier pUJ:"ls 
Than &JV" woman in the greedy world. 5 
Pearls, together with diB.1londs, help to create the splendor of Renaissance 
wealth 1n the plq. In.D:!! Worlrd ~ Auction the wealth of the Roman senator 
Did1us Jul1anus, who 'buTs the Roun rule with his gold, is further demon-
strated in the jewel 1magery. When the torces opposing him gather momentum, 
his treasurer gathers the jewels together saying, "We must wait on fortune' / 
Gems are tor flight," (lh! World !l ~uoUon, p. 95). In Que,p Mar1am.ne. the 
.5 Michael Field, ~m1a (london, 19(5), p. J. 
wealth of Herod is symbolized in the ropes of pearls and amethysts which 
enhance the natural beauty of Mar:1amne. In the same play Cleopatra's 
wealth is also depicted in terms of precious stones which she compares 
to flowers. She :refers to her %'Ubies as ttred roses" and her pearls as 
"lilies in this basket." 
Jewels also qmbolize a bond of love bet~n lovers. The jasper ring 
/ given to Tristan b7 Iseult in Tristan s! Leonois convinces Iseult of the 
validity of the dy1ng Tristan's message. After the courtesan Stephania 
has avenged the murder of her husband by effecting the death of Otho III, 
she removes the rich clothing and. jewels given to her by othe and dressed 
in a shroud, she places Crescentius' marriage ring on her finger O1\oe 
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more. Jewels are another aanif'estation of the qualities of love: lWIlely. 
its preeiou.sness aDd beauty. However. jewels are external. and the romantic 
nature of love developed by Miohael Field sought an extension of meaning 
in an organ1e symbol 1 ll81Ilely. the rose. 
Appearing in the IllAjonty of the pia,.s, the rose symbolizes the fullest 
development of womanhood through love. In Fair Rosamund. the King refers 
to the dead maid as a "tender sweet-briar rose. • • all thy 'bal.lq leaves I 
Lte orushed against rrr:I heart," (p. 206).6 The young Princess Honoria receives 
a gUt of rons from her lover in Attila. !t Attila r and muses over th_ 
in this fashionf 
6 It is interesting to note the preaenee of rose lmagel"T in Alfred 
Lord TelU'\rson' a play Becket. King Henry repeatedly refers to Rosamund as 
"The Rosebw:l of Jri3 rose. Ii 
att. I can pluck thea. 
Can blow the Ititt buds open it I ChOC"M, . 
Azld o1"l.18h th_ 1n 1Q" tingers. V.ttua,!t AtUlaI. p. 25) 
III addition to .,.bolising 8oD.01"1a'l 1a1nent love arfair, the oMlbec! 
ro.. allO forelhadow the tragic ending ot the pl.q. In The Tr!Q.c !!rl. 
the Queen .inga a 80_ about the l ... te beau\7 aDd attraction of the 1"0" 
which the 1ncl_ent weather cazmot alter.7 .And Conehobar ret.r. to the 
7Outhf'1al Deirdre aa, ·0 1"0", uratold1n& I vhst ot aU ro •• a _ DeUdre, It 
(p. 17). The notion 'tbat ..... 1a a nower echoes tllrouahout tbe plq. 
In 9! •• M!.f!a!!!. Herod l&7a, flCh1l.dreu shoUld. 1'Uft to lreet 7ft. but a 
woaan I Should wait 'IlpOD your ooa1Dg al a flower.·8 The 1"08. SJllbo1 1_ 
7 The .ntire lmc 1_ quoted here becaUM the pl.q i., tor the ._t 
part, wcce.s1b1e. 
BAh, It it I pew _et to _. 
It .a 'bu.t u a too.. that can 
10 longer keep \he ....... that hKY .. 
AM .... n. aottg 1t.. tlutteringleaves. 
'the ,re,dlll tragranoe would unclo .. 
Th. tlc:nrer. aM. I 'bee .. a roa., 
'!'bat, UJd.Ilpeachable u.c1 tair, 
Planted an odour 1a the air. 
a. art I Ulee! JItm'. 10ft to drawl 
I UYed. lMt b7 Jq' beirlgfa law, 
Aa 1"0'.' are b7 heaven c!es1gnec! 
To bring the hoM7 to the wind. 
I toud. there is "ant. nn in Ipr1ngr 
I toUDCl the blast a 1"11'1ng tb1Dg, 
AM ret. even ruined ro ••• oan 
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No other than be sweet. to .. n." le. TrM1o!f!!2'. pp. 94 - 95. 
8 Michael FieU. gpeen MaJiane (toDdon, 19(8). p. 87. 
I 
expressed most viVidly, however, in Tr1sta.n S! Leonei.. OUtside the. old 
chapel at T1ntagel, a rose tree grows from one tomb and plU!lges :1 ts shoots 
into another tomb. In death Tr1stan and Iseult are united, and "This rose 
is swept along by the power I Of his fragrance as by a soul," (p. 81). 
A rose, which is exquisite in Une and color, is OM of the m;rsteries 
of nature. For Michael Field, ttThere is within the rose I A 1I1stery that 
I behold and weep, tJ (Noontide Branches, p. 18). That myste1'7 is the Ve1'7 
essence of womanhood. which ol'll;y love can penetrate. Involved as the poets 
are with the themes of love and its tragio eulmination in death, the use 
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of the rose symbol conveys the idea of the fierce beauty and transient 
quality of mortal love. In fact, each of the major ~ls effectively 
contributes to the total. projection of the themes intended. by Michael Field. 
The forest establishes the proper setting for love and provides seclusion for 
the lovers. Water either further isolates the lovers fl'Ol1 the :rest of the 
world or it actually nourishes love itself. Jewels make more valuable and 
desirable ~;'e b!tloved. And. in the unfolding of the rose. the nature of 
woman blossoms flower-like into the beauty ot love. 
In addition to the 1ma.ge1'7 and symbol1a of Michael Field, the quaU ty 
of the poets' desor1ptiYediction 1I\1st be considered. Again, the oharac-
teristio pattern is uneven, as the exa.mina.tion of &lV' single plq indicates. 
It would seem that no one has an abaolute right to say of ~ in an 
author'lS work, tJTh1s is wrong"l but anyone U7 question the aptness of 
expressions which spoll for him the general excellenoe of effect. 
Lionel Johnson sqa, ttlt is the prevalence or certain blemishes, as we 
think, which keeps Michael Field below the front rank in contempora17 
llteratul"Eh They indicate, not careless workmanship, but a dangerous love 
of daring phrases, a cord'usion or Elizabethan extravagance with Eliza-
bethan excellence. tt9 
The play lh! Tragic !!a illustrates the glaring flaws as well as the 
definite merits in their poetic diction. The following lines are simple 
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and. unpretentious. They exemplity what the poets can achieve when so minded. 
The widowed Mary is considering her state c 
I rallinto disuses behind me Ues 
A ghost, a din of music. and before 
An al'!Q' ot arfl1ctions with no aim 
l3ut to descend on me. ('1)e TraSlc !El. p. 124) 
tater in the play, when the arilictions foretold eulier act,uaJJ.y have 
occurred, Mary says l 
I were content 
To lie and let the wafts till over me, 
As a wrecked barque that, when the st01'll is spent, 
surters the sott mishandling of the tides. 
(The Tr!iic ~f p. 218) 
It is almost inexplicable that the writer of such strong direct poetry 
can also wr1 te the following line., which reter to Mar.y", cooking sld.lls. 
'YJhen Mary and her retinue al'2"ive at Bothwellt's castle, the Queen prepares 
the meal. The poets describe her break1ng eggs in the tollowing linesl 
And is it verUy such art 
To pass from shell to broken shell the yoke, 
Nor lIlU' the spheral u:Jl!{ in the change? 
~ }ryic ~, p. 34) 
9 
Lionel Johnson. ttPlays by' Michael Field, It !cadev. XXXVIII (August 16. 
1890 ). l64~· 
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ttSpheral yellow" is £auch'! word ohoice in this poetic context. Another i.n-
stance of an unfol>tunata phrase marring a fine poetic passage is the following 
speech of Mary stuart~ 
I do not ui"ge 
l<fy claims, a rac1&l ~rtuni t1 
LeaTes me no peaoe un~ its suit be stayed. 
Doe6 there not grow in kings a royal gift. 
Tradition of the oonscience? (The TrMie !!!7. p. 58) 
It is regrettable that the phrase Ita raeia11mportunityfl should appear. 
It is the language of aDthopolou rather than of poetry. Bothwell t S 
reference to his intended proposal. of marriage as ItThe elemental question 
to the sex" is also illustrativE! of the strdried word choice which. at 
t1mes. characterizes the diction of Miohael Field. 
Frequently Miohael Field relies on epigrammatio expressions.10 The 
qual1ty of the poets' style in this area 1tl also unprediotable. The epigrams 
are frequently stilted and contrived as the fol.low.1ng examples illustrate t 
Brevity bAt cute th$ flesh I Of our amdet1es; p:rollxity I 
Tears it. (Callil"l"hoe. p. 109) 
Courage 1s constant iMustr:r for happiness. (l!!.:Y.!! 
!!e!. !! .'A!!. p. 10) 
WOJIlen glow I Their aUQs round sovereignty. (Q!.een 
Maria.ne. p. 29) 
Coatol"t 1s never with futurity_ (!1tila.!1z Attilaf p. 15) 
People alwqs are adorable when they are detel'minM to 
be happy. (! Qu.estion 2! Memorz. p. 4:3) 
10 Although the plays of Michael Field did not attract the attention 
whioh the works ot Wilde and. his followers received, the stylistic deVices 
of the 1i1riters o.f the Nineties were clear17 .een in the poets' work. Re-
garding the use ot: the epigram. ~dd1man says, "Epigram opened a new career 
with Oscar WUde. n Bernard Mu.ddiman, The Men of the Nineties (London. 1920), 
p. 9. .......... ---- -- ---
However. at t1mes isolated epigrams are notable, and the poets t control 
of' 'WON.S is Blore than suf'ticiently evidenced, 
Lovely things are made tor their own universe. (The 
World ,!ji _Au;;.,;;c..,;;;;ti=o=n. p. 9) 
Power discarded brings a great revenge. 
Leaves, p. 18) 
A shade 1s a woman if' she may not love. 
Pard!.l'l, p. 2) 
(The Race of 
---
Eve2"7one conspires to thwart nobility', WOJHn hate it, 
and comrades hope it:uy be avoided. (A Question of' Memorz. p. 27) --
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The tendency toward terce, pointed statement is most artist.icall:r realized 
in the lines of' oertain c,moal oharaoters, whom Michael Field admirably 
creates. Two noteworthy exutples are Machaon in Callirrhoe and letbington 
in 'Q1e Tragio !s%. In these instances the sui tabill ty of dialogue and 
character encourages epigl" .... Uc t:reatment. and the qual1 ty of the diction 
1s. for the Blost part, high. In .. scene from l!! Trag10 11!tt Leth1ngton 
advises Moray, the brother or M.I.ry, in this mannert 
Show TOVself hurt, yet patient to endure 
Unjust suspicion, then abide her coming 
As confident and lowly as the just 
Await the day of judgment. Morals, Morq, 
Are your peculiar portion. (The Try!c JJ!!:z. p. 48) 
Earlier in the play, he describes the unpredictablli t7 or the Queen in these 
words I "There is 'but one thing I trust in a wun, and that is the certainty 
of' her unreason, It (p. 42). Spoken by' characters who are witty and clever, 
Michael Field's epigrams are highly errective. Contrived and frequently 
isolated in the texture of a play, the epigrams tend to illustrate the 
"extravagancies" or Michael Field's s~le. 
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The reasons for the occasional failures in verbal expression found in 
the wo1'ks of Michael Field have been considered by Lionel Johnson: 
The very faults or vices of Michael Field's manner proceed from 
a laudable impulse; every phrase must be characteristic, there 
must be no coaonplace, no sign of flagging. a.nce come certain 
violences of expression, audacities am extravagancies. Elizabethan 
in atyle, but without the juatif'ication of Elizabethan dramatists. 
They had. no traditions of Er2gl1sh traged7 behind them, tragic verse 
was new, the classics Were new, lite itself was new, and all the 
romance and adventurous spirit of the world. Their extravagance, 
whether of careful lihphuiaa or of. careless energy. was in equal 
measure an extravagance ot ignorance, of inexperience. But in 
Michael Field. there is too often a deliberate style of ingenuiv 
and force. Yet 1'10 reader, in whatever degree he felt this effect, 
could teel that it vitiated an entire play, the extravagance is 
merel:r verbal. never one of conception. It may also be. that 
this less happy style is the result of the pecull&r spirit of 
these plqs, and 1'10\ only of Elizabethan Wluence. The cU1ll.brous 
magnificenoe of Aeschylus, ridiculed by Aristophanes, came of 
his vast and lQ1Jterious conceptional the singular difficult,. of 
Sophocles came of his subtJ.e and quick conceptions. Just so may 
this occasional WeUci V of M:1.chael Field come of her love for. 
of her occupation with, tho .. pr1m1tive or radical conceptions, 
the strength ot which is expressed in struggle and in contlict. U 
Bowever, as the same critic was caref'ul to add, the pastoral and 
delicate scenes tound in the plqs have all the grace and chanl with which 
the poets' lyrical 1ugination could htbue them. The scenes of the faun 
in CaUirrhoe and of the fairies in!S!: .... Ro .... s ...... a._ ... nd= are instances of a quaint 
and pathetic beauty. The imaginative texture of the entire play!h! CuP .2! 
Wa~.r. is another example of bal.anced and hamonious l.rr1c treatment. ~ 
\, 
.!4S! Branches. a "sylvan" drama. oontains examples ot rich descriptive 
diotion. For this reason, the plq easilY' illustrates Michael Field's 
imaginative vision. The woods are described b.r two contrasting characters, 
11 Lionel Johnson, "Michael Field. ft Poets !n!! the Poem gf l!!! Centurx. 
p. 399. 
Artemis and Genifer. The goddess of the hunt sees the woods ill terms of 
motion; 
The sUver tide, fretted by summer leaves, 
~ East the woodlands, ebbing to the sea: 
But soon the J.m.1!! ourrent will return 
To the last bridge~that suoks the ocean-now; 
Soon will the morning swell to noolltIde, """SOOner 
Than ocean reach the freshets_ Time and waves 
And light are moVimt- (NoontidciB'i::anches, p. 1) 
On the other hand. the Lady Geniter describes the woods less perceptively_ 
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Because she is mortal. her awareness of the woods il hazy-, and its secret is, 
therefore. revealed in muted tones t 
Is it the deep-withdrawn 
And underswellil!& chorus or the bees. 
Absorbed in their responsetO'the appeal 
Of ill its vhi t.s and roses and ripe stains 
And tremulous shadows. petal. after petal 
ste.Iiili adown the air, that is too rich 
And forces me to tean. \ii'oitidearanohes, p. B) 
This range of descriptive power clear17 indic.tes the command Michael 
Field possesses over words and the abil1 t7 the poets have to achieve a 
simple and imaginative poetic diction. '!'hat the command was not consistent 
1s lamentable, however. the 1nconsisteM7 does not negate the abUity-_ 
In the Jddst of the crt tical controversy- regarding rhythm in 
dramatic speech12 and the artistic experimentation in dramatic 
12 4 See supra. pp. 5 - 55. 
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poetryl3 which marked the end ot the nineteenth oentur.v. Michael Field never 
ostensibly broke with the rhythmic verse ot drlil.1Utic poetry used in the past 
but employed the traditional fom ot proso~.14 Accepting the cOJl1l1on view 
that "metaphorioal diction is best suited to the iambic verse of drama for 
this is the metre closest to the prose of ordinary life, IllS the poets. tor 
the most part, used. the blank verse form.. However, the iambic pentameter ot 
Michael Field is frequently md ther iambic meter nor a pentameter line, as 
select illustrations will indicate. The following lines from the play Deirdre 
attest to the irregularity ot the metric line; 
x '.J!..' I' I I x , I ~ I I The peqII,J. ty be m.1ne, ,pon 'I1l1' head / 
t Wee I 1't: tb I rq.sW I I t.ike I tIt:b child 1 
cit so~w - 1'01"1 a, sd~J aM I her dOom! 
~ o'nl m. is luiY doom. I (Deirdre. p. 7) 
13 Referring to plays by Maeterlinck .. Df .Ann.unzio, Synge and Wilde 
[Salomi) , wcas says, -After that go back and read the blank verse of 
Tennyson's 9geen !!a or BroWlling' a ~ on the 'fl~tc.heonf they aeem 
written in butter. The thing to note about these four passagea [cited from 
the works of the above authors:J is the s1m1larityof their solutions of the 
same problem. -- how to find a ae1"1ous d.ratatic diction tree from the dead 
hand of verse, yet not too close to life foJ' art. They dirtel" ill un,. ways. 
and many other var,y1ng solutions can l'lO doubt be roUl'ld1 but these four have 
in common a certain simplicity. a patterned I"epetition of phrases to replace 
the patterned repetit:1on of metre, and a pronounced rh1thm. tt lucas, Tragedy; 
Serious _Dr:;,;::_;:;;;,;;a .!:n Relation l! Aristotle' s Poe1'4.~.!, p. 16ln. 
14 Prosody. the theo17 and principle of vers:1ficatioft, spec1f'ical.ly 
with reference to r~tbm, accent> and. stansa. naturally lends itsel.t to 
extenaive treatment.. The scope of this study. founded as it is on all the 
draatio works of Miohael Field, makes an intensive invest:1gat:1on or each 
of these vu:1ous aspect. of prosody impossible. At best, only the general 
characteristics that se. to un.U'e.t themselves in the poets' plays can 
be considered. 
1.5 Lucas. p. 148. 
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The melodic sound. 1s achieved by the repetition of the words f -take, 1 
"sorrow," and "doom." The meter varles cons1derably from the iambic meter 
'because of the poets l use of' monosyllabic words requiring equal or major 
stress. Hence ~ spoDdaic feet are in evidenoe. The ma.rked use of the 
sponda1c foot rather than the iambic foot is also seen in this example. 
t I I x ' .... Lx I_.L L II I I '.....L.J._ A7 me. the greawst 801'I"OW of all SOX'(lVW'1' t 
Iil sl~,1 tl'te Vo~tt'1t!' o1~ .. 6fl~ Il1ghtl t '-wl thi'ee bi~sl. hit~ from I • J Th~ ~htlis sips I ~,r b.6~. ahd,fl"9m usl I 
BelH ibl thiir crUJU b11lsl thi'H drOps I or blood.l 
(Delrdre. p. 31) 
The poets' verse ls, lndeed. a variable line. often changing in unit as much 
as w1ll consist with a regular form. The pause. are vocal as the death 
speech of Rothsay 1n the fourth act of the Father's Try!$[ illustrates: 
I ever thought 
Death was a shadow. - I lQ'sel.f a Death. 
I ted and. never knew 11.1 now I stane. 
Here 1s the skeleton I've seen in books t 
'Tis I - the lmarled and apty bones. Here-
Here -
The grinning dints t I thought Death a.rJ1Where 
But near IfI1' We, and it is in the plth 
And centre of tq body. Horriblet (The Father's Trasedy. p.llO) 
The blank verse line of Michael Field is characteristically a flexible, 
sinew.v. and flnenous" line. It is not EU.sabethan in either regularity or 
musical quality. Although it departs from iabic pentameter, the departure 
does not break with tradition nor 1nd1cate a distinctive mode ot expression. 
In referring to the dramatic verae of Michael Field, George Meredith says, 
·Your verse ls a'bu.sed. I should pronounce it a singularly dramatic, nervous 
line, oredibly uttered to the ear by' the speaker, as one reads. 116 
16 ric }<fa s.!E~. p. 70. 
Although the plq. are, tor the lICIt part, written 111 bl.a.Dk verse, pro •• 
passage. oocu.r as ve1l. a. gracef'u1 lJricI. The pro.e 1. sparu and,again, 
its UI. 11 trad1t1oMl.. It 1. the dialogue ot Hl'V1Ultl, peasam... and. 
usua1l7. IIiDor obaraoters. Ocoa.10raall,y 11'. 1. uMCl1n tho.e Hene. whioh 
precede o111aaoUo and highl:r aoUoMl soen.s hONer to aphasiae the 
po.trt of the latter. 0IIl¥ 0 .. did the poets wr1te an enUre p1q 1n 
prose, A henlon 9l. 1!!!17- The dia10pe was ~ entio11eel b.v WU11 .. 
Areher, who laiel. ... •• the authon haft deserted bluk v ..... ad write a 
curious short-winded pro .. , vld.ch has ...... 1'. 'Ule air of a 001'1'801'. bu.t 
rather .Wt tranalaUOJl !:ram a temp laaguage. In a4d1Ue .. the dialogue 
11 alwq. f'l.J1n& ott at. waexpeoted tarcenta. ad ~ to at.tain _btl.V b7 
..... of' 1neohel"«mOe.,,17 
W1thov.t ioubt. the lJri,C8, whioh appear 1a the plq. trom U.e to 
t1ae. cl1sp1q .. conaidert.'b1. aount of poetio grace. In 'air Ro..... the 
Woodstock uid. w.1Unc tor the t.fti.val of her 1O'VW Hemy_ sings her IODgI 
loft doth ..,.. lmow 
'Wh7 1\ 18 belOT..t. 
And to ask .... tNuolU 
Let. t.he _lid .... Crowl 
Were 1ta ho,.. ~ 
Were 1 tn1t disproved. 
.,. co14 reuoa. 
8tW. in bam .... SOD 
love would be belOftd. (bit Io'M._ pp. 199-200) 
ADd 1n IY ftad.o !!:Y'l, the lJri,o Itl 001i1d w.l.h \0 be dead,· in \he opinion 
of' stvse Moore. "18 bard to _tah O1lts1de a tft ot Shell..,' 8 tinelt lJriCI. ,,18 
17 Archer. fh ... :tJ::loal'World' tor l!2l. p. 253. 
18 Thou_ Sturge Xoore. St;ect1gn!!:!!! l!l! Po_s s! Miouel F1eld, p. 15. 
Mal7' stuart sings the SOflg after Darnley has deserted her at Holyrood: 
I could wish to be deadl 
Too quiok with 111"e were the tears I shed .. 
Too sweet for tears 1s the 111". I led; 
And ah. too lones •• 1lf3' marriage-bedt 
I could wish to be dead. 
I could wish to be dead. 
For just a word that rings in m'1 head; 
Too dear. too dear are the words he said, 
They- must never be raebered. 
I could wish to be dead. 
I could wish to be dead. 
The wish to be loved is all mis-read, 
And to love. one learns when one 18 wed. 
Is to sutter bitter SMme, instead 
I could wish to be dead. (lh! T!:!&ic !El. pp. 100.101) 
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The songs enhance the plqs am indicate further the poetic power of Michael 
Field. Frequentl,. the songs are in r~ng oouplets and the ease and charm 
ot the poets· 4rr1c expression is evidenced. In the "Faun song" f'rolrl 
gallinhoe. Michael Field delicately states the tragic th .. ot the play. 
In this song, the tragic el_crmt of Ut. is seen as 111".'. inescapable sha-
dow fl"Oll which the faun 1s tr;ying to enapea 
I dance and dance' Aaother taun, 
A black OM, dances on the lawn. 
He BlOve. nth me. and when I Utt 
"tv heels his feet d1~t.'1.7 shif't. 
I can't outda.nee b1m though I tr;ys 
He dances nimbl ..... r than I. 
I toss 1lf3' head, and so does he, 
What tricks he da1"8s to plq on .e t 
I touch the i VT in rq- hair, 
Ivy he has and finger th.re. 
The sp1 tetul thing to BlOck me '0 I 
I w1l1 outdance himf Ho. hot hoI (Callirrhoi, p. 105) 
There is no evidence ot striking lnnova:t.ion 1n the prosodT of Michael 
Field. but there 1. considerable evidence of skill and. occa.io~ flash.s 
of poetic genius. Although the qual1t.y ot the v.rse is uneven. and £r4!lluently 
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wi thin the context of a single play the poetic line is both striking. and 
awkward, it must be concluded that the poets strove always for a unique 
poetic expression. Meredith aftUms this observation in a letter to Michael 
Field. ·Your noble stand for pure poetic literature wUl have its reward, 
'bu.t evidelttl.y you will have to wait. It onJ..7 for the beauty of the verse, 
dramatic and lyric, it should meet with cordial greeting, and even that, 
as far as I can see, is unrecognized. Nevertheless, though you are sensitive, 
you have courage; susta1nment as "ell in the perpetual springs of verse 
within you. ,,19 
A1 though the prosodic power of Michael Field was not f'u11y recognized, 
the ironic intention expressed by the poets was peron Ved by all "ho knew 
their plays. Irol'J1' ot statement and, more particularly, iron,y of context, 
is an important consideration and one to which Michael Field attached great 
value. Because tragedy, 1I0re often than not, portrays the persistent dim.-
ension of 1ro~ in human aspiration and destruction, the tragedies troll 
Callirrhoe (1884) to 18.!h! .!e! g!.ll!! (1919) contain this literary device 
in val71ng degrees of stress and presentation. However, in the range of 
plays, sOlIe tragedies are obviously more illustrative of specific ironic 
intent than others are. 
In The Father's TrH!9l. the King decides to release his son David, whom 
he has imprisoned in Falkland Castle, at the sue 1I0ment in which his son 
starves to death there. A poignant sQ.se of tragedy arises out of the 
19 Works!!!!! 15!!, p. 109. 
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father's ill-timed forgiveness. Ironically, the realization of the treachery 
of his nobles and the realization of his own injustice to his favorite son 
come too late to save what he treasured most on earth. The irony is inten-
sified when it becomes evident that the death of the son literally annihilates 
the father. "When parents err I Nothing avaUsl there 1s no comforter, 11 
(The Father's Trye$l. p • .5). 
Brutus Ul~r projects a closely-knit pattern of ironies. Tarquin's rape 
of Lucretia parallels the besieging of the town of Ardea and its eventual 
conquest. Ironically the town's conquest secured the young Prince's rule 
of Rome, Whereas the rape of Lucretia became the cause of his expulsion from 
Rome and his eventual military downfall. It is in terms of the protagonist 
Brutus, however. that the central irony occurs. Endeavoring to fulfill the 
Delphic prophecy, ttWho kisses his mother shall be king, ff (.!m!.~ Ultor, p. 1), 
Brutus kisses his mother, the earth. Interpreting the oracular pronouncement 
in this manner, Brutus hopes to achieve the rule of Rome. ~en he finally 
accomplishes his goal, his reign is filled with discord, and it brings des-
truction to his home and fa.mily. As he is dying on the battlefield. the 
sum ving Aruns cODmlents: 
He lies with lips to earth, as when I turned 
And looked on him at Delphi. Thou didst well. 
Thou som .... till. Lord of RoBle, to kiss the ground 
Back to thy Blother's arms! (Bru.tus Ultor. p. 74) 
His fidelity to the maternal earth forces him literally to deprive his wife 
Publia of her :Illatern! ty. He commands the death of his sons because they have 
plotted against his rule. v.lhen Bl"Utus finds his half-crazed wife dead. he is 
finally convinced of the hopelessness of his position. 
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Shall 1 hope 
To found a state upon a r:ifled home. 
A xmtrdered matron, a polluted. house? (~:t:',lt.Y£ TJl'tor. p. 70) 
The words of the first aot, "May the gods / Look kindly on our household 
peace, tt (Brutus Ultoz:. p. l4). echo 1:ronical.ly in the silence of disaster. 
Many of Mioha$l Field's plays oontain a love - hate antithesis; Queen 
Mariamne starkly illustrates the basio iro~ involved in this emotional 
duality. Herod establishes the fact of his overwhelming passion for Mal"iAmne 
at the begir.mng of the play by saying, "1 love her / The way I hate a toe 
I cannot strike, tf (Queen Mal"iume, p. 2). Mariam.ne rejects both Herod and. 
his love and oontinues to regard him as the murderer of her grardf.a.ther and 
her brother. Even Cleopatra reminds Herod of Marlamne's hatred. for him when 
she attempts to detain the King of Judea in Egypt. Slowly. in the course of 
the play's action, Herod's passion for Ma.:r1mme wins her love in response. 
However, it is a love which is inextncably linked with death. Before 
starting a dangerous exped1 tion. Herod twice g1 Yes a secret command to kill 
Manume instantly in the event of his death. Finally t caught in a web of 
treachery WOTen by his mother and sister, Herod is pft'su&ded to sentence 
Mariame to death for a suspected plot to poison him. Herod, therefore, 
kills the person whom he lOTes most, and his 'Victim's newly-won love becomes 
the all.-consuming hat.e which 1s Gpressed. in Mariane' I cont~tuoul sUence 
in death. 
-tulia Dolll'lS., the third play of the Roman trilogy, also reyeds a striking 
e:x:ample of irony. In an effort to retain the affection of both her sons. 
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Julia Domna., the mother of the co-emperors of Home, unwittingly precipitates 
the fratricide which concludes the play- Unable to bear the division of 
power which would establish one son supreme at Antioch and the other son 
supreme at Rome, the mother persuades her quarreling sons to rule together 
at Rome. Caracalla voices the futility of the proposed arrangement. when 
he says: 
If we oppose the unendurable 
With that which oannot be endured, the gods 
MUst hide their ~es.20 
At last, driven by' jealousy to d.esperate action, Caracalla. murders Geta. 
After this outrage against the gods and nature. he realises the fact that 
death. ironically. invests his %'ival with additional powe%' over Julia Domna's 
affections and that he ls, ln effect, further from his goal. 
It is in the play, ,AttUa. !!l AttUat. however, that Michael Field 
intentionally specifies ironic intent. In the "Preface lf the poets state. 
Little Honoria, whose 1ielding 'to the impulse of nature' Gibbon 
chronicles with such aym~thy - .. sympathy pregnant with the 
feeling of our age that was to follow .... sought to give freedom. 
to her womanhood by unwom.anl.7 audacities; and although the 
importunate desire to be herself was fair and natural, its per-
version was %'evenged~the 'bfight with which nature curses. To 
be vi tall)" stirred, yet go b1indl)" on the wa)" of death; to be 
urged by nature, and yet outrage her through very obedience is a 
tragedy of tragedies, and one not remote, for Honoria is the 
!!! WOIW\ of the f11'th century, and to any who shall read he%' 
story in these pages the author sa7s, as clearly as a certain 
Prologue when it declared -
'This man with lantern, dog, and bush of thorn. 
Presenteth Mooushine.' 
that this play presents Irony. (Attila, KY Attilit, Preface) 
20 Michael Field, Julia Demna (London, 1903), p. 16. 
-
In her intense longing for love and motherhood, the Princess Honoria 
dreams of the day when a "might.y oonqueror I Should take me captive," 
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(p. 2:;). For political !'easons, her early' marriage to the Chamberlain 
IW.gen1us is dissolved. Living in forced. seclusion, Honoria hopes tor de-
liverance by Attlla. She fi~ seizes an opportunity to send a ring and a 
message to the leader of the Huns by whioh she offers herself and her king-
dom to him.. The master stroke of irony 121 cont.ained in the conclusion of 
the play when the news of AttUa.t: .. lIU.rd.er is brought to Ravenna. Deliberate-
ly ignoring Honoria's pledge and rinc:. Attila torces his captive bride ntico 
to his tent. The next morning his soldiers find him murdered t 
The bride was seated, 
v1h1te. with malicious and abandoned eyes, 
NUrsing a laugh, her veil wrung round her chin. 
And Attlla lay prostrate in a mass 
Of frozen blood. (Attlla. Ml AttUaf. p. 106) 
Honoria's rul1zation of Attila's sensual nature. stripped of all the 
romantio qualities with which she had inVested it. oompletely shatters 
the Roman princess. Honoria, like her seeming-rival ndico, goes mad at 
the end ot the play. 21 
21 The following quotation taken trom a letter to Michael Field trom 
George Meredith in 189.5 interjects an interesting note into the discussion 
of irony. "Bear with me, I have little praise for the line or the charac-
ter of your AttUa. If;YOu had irony in aim you should not have made drama. 
You could of course produce keenest irony through clashes ot your personae. 
But poor Honoria 1s hardly a nbject tor it. Perhaps you meant the re-
flecting of grim light on the se~mania current. That would be satire, 
quite enough to kill your poetry. • •• It sees to me that your present 
failure comes of the design to do too much. Your naturally splendid drama .... 
tie line sinks broken under the burden of satire and stage constrictions. ft 
"lorks !!!! Da;y:s, p. 90. 
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The exaple. ot iJ'OlIY tound 1ft the play. ot Miohael Field. are DlUl.t1ple. 
Iro~ of context, howev.r. ..ore tzoequentl.y- prevaU. than i.l'O~ of stateent. 
In certain instance •• verbal iroD¥ i. combined with situatiol1ll irol'O'". and 
the entire play. depend.ent on sharp reversal, progre •• es to its tragic 
conclusion. In the play The C1m 2! Water, the ICing, referring to his wit.'. 
UDderstand1ng of' hi. great. aM suppre.sed. love for Cara, sq. to th. wood.-
land girl, Itlta tr ••• It To which Can. quickly answers. "Ar.d I am lhlbert'. 
wit •• 1*22 Beoau.. the King honor«1 hi. tl"Oth to M1ll1cent, hi. wite, he 
initially- premia •• Can to Hubert. At the eDd of the plq Clll'a, i1"Onical.l1'. 
i. more couc1w. of honor than the ling. 
In 80lIle pla7. the ll'Onic develop!lent. or the plot is a •• rl.s or m1nor 
reversals. The plq 11 the l!!!! !£ l!:!!. whioh 1s based on CarlOlW'lt. 
remmciation of his ld»g_ and \be world tor the aonastie lite, Ulu.trate. 
a C~ UDtolding or iroJq'. A~ the begiN'd.ng ot the pl.q Carloun re-
nounce. his birthright t.o the Fru1d.h J'Ql.e in raTor of his brother Pepin, 
whoa he contrasts w:l:\h hiIIsell in thi. sta.ant I 
He 18 short-.ighted. politic, 
Ext.emal 1n hi. bent.. I lead the charge 
In 'battle, I tore.ee the cOllbiJlatioll8 
or foreign to"e.. <1! l!!! m .... .!! 1.1-. p. 11) 
In effect, it is Carloun who CODtd.8tent.4t displays a lack of vi.1on 1n the 
plq. ne inc\u.-s papal d.1sapproval. and eventual excoam.m1cat1on by leaVing 
the monaster,y w1tbout permi •• ion. Hi. idealized. ooncept of rel1g1ous life, 
expressed ea1'17 in the pla, -
22 See !\tpn, p. 92. 
I will make escape 
At once. in silence, without tiling leave: 
My joy is in the consciousness that T.:tme 
will newr draw me back to any wish 
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To s:ff3 fondness I am flinging off. (1n.Th! l!!!! .2f.ll!!. p. U) 
changes, and when the Pope sentenoes Carloman to prison at Vienna. the 
former monk can on.ly say. 
I have no God 
To curse you with. I carlnot do you ham. 
I have no God. no friend, no glowing hate I 
You all will pass before me in procession 
Day after day as shadows. (l!! lh! N.-e 2! ll!!. p. 82) 
He refuses to repent and dies praising not the eternal joys of a life 
of sacr1tice but the simple joys of mortal ill. -- 'Wine, fellowship, and 
love. Carloman's foresight regarding alliances fails to penetrate the 
Papal designs regarding France. He, rather than his brother, is "short-
sighted. U In his desire tor contemplation and the seclusion of .o •• tic 
ille, he abandons his 'Wife, who turns to a life of adultery; and he deserts 
his infant son. In addition, his q,uest fOJ" immortality in time, ironically, 
beco.es a meaningless pu.rw1 t because tim. and the world are seen by him 
as the highest values at the playt s conclusion: 
• • • I for IO'seU 
Drink deep to life here in my prison cell 
Fellowship, pleasu.:re, 
Th.eso are the tl"easure --
So, I beliEWe, so, in the name of Time. (In!h! lLrol!~ 2!~. p. 93) 
Whether a sharp single reversal produc@s il'OtlY or a series of le8ser 
occurrences e<ll.1dnates in a.n ironic tone, Miohael Fiald 1'6ilised the necessity 
ot the literary technique for the effectiveness of tragic drama. For the 
entire period. of their dramatic writing the poets consistently strove for 
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greater facility in refining this device. In fact, the entire play-making 
career of Michael Field is a record of constant endeavor to perfect dramatic 
expression. Whether this is evident in terms of greater power in imagery-. 
precise diction, facility in prosody or ironic development. is not as sig-
nificant as the fact that there is a definite progression in the poets' style. 
In his final evaluation of Michael Field, Arthur Symons says, "Now. 
what shall be said in favor of the Michael Fields? Strongly gifted, had 
they the creative power of the born Dramatist? Had they any individual 
genius, arq startling originality? Are their characters in any sense vitally 
alive? It seems to me certain that the younger one who wrote .Ih! Father's 
Trage~3 assuredly had touches or flashes of genius. • •• The curious 
thing is that two women of such different temperaments could have done such 
an immense Gount of work; that they were always themselves -- self .. c\)ntained; 
and that only one of them. the younger, could weave spider's webs in some 
Ariadne's loom, colored and fragile. fragrant and scented. 1I24 In this con-
text the questions posed by Arthur Symons and the conclusions reached b.Y him 
are germane and lead to a further important consideration regarding the poets' 
style -- collaboration. 
Collaboration in the drama is not new or original with Michael Field. 
23 Edith Cooper, herself, substantiated this fact in a letter to Robert 
Browning which she wrote on June 7, 1885. "Th. Father's Tragedy is all 
my own with the exception of Emmelino's song:n- Works ~ DaiS, p. 8. 
24 Symons, "Michael Field," Forum LXIX (June, 1923), 1588 .. 1591. 
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In faot, that literary genre has frequently attracted dual authorship.25 
A lifetime of close and consistently combined literary effort, however, is 
an uncommon occurrenoe. The close association of Katherine Bradle,y and 
Edith Cooper, resulting from established family ties and a similar love and 
dedication to art, is more than a partnersbip in writing; it is a way of 
life. In the words of Spinosa, which Katherine Bradley felt obliged to 
quote, the poets found a philosophical basis for their collaboration. Writing 
to Browning, she said, "Spinosa with his fine grasp of unity sayst t If two 
indiViduals of exactly the same nature are joined together, they make up a 
single individual, doubly stronger than each alone, ti.e., Edith and I make a 
veritable M1chael. n26 
Tho reasons for collaboration grew ont of s1m1lar interests. Edith 
write~, "She [J<:atherini] has lived with me, taught me, encouraged me and 
joined me to her poetic life. ,,27 Dlt more import4nt. the collaboration grew 
out of common goals, nIt is not in our power or desire to treat irreverently 
customs or beliefs that have been, or are, sao red to men. We hold our-
selves bou.Y\d in life and in literature to reveal -- as far as may be .- the 
beauty of the high feminine standard. lh! ought ~ !?!. ,,28 
25 See the "Art and Mystery in Collaboration" in Matthews, !h! Historical 
Novel ~ Other Essays, pp. 301 - 310. 
26 ~ .!!!! 12!l!, p. 6. 
27 ~ •• p. 2. 
28 ~., p. 7. 
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The general manner of collaboration was revealed by Edith, tfMy Aunt 
and I work together after the fashion of Beaumont and Fletcher. • • • 
Some of the scenes of our play are 11ke mosaic-work .- the mingled. various 
product of our two brains. • •• I think if our contributions were disen-
tangled and one subtracted from the other, the amount would be almost 
even. n29 The poets were convinced that each one made a unique and necessary 
contribution to their joint literary endeavor.'O and the,r struggled to main-
tain the secrecy of authorship. 
Occasionally light is thrown on each poet's contribution. Based on 
limited evidenoe. some inSight into the collaborative effort is possible. 
Writing to Browning about the play ~allil"!"hoe. Edith states, "The Faun scene 
is mine. • •• mutbion [! oharacter] is also almost wholly mine and much 
of Margery [a charaoter from Fair RoSU1U~ ,,'1 .And, of oourse, !h! Father' a 
Tragedz is, for the most part, the work of Ed1th.<)2 Of' the later plays, all 
is aUence. If the contributions of each poet are differentiated. Ed.ith 
29 ~.t pp. 2 and 3. 
30 The individual poetic contribution of eaoh poet is iuginatively 
expressed in Michael Field's lyrio. 1tStream and Pool." 
"Mine is the eddying foam and the broken current. 
Thine the seren .... flowing tide, the unshattered rhythm; 
Light touches :me on the surface with glints of sunshine, 
Dives in tb1 bosom, disclosing a mystio river; 
Ruining, the wind takes the orest of' rq waves resurgent. 
Stretohes his pinions at poise on tb1 even ripples, 
'What is my song but the tumult of' eWing foroe, 
What is th1 silenoe, Beloved, but enchanted musio?" Selection 
.!!:2! .!:!!! Poems .2f Michael Field, p. 20. 
31 Works ~ .±Lays, p. ,. 
32 See su'Pra. n .. 18? ?~n 
Cooper. generally, is credited with the delicate lyric strain in the work. 
According to Symons, there is little doubt that the younger poet is the 
superior talent in the collaboration. 
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The collaborative effort itself illustrates a lengthy fellowship matched 
only by the Goncourts and Erckmann-Chatrian.That the poets could create 
poetry and express their ideas in a union which lasted for thirty years is 
indicative of both an extraordinary dedication to literature and a seemingly 
identical perception of life. 
In the final analysis, the poets lay claim to indiViduality in two 
ways .- as poets in their own right and as "Michael Field. It On the basis 
of their flaws as well as their excellencies in style they succeed in ttmaking 
ethei!" play!] different from anyone else's. ft "At their finest there is 
in them something fierce, subtle. strange, singular -- which can become 
sinister, there is nothing in them which is primitive or elemental, nothing 
which conveys a sense of that extreme and vehement and violent passion 
without which no actual tragedy can exist. They have some sense of style, 
some individuality of their own; they have no vision of great events, no 
enthralling emotion; but, in the younger one, a rare kind of spirituality 
which can become exquisite, morbid, intense. Do not look for construction, 
nor for that , infinite variety' which only great drama must possess. ft)) 
)) Symons, p. 1.587. 
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But, in an age which did not witness the mature works of Sturge Moore and 
Yeats and in an age which did not follow the innovations in speech effectively 
used by Synge and Maeterlinck. Michael Field was, in a private and limited 
capacitY'. an advocate of "pure poetry,," 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
As has been stated earlier in the study-,the plays of Michael Field 
balarwe precariously between the Hold drama 11 and the "new, ft Wri tlng in a 
period of transition if! the drama, the poets refleot the traditions ot the 
pe.st, and they also foreshadow some of the innovations brought to fru.1t1on 
in the twentieth century. The tenets of the :ei~p.! ~ ,alte and the English 
theatrical developaent influenced by Scribe are undeniably present in Michael 
Field's approach to plot structure. A Hellenistio spirit and a fascination 
for the legendarT and oolorful figures of history and romanoe are continually 
manifested in their choiee of subject utter. The theaes of their plays 
give evidenoe of the tensions between realism and ideali .. found in the 
Victorian period, and particularly reflect the thought of "tradition and 
change. U Finally, the poets' style reflects the tradition which produced 
Landor, Browning, Tennysen, and Swinburne, and, paradoxioally, it also gives 
evidenoe of the ferment which gave rise to the distinctive style of Synge, 
Yeats, and sturge Moore and stiJllulated the general renewal of interest in 
poetic drama. 
The oontri vances of the "well-ude playfl and certain drau.tic conventions. 
for the most part Elizabethans the disregard of time, the tacUe shifting 
from plaoe to place, the prologue. the use of disguise to originate or 
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stimulate situation, the free employment of horror as a vehicle for tragio 
effect, and the fiv .... act struoture were the inheritance of the Victorian 
poetic dramatist. And the inheritanoe proved unprofitable. The range of 
shifting forms found in the twenty.seven dramas of Michael Field indicates 
the poets' dUemma in play constru.ction. The fiv .... act play posed problems 
for the pla,-wrlghts because they frequently do not make use of their first 
aot and oooasionallJ" olutter acts four and five with anti-olimactio action. 
The fleeting nuances of m.chael FieJ.d's poetio vision and the poets' abUi ty 
to oreate a moving tragio 81 tuation are undermined in the tradi tio:nal lengthy 
struoture. In the it 'beoame increasingly ertdent to them that a shorter 
form more et'feetively wlt.ed theil' tragic plots, and some of Michael Field's 
shorter plays indicate that the poets' most effective struoturing 11.1 in 
the general mov_ent toward the "one-act" play. Unfortunately. by the time 
this fom gained popularity and acclaim. the poets' dramatic efforts were 
almost completed. Yeats played a key- role 1n experimenting with the shorter 
fom, and Synge explored the possibilit.1es of his adopted theory of "oontin-
uous action. fI Caught between convention and innovation, Miohael Field's 
struotural difficulties oould not be completely resolved. However, the 
presence of the problfl1.ll gives ful-ther evidenoe of the period of transition 
in which the poetsioirote. 
Although Michael Field uses diverse historical works and chronioles as 
sources for plays, as Landor, Browning, Tennyson, and Swinburne did. the 
characters which the poets develop are not closely drawn historical figures 
but rather they are oharacters that assume legendar;y and mythical dimensicns. 
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The heroines in particular have classical prototypes. A Greek born out of 
t1me, Michael Field's Bacchanalian affinity is evident in the characters the 
poets create. Juxtaposed with identical characters delineated by other 
playwrights, Michael Field's characters Ulustrate the poets' imaginative 
rather than realistic orientation, and, more signif'icantly, they reveal a 
resem.blanee to certain Greek heroines. Maenads in $pint, these feminine 
characters move through the poets' plays in search of ecstasy and that love 
which is inevitably fatal. It is the f'eminine characters who arrest the 
reader's attention eVen in the earlier plays. But the poets' sldll develops 
and, significan~, the characters assume lif'elike proportions, which are 
at one and the same Ume credible and yet i1u.ginative. Deft handling of' 
minor characters, emphasis by means of' contrasting characters and greater 
psychological penetration into character become evident in the later plays. 
Also evident is the pattern established by the recurrence of' identical 
dominating motives and abdlar 11mer conflicts which unintentioull.y reveals 
something of the life and peraonal1 't7 of the author. In 80me measure the 
characters created by Michael Fitid have a latent potential to become more 
than individuals. At times they seem to greaten until they become hwaanity 
itself. However. the1r heroic stature is not always consistent, and at times 
their tragedy 1s muted by the poets' f'aUure to projeot the oharacter's 
huma.ni ty and uni versill ty with equal. consistency. 
The role of fate, the claim. of de.tiny, responsibUityand immortality 
are universal and elemental themes, but an author'. specific presentation of 
each idea is highly individual. '!'he nineteenth-century writer, witnessing 
the vast cha:nges wrought by the industrial revolution, was increasingly 
conscious of the realities of the present and the cult of beauty found in 
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the ftideal fI past. The oonflicting claims between Chr1stian and antique 
subjects and between Christian and Dionysian thought are easUy discernible 
in the thEmles expressed by the writers of the period. Asserting the funda-
mental ideas of the autono:m;y of man t s wUl. the essential distinction between 
good and evU, the arfimation of life, and the phenomenon of human vitality, 
Michael. Field defines tragedy and also creates tragic drama. The poets 
are pr1maril.y interested in "the conflict of un with the indifference of 
nature." Whether the specific theme be parental or politioal tyranny, the 
struggle between old and new 1deals ot conduct, or the folly of ignoring the 
deunds of :nature. the poets see lIUU1 in conflict and the resultant tragedy 
which arises from the struggle. It 1s the idea of fatal love, however, that 
dominates the tragedies of Michael Field and forms the central thematic core 
of the poets' plqs. .Aa:i in the presentation ot this concept the poets 
reflect one of the major theaes ot Swinburne and bis followers as well as of 
the writers of the Ninet1es. The recurrence of the nfatal love" theme, the 
concept that il"'rGYocably united the idea of love and death, illustrates not 
only Michael Field's endeavor to reeonaUe the cla1J:u of pagan tate with the 
weaknesses of human nature. but it also establishes the universal character 
of Michael Field's thought. '11lerefore. it is posl1ble to oonclude that the 
predOJldnant themes expressed in their plays &ft essent1all.7 more tillteless than 
timely and, of necessity, reflect the ideas of the past as well as project 
the trends of the f'ut.ure. 
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Because M1oha.el Field did not write in a di.tinctive f!ho>aaUc period 
but ;rather in an age of tranaitiollt the .Vl1.tic strengths and weakne .... 
of the period tend to be ea.ilJ l'MOgnized in the peets' work. One of the 
n1netMntb.cen1:.uJ:7 dramatistt • greatest pl"Obl.s va. the probl_ of clietion, 
and the tensiOD between "aU_ and U.u._ was quite evident in tbf pro-
',i;""" ~t·~r,·J 'i" J-.. 
bl_ of l.aIJguag.. El1zabethard..s, aMchfoai.st.1c _rcl choice," and the 
t" ,~. 
"language of evflJ'7d.q speech" u.ed b1 the advocates of the "DW dnaa" faUed 
to provicle a au1table aed1_ tor the dr .... Uo poet and expos. the ainor 
Writer to1mauaerabl.. pitfalls. th. tint notnortbJ solUtiOD to the Vi .... 
torian probl._ of dicUo1l ... oaq in the imlovat.1ona of S;rnge aM the 
poet. of the ttMah Rmval ll at the end ot the' oeDtu17. Michael Field, who 
was coueious of the pitfall., c:lid DOt e.cape thea ... the uneven character 
and occasionally Strained elaborate qualJ.Ue. ot the poets' diction indicate. 
The poet. are, for the BO.t. part, conftnt1oDAl iB their u.e of iuge17. The 
torest. water, precious ~wel. •• and the ro .. - traditional qIlbola 01" Landor, 
SV1nbu.rae and hi. followers - ba .... a ~ plaoe in the •• taphoric lan:-
gUage of their dr..... and a.PtJ.7 apreS4 the romantic and. 1aag1natlve quall tie. 
1Dherent in the poets' plays. Although the too careful search tor striking 
1aager.v,. on oocasion, results in ,auSheri •• , the poet. rrequ.~ exhibit 
notewortlv' perception and deft expresslone K1cu.I F1e14 48J'107f3 the accepted 
rlq'tla ot drautic poe\l7. As a Nault, the poets, blank wrse i. ind1a-
t1ngu1shabl.. £1"011 the oon .... nt10Ml rhJtDdc Un.o£ the penod. Although 
their i_bie p.taut..- 11ne is trequen1:4r 1rNgular. 1t do •• not break 
'With trad1 tion nor iftd1cate unuual prosodic va.r1atlon. While Michael Field t • 
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ocoasional use of prose as a dramatic medium 1s without distinction, the 
lyric$ whioh appear from time to tme in the plays are examples both of the 
poets' lyric power and the high quality of poetry they are capable of creating 
when so minded. 'l'h.ere is no mdence of str1ld.ng innovation, btlt .ere17 
of convention in the prosody or Michael Field, but there is considerable 
evidence of skill and, iurthel"'lllOre, flashes of poetic genius. 'l'h.e style 
of Michael Field. despite its conventional character, is not a static style 
but rather a developing style. 'Whether the poets' use of language, creation 
of metaphor, refin.ents in prosody, or e:f'teot1ve ironic intent is considered, 
the conclusion is reaffina:ed. Within the context or conventionality, }11chael 
F'ield developed in poetic technique. 
Michael Field did not solve the Victorian ill_a, nor did the poets 
achieve greatness in spite or it. Aa Minor poets. they were unable to rise 
above the U:mitations or the lat. Victorian drama. Their ccnviction that 
tragic poetic drama should not be relegat.<i to the drawing room but "live" 
in the theatre precedes the renewal or intereat in poetic drama that the 
plays of Yeats, sturge Moore, and Gordon Bottomley st1mulated. Their fas-
cination with the figures of mytha and legends predate. Yeats's affinity 
for u1mages that radnd us of vast passions. the vagueness of past times, 
all the ch1meras that haunt the edge of trance. If And their search for fom 
fo;reshadows the ext.ended use of the uon ... act" play and the experimeftts with 
NO-drama which occu.rred in the early twentieth century. Michael Field's 
plays are tangible evidence of the unhaPP1 coexistence of reali_ and. 
idealism. The strengths and wealmesses of the plqs help der1ne more precisely 
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the ramifications of the dilemma. Although the echoes of the past are COB-
tained in them .and trends which point to the future are seen in them, Michael 
Field's plqs state the present and as such are worthy of attention. 
However, the statement of the present 1s a minimal claim to literary 
significance and. a slight foundation for literary acclaim. The work of the 
poet i tselr must bear the lUrk of excellence. And that excellence is dis-
tinct from the oonsiderations of t1me. place, and person, it 1s permanent. 
For the works of an author to be heralded as "the ring of a new voice. which 
ls likely to be heard far and wide Qong the English-spealdng peoples" by 
the ~ta:tor aM then be dismissed as "standru:d nlneteenth-centu:ry closet 
draa" by !be Cambr1§! li~at..o..tt !l Imtlish L1 terature emphasizes the problem 
of the reputation of Michael Field. The iroD7 of the fae of that poet is 
the irony of instant critical eccld .. , even cOlltPAriaon to Shakespeare. and 
then sUence and. obseur1ty. Apart frolll the consi.deratio1'13 of collaboration 
and feminine authorship, which are interesting ~lt rather peripheral con-
siderations, the works of Michael Field must contain the intrinsic and valid 
reasons for not only att~t1on but esteem. Viewed by the poets' eontempor .. 
&11.88, the plays obviously did. 
To the prcmdnent writers of the late Victorian era -- Browning, Meredith. 
WUde. and George Moore - Michael Field was a contemporary in the pursuit 
of llterary excellence. The c01"respoDience and the jouruls of the writers 
1nd1cate the tree exchange ot ideas and the valuable critical cOllltlenta:ry 
which only close association and mutual respect are able to produce. 
Browning enjoyed the poets f deep classical arrin! ty and round their imagery 
touched by genius. Meredith criticized several plays indiVidually and con-
sidered Michael Field's characterization gene~ admirable and their verse 
particularly good. Oscar Wilde orfered. valuable suggestions for the staging 
or ! Question .!! Memo!"l and urged production of the poets' plays. And 
George Moore selected Michael F1eld's play ror actual presentatioll at Grein's 
Independent Theatre. In the light of this e1\COuragement, the poets' lack 
or popular acclaim is less significant. 
To the contemporary critics - AJo>t.hul" Symons and Lionel Johnson -
Michael Field was both wcrtb;r or critical evaluation and a distinctive poet. 
In summarizing the playwrights' contribution to dramatic literature, Johnson 
wrote, 
It is reasonable to think that England will never give birth to a 
second Shakespeare. it is unreasonable to hold that no one can 
possibly catch an;rthing of his spirit. Michael Field, at her 
highest point of' excellence, writes with an 1maginatioll, an ardour, 
a magn1f'ieence. in degree far lower, in ldnd not other, thaJl the 
1mag1na.tioll, the a.rdDur. the magrdticenee of Shakespeare. In wit.-
ness of this great claim, let us point to such passages as the last 
scene of William Rufus, with the speeche. of Beowlr, the blinded 
Samn peasani. to \lie third .cene ot Fair Rosamund, w1 th the speeches 
ot Queen Elinor, to the tourth scene or C&mlii; Wiiere Gunh1ld the 
Norse prophetess, confronts the kinga to tJi. scene ot Coresus' death 
in ~rrhoeJ to the fourth act or !b! Father's Trye!t[ with the 
speecot' sGrving Rothsay. Al1d these passages are not brUliant, 
chance telicities, purple patches or compositionJ they are central. 
or rinal passages, in which the writer's imagination becomes intense, 
and quickens into its most perfect form. (ffMichael Field" in Poets 
!l!i Poet!7 or the Centur,r, pp. )9a:)9i}) 
Specifying exact passages in the poets t plays, Lionel Johnson emphasized 
the nece.sity or analyzing the literary' work itself. and he also realized 
the need to perceive the inherent l1ter&17 values which permeated the entire 
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texture of the poets' work. However, Lionel Johnson did more. He recognized 
in Michael Field a rare quill ty or the :l.magination, which combined with the 
poets· individual tragic vision. produced poetic plays of esteem. Examined 
closely'. can these same poetic pl.qs fall to yield a siRd]ar judgment today? 
Michael Field is a poet worthy of recognition. Strongly gifted and 
highly imaginative. Edith Cooper and Katherine Bradley create tragic worlds 
in the1.:r plays and people them with sensitive soulf'ul characters who ex;.. 
penence keenlY' the confl1ct between the dreul and the realitY' and aha kin-
ship with Antigone. Phaedra, and Cly't;ellmestra. In a l1m1ted WAY, the poets 
achieve a st,lfl which transcends the cOIIImOnplaoe and at moments reaches 
brjlljance, a style which is distinctl.y their own. That the plays are little 
known is unfortunate, that Katherine Bradley and F.d1th Cooper are little praia- -. 
eel by the present oontaapor817 Uter8l'7 world is regrettable. 
The paradox of Michael Field was being Itby circumstance and choice 
decadents of the decadents," without ever real.ly procla~ the doctrine of 
"art for art's salce" under the aegis of Oscar Wilde. IDe Aubrey Beardsley. 
"who went straight to the great gUts of classical 11 taratuN," t.he poets 
studied and loved the cla.sics but never pablished in 1m! YeUp ~ or The 
5.,'y01. Like Arthur SylItons, who wrote appreciativelY' of the French liIpression-
1sts and S~'bol1stSt they p1"Oc1dJ1ed the freedom "to work: out in the open air 
of nature" but l"8JI&1ned aloof from the meetings or the RbYlllers t Club. And 
like Ernest Dowson, who pemed his undying love for Cynara, they wrote of the 
fatality of love bu.t wen :not couuaed in it. passion. Linked in spirit 
with the men of the Nineties. Michael Field is selclom mentioned in the 
literature ot the period. Perhaps the prophecy ot Mauriee Baring remains 
to be tult1lled. "There was one poet.s naae whioh was sometimes mentioned 
then. The name has gone on being .entioned since. and v1l1 one dq. I 
think. reach the safe harbor or lasting tae. and this was Michael Field. It 
Field, Michael. 
1911. 
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